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FOREWORD

My first serious contacts with theoretical and practical issues related 
to landscapes date back to 2000 when I started my research on manor 
landscapes as a landscape type. During the subsequent fifteen years, as a 
practicing landscape architect, I have had the opportunity to participate in 
large-scale landscape research projects within the framework of which a 
great number of complicated theoretical problems have had to be resolved, 
and answers found for the practical issues that arose. In the context of 
this thesis, the most important projects that were carried out include 
the following: conducting an inventory of the manors in Tartu County 
(2000-2004); zoning the landscape in the Haanja Nature Park (2006); 
the thematic planning of the areas of cultural and historical value in 
Kõlleste Rural Municipality (2009); the landscape-related zoning of the 
Otepää Nature Park (2009); analysis of the architecture and settlement 
structure in the villages of Lahemaa (2009-2012); analysis of the spatial 
development of Supilinn and proposals for drawing up the thematic 
planning (2010); preparing the special heritage protection conditions 
for the thematic planning of Supilinn (2010); and the inventory of the 
architecture and settlement structure of  Matsalu National Park (2012-
2013).  Of foremost importance in all these projects was the analysis of 
the physical environment in order to answer the following question: What 
changes have occurred in the landscape and how well have the values 
been preserved? And yet, something else exists in the landscape that 
those who had prepared the initial task had not taken into account. It is 
hard to believe that people don’t know how to notice the non-physical 
component of the landscape and don’t consider it to be important. It is 
more likely that people are so used to this that they consider them to be 
self-evident, and therefore, attention is not paid to them. In addition, 
physical parameters for this are lacking, and therefore, it tends to slip 
through one’s fingers. And yet, for fifteen years at the international 
level, in addition to the physical component, the non-physical has been 
considered to be so important that is specified separately when defining 
a landscape.  In the European Convention on the Landscape (Council of 
Europe 2000), which was passed by the Council of Europe in Florence 
in 2000, the landscape is defined as follows: “Landscape means an area, 
as perceived by people, whose character is the result of the action and 
interaction of natural and/or human factors.”
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In the case of all the practical projects mentioned above, for me questions 
related to the perceivable component of the landscape as defined in the 
convention have arisen time and again and required answers. Simultaneously 
with my landscape architecture studies at the Estonian University of Life 
Sciences, I was able to deal in depth with the theoretical problems related 
to the practical work during  PhD courses taken in the Cultural Heritage 
and Conservation Department of the Estonian Academy of Arts, and my 
academic studies in both sociology and psychology at the University of 
Tartu, which also expanded the opportunities for combining the methods 
of different disciplines. As a lecturer of landscape architecture at the Tartu 
College of the Tallinn University of Technology, during the last ten years, 
I have come in contact with these theoretical and methodological issues 
on an everyday basis. This thesis is comprised of the conclusions I have 
come to through this thought process, which hase been formulated into 
an approach toward the perceivable component of landscape.

This PhD thesis is divided into to two main parts. In the first half 
the analysis consists of landscape as an object in order to define the 
attributes that would allow its non-physical component to be treated 
along with its physical substance. The analytical possibilities for helping 
to define the cognitive parameters in addition to the physical ones were 
sought in the methods used in the humanities.  The first half of the 
thesis examines landscape as a semiosphere by using the experiences 
acquired and conclusions reached while researching manor landscapes 
during the decade when the first half of the thesis was written. In the 
second half, the focus is no longer on  landscape as an object but on the 
processes occurring in the landscape. An analysis is made of the factors 
that influence the processes occurring in the landscape, and how, in turn, 
these processes impact the landscape. The second half of the thesis relies 
on experiences acquired when analysing the landscape between 2009 and 
2013 and an examination is made of the dialogue between the landscape 
and the processes occurring therein. A more detailed examination is 
made of the reciprocal impacts accompanying the gentrification process 
occurring in urban landscapes, which are recorded in the aforementioned 
case studies. The selected practical results of the case studies are reflected 
in the original articles added to the end of the thesis. Although not all 
the results of the landscape studies that were conducted are presented 
in this approach, the theoretical conclusions presented in this thesis are 
based on these practical experiences.
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Empirical research has predominated in the research related to the theory 
of the world, including that of humankind, since the discoveries made 
by Copernicus, when the place of humankind in the universe changed. 
Humankind that had previously been the centre of the universe was 
repositioned as an insignificant dot in an infinite space, surrounded 
by a silent universe (Popper 2011). Descartes’ world ideal was founded 
upon a great mathematical discovery, according to which, all knowledge 
about space and spatial relations can be translated into a new language, 
a numerical language, and by this translation and transformation it 
becomes possible to more adequately understand the truly logical 
nature of geometric thinking (Cassirer 1999). In current approaches, 
the environment exists independently of mankind and can be described 
in numerical language. The long-term aspiration to work out a perfect 
environmental model has not turned out to be comprehensive. Developed 
as the result of international cooperation, the European Landscape 
Convention, which was signed in Florence in 2000 and implemented in 
2004, defines the landscape as “an area, as perceived by people, whose 
character is the result of the action and interaction of natural and/or 
human factors”  (Council of Europe 2000). For the first time in an 
international document the aspect is defined that directs attention to the 
fact that landscape is created in a person’s perception and imagination, 
and it develops as the result of the interaction of people and nature 
through time. The characterisation of landscape is more a question of 
interpretation than recording and of imagination rather than harsh facts. 
In their report, the international group of scientists that participated in 
the European Union projects called Pathways to Cultural Landscape 
and European Cultural Paths have declared that “landscape is an idea 
not an object”.

Since the strict boundaries between various disciplines are disappearing, 
the utilisation of the same methods in various fields has created new 
interdisciplinary opportunities.  The use of migration concepts in 
landscape research creates the possibility for the integration of various 
fields of study. In his book Lector in fabula, the semiotician and philosopher 
Umberto Eco writes the following: the semiotic concept of text is much 
wider than just the factors related to linguistics, while my theoretical 
proposals – if the corresponding adjustments are made – aspire to be also 
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applicable to non-literary and non-verbal texts (Eco 2005). In addition 
to structure, the complicated systems that are formed by the signs in the 
landscape also have meaning. At the moment when nature appears in our 
consciousness as an image, it has been replicated. The reflection of the 
objective world in the consciousness provides the external picture with 
internal meaning. And many of our sensual perceptions and qualities 
intermediated by our senses and described by our brain become inherent 
thereto; and as equivalents of physical parameters, they possess the 
ability to be large or small, long or wide, to be located in our immediate 
vicinity and faraway (Maiste 2011). The landscape is an aggregate in close 
structural and cognitive contact.

The landscape is a reflection in which the landscape, similarly to language 
(language as the communicator of thoughts), plays an intermediating 
role. In the case of a reflection, it is possible to examine the signs in the 
landscape, those left by the users of the landscape, however the goal of this 
paper is not to fix and describe the signs that exist in the landscape, but 
to find the attributes of landscape as a phenomenon that make it possible 
to use the landscape as a reflection; by finding possibilities to help deal 
with those aspects that remain outside the grasp of analytical methods, 
since they are located outside the physical landscape. By proposing ways 
to deal with the non-physical properties, this approach creates a possible 
reasons for the development of Augé’s “non-places”.

This thesis is based on scientific publications that have appeared in ISI 
Web of Science scientific journals, the academic proceedings of the 
Estonian University of Life Sciences and Estonian Academy of Arts, as 
well as presentations made at international conferences.
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2. AIMS OF THE STUDY

The general objective of the research is to identify the operating 
mechanisms of landscape as an object. To achieve this, the following 
three research tasks were established:

1. to analyse the landscape as a semiosphere based on Lotman’s 
theory of the semiosphere, for the purpose of finding the 
attributes of a semiosphere that are present in the landscape;

2. to analyse the landscape as memory with the goal of 
identifying the attributes and operating mechanisms 
characteristic of memory based on Tulving’s theory of 
memory;

3. to analyse how landscape, as memory, stores reminiscences and 
when and how they become accessible to people.

The articles added to the end of the thesis are case studies which reveal 
the landscape attributes under examination.

Article I “Supilinn, Tartu – The Lively Vernacular against Urban Renewal: 
A Lefebvrean Critique”. The longitudinal research allows one to observe 
and compare many different aspects of urban development (urban analysis, 
people’s values, adopted spatial plans, etc.) to provide insights into the 
question of what characterises the lively city.

Article II “Gentrification in a Post-Socialist Town: The Case of the 
Supilinn District, Tartu, Estonia” introduces analytical results that show 
how landscape operates as memory in the gentrification process and 
how this has impacted the gentrification process in the Supilinn district.

Article III “Risen from the Dead. From Slumming to Gentrification” 
analyses which conditions created by landscape as memory promote the 
activation of the gentrification process. How landscape as memory plays 
a significant role and what it is, and how it is appears in Supilinn.

Article IV “Mõisamaastiku aeg ja ruum” deals with how landscape as a 
semiosphere is revealed, what characteristic attributes of a semiosphere 
appear in the landscape and how they are expressed in the case of manor 
landscape.
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Article V “Mõis ja maastik” introduces how manor landscape operates 
as memory.

According to the definition in the European Landscape Convention, 
“Landscape” means an area, as perceived by people, whose character 
is the result of the action and interaction of natural and/or human 
factors.  This thesis focuses on first half of the definition, i.e. landscape 
is perceived by people. The phenomenological method was used in this 
paper to examine landscape as a perceivable object, which allows for the 
analysis of the non-physical properties of landscape. The assumption 
that the semiospheric nature, memory and reminiscence of landscape 
are affected by dynamic processes (by the appearance of gentrification, 
social representations, and social capital) establishes the precondition for 
examining the landscape through these same processes. The objective 
of using the phenomenological method is to identify the characteristic 
attributes of the semiosphere and memory when researching the landscape.

Based on the research task, three hypotheses were established:

1. Landscape can be treated as a semiosphere, which is 
a theoretical and abstract model for the description of 
systems. Landscape has many attributes characteristic of the 
semiosphere, which can be identified, and which enable the 
non-physical side, which people perceive, to be examined.

2. Landscape can be treated as memory. Landscape has many 
attributes characteristic of memory, which can be identified. 
Treating landscape as memory helps to better understand 
the multifaceted nature of landscape and its functioning 
mechanisms, which, when shaping the landscape, allow for the 
physical as well as non-physical attributes to be considered.

3. Landscape as memory records reminiscences within itself 
which can be evoked. During research, the processes of storing 
and evoking reminiscences can be based on the experiences 
related to the research of human memory. Recognising 
landscape as the preserver of memories considerably expands 
the opportunities for dealing with the non-physical aspects of 
the landscape. 
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3. LANDSCAPE – DEFINITION OF THE OBJECT

During discussions with various specialists in the course of preparing 
this thesis, the issue of terminology emerged very clearly. Therefore, it 
is necessary to touch on this right at the start. Firstly, it should be noted 
that there is a general lack of clarity when it comes to terminology, and 
this has been pointed out by many researchers. It has been assumed that 
many of concepts used in specialised literature, including MA and PhD 
theses (e.g. the environment, living environment, landscape) do not need 
to be defined, and therefore, it has been left up to the reader to decide 
what exactly the author wants to say. Usually the specialised training of the 
reader determines how one or another term is understood. Encyclopedic 
works also do not provide any solutions, because the meanings of the 
particular concepts (space, place, landscape, environment, region, area, 
district, etc.) are related to the traditions that have developed in the 
specific field, and a constant specification (modification) in the use of these 
concepts is occurring. For example, the widely used word “landscape” is 
defined in Johannes Aavik’s Uute sõnade sõnastik, which was published in 
1919, as countryside/country place (maastik – maakoht (landschaft)) (Aavik 
1919). Evidence of the multitude of terminology and definitions for 
research objects is provided by the anthology Maastik: loodus ja kultuur, 
which appeared more than 15 years ago, and in Maastikukäsitlusi Eestis 
(Palang and Sooväli 2001), where very different approaches to landscape 
can be found, including the usage of the concepts of landscape and 
environment. If the concept of landscape, which was adopted by Tartu 
geographers in the early 20th century, was initially used primarily for 
characterising and systematising the geomorphic properties of the land, 
(Sinijärv 2001), economic geographers defined the landscape as a part 
of the Earth’s surface that is distinguished from its other parts by the 
main attributes that determine its appearance and function of its internal 
structure (Marksoo 2001). In the same anthology, the cultural geographer 
defines its object of research as the whole that develops based on the 
relationship between people and their living environment (Peil 2001). 
Differences in nuance often exist in the terms used by researchers (space, 
place, site, environment, landscape, etc.) depending on their usage; the 
concepts of landscape, nature and environment are synonymously (Lehari 
2001) or by adding a clarifying adjective (e.g. lived place, relative space, 
anthropogenic landscape, non-place, etc.).
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When trying to find a solution, to the aforementioned problem, one must 
agree with Jussi Jauhiainen when he says that, when defining something, 
it is important to explain the researcher’s own position and understanding 
of what the position means in his or her research ( Jauhiainen 2001). 
The same position is taken by Ann Marksoo, who notes that it’s as if 
the landscape were the common working environment for many fields 
of study where specialists with various goals are operating (Marksoo 
2001). Toomas Kokovkin directs our attention to the fact that landscape 
is described through other natural objects and phenomena (Kokovkin 
2001). This is also evident in various specialised literature where the 
aspect that is being examined is defined rather the object itself. For 
example: environmental aesthetics deals with researching the aesthetic 
aspects of environmental consciousness and experience by examining 
people preferences; environmental ethics researches the ethical aspect 
of the relationship between mankind and the natural environment, as 
well as the character and moral status of the natural environment’s value 
and that of its constituent parts: environmental psychology deals with 
the relationships between mankind and its surrounding environment; 
environmental sociology researches the understandings of and attitudes 
toward the occurrences in the environment, how social structures direct 
the consumption of environmental resources, and how the conditions of 
the physical environment impact the functioning of society and people’s 
wellbeing; and landscape ecology researches the internal and external 
relations of the landscape units and the material circulation and energy 
flow of the landscape.

Therefore, landscape can be treated as a background, where the focus is on 
the aspects being researched, which are based directly on the specialised 
interests of the researcher or which are described through something else.
When defining of the concept of landscape, the author of the thesis has 
relied on the European Landscape Convention, and for the concept of 
environment, on the definition provided in the Eesti Entsüklopeedia, which 
says that the environment is comprised of the factors of non-living and 
living nature that affect the biosystem (include organisms, incl. people); 
a complex of conditions in which the biosystem exists.
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4. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

4.1. PHILOSOPHICAL-THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The phenomenological research is based on philosophical theories for 
which, based on the research questions of this paper, several normative 
epistemological positions have provided the guidelines. One of these, 
i.e. the approach of Henri Bergson to the exchange of consciousness 
and the relationship between matter and memory (spirit), is important 
to the research related to landscape as memory; this because Bergson 
deals with the measurability of time and the sequence and duration 
of moments, which is characterised by memorialisation, the idea of 
different levels of memory and the selective reminiscence of the past 
(Bergson 2007). When examining the cognizance of the landscape, the 
theories of cognizance and the philosophy of culture espoused by Ernst 
Cassirer are important. Cassirer believed that the world of the senses 
exists but our consciousness does not reflect it totally and directly, but 
the functioning of the human spirit gives this world the form that we 
perceive, understand and experience. We participate in the process of 
cognizance actively and selectively. According to Kant, space is the form 
of our “external experience”, but Cassirer says that time is the form of 
our “internal experience” (Tool 2006). The approach to the human values 
of spaces by Gaston Bachelard (1999), and the position of Merleau-Ponty 
regarding the nature of phenomenology, in which on the one hand we 
are dealing with strict consciousness and on the other with the factuality 
of the human existence, as well as the experience prior to reflection and 
consciousness (Merleau-Ponty 1945). The treatment of the non-physical 
substance of landscape as a dual system is based on Merleau-Ponty, who 
says it is important to turn our attention to the mutual relations between 
the structures of the various levels. The relationship between landscape 
and mankind is being examining in the case of semiosphere, memory 
and reminiscence. Merleau-Ponty differentiates “geometric” space from 
“anthropological” space, as well as “existential” space, or a place of similar 
experience, in which, in the relationship between humankind and the 
world, the person is “placed in a relationship with the surroundings” 
(Merleau-Ponty 1945).

Paul Ricoeur has said that the experiences we have provide an emotional 
dimension to remembering. Certain objects posses a personal dimension 
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for us, which means that remembering and recognising them is based 
on our connection to and relationship with them (Ricoeur 2005). 
Emphasising the importance of the experiential and emotional aspect 
in reminiscence and recognition Paul Antoine Bouissac has stated that 
a space must primarily be something that we learn about and remember 
through our experiences (Bouissac 2007). In the treatment of landscape 
as reminiscence, it is important to deal with both remembering and 
recognising, which are directly related to experience.

When dealing with the surroundings as landscape, the experiences of 
the humanities are most appropriate Wilhelm Dilthey, can be divided 
into two categories that differ in status based on cognitive theory: into 
external and internal, because, of necessity, the natural sciences must 
substantiate arguments based on experience, since natural phenomena are 
made available to us only through their experiential category. However, 
in the humanities the field objects is provided primarily through internal 
experience and comprehension (Tool 2006); i.e. we explain nature, we 
comprehend our psychic life. (Tool 2006). Dilthey also directed our 
attention to the fact that by absolutizing the means of cognizance related 
to the natural sciences, the relationship between the subject and object of 
cognizance that is unique to the humanities is left unnoticed (Tool 2006).

We must try to understand the space surrounding us and to decipher 
the regularities of humankind’s cognitive world by utilising the 
phenomenological method on which we can rely when researching the 
mental world and its perception. Phenomenology, which on the one hand 
deals with the examination of essence, and on the other, with places 
essence back into being, is therefore suitable for researching landscape. 
Just like the concept of landscape, the concept of phenomenology also 
creates lesser and greater confusion, which is why an explanation of the 
concept is justified in the context of this thesis. Despite the long-term 
usage of phenomenology, starting with Husserl who is considered to be 
the founder of phenomenology, time and again it has been necessary to 
redefine the content of the concept. It is like philosophy, a method that 
is constantly restarting by redefining itself over and over, while excluding 
the possibility of being self-evident (Viik 2009).

It is important to understand that, based on phenomenological tradition 
and method, the subject is not understood to be the object, but as the 
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precondition for the appearance of the objects. Phenomenological 
reduction means that one rejects one’s beliefs about the actual existence 
of objects and phenomena that appear in experience and focuses on the 
observation and description of the ways that experience occurs. The 
difference between phenomenology and ethnology is that the latter may 
describe various housing types quite precisely, but the phenomenologist 
tries to grasp the initial stage of its basic, definite, and immediate 
wellbeing. The first task of phenomenology is to find the initial shell of 
each dwelling (Bachelard 1999).

If according to empirical scientific philosophy, the humanities and social 
sciences have been unsuccessful as a rule because the theoretical laws or 
models formed in the social sciences are too weak, then in post-empirical 
scientific philosophy it has been found that their explanatory preconditions 
are, to the contrary, too strong, and establish the plans and goals of the 
actors too rigidly.  However, they are unstable in two ways. Firstly, the 
actors are reflective, learning beings.  Secondly, not only are the actors’ 
self-descriptions important, but so is how the other actors understand 
the importance of their actions (Piirimäe 2008).

Using a phenomenological method, the author relies on Tim Ingold, 
whose recurrent research topic has been man as a species that is tightly 
integrated with the world and operates actively, practically and creatively 
therein (Rattasepp 2008); and whose approach to the globe and sphere 
is suitable for explaining the difference between the positions of an 
analytical and phenomenological researcher (see the chapter on theoretical 
issues for further discussion). Based thereon, people are not the result of 
a unification of two antithetical sides – culture and nature – but growing 
and developing organisms and all of their attributes, behaviours and 
structure are created during their development (Rattasepp 2008). Since we 
are people, the world surrounding us must inevitably be anthropocentric; 
however, this fact alone does not indicate a lack of participation, or result 
in a self-centred attitude, Inghold says (2008). Therefore, landscape is 
that which is equally available to everyone, including people, and the 
perception of it only becomes possible when one is present in it and 
actively participates in it, because landscape only exists where people 
create it in their minds or with their senses, and imagine and perceive 
it (Kultuurirajad Euroopa muinasmaastikel 2000-2003). Maurice Merleau-
Ponty, the renowned French phenomenologist, was of the opinion that 
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the experienced world cannot be reduced to a sum of the objects and 
functional relationships postulated by natural sciences, but it has a holistic 
and cognitive structure (Merleau-Ponty 2010). Therefore, if we shape the 
environment for people, when we establish criteria, this should not be 
restricted to those from the environment, because the human character 
cannot be revealed in the same way as the character of physical objects. 
Physical objects can be described in terms related to their objective 
properties, but people can be described and defined only in terms of 
their consciousness (Cassirer 1999).

A simplified explanation of the structuralist theory and method of the 
renowned anthropologist Lévi-Strauss is that culture and its various 
elements are similar to language, and have “grammars”. For Lévi-Strauss, 
the identification of this grammar – i.e. internal code – was the main 
objective and content of his anthropological research (Lévi-Strauss 2012); 
as it is for the analysis of the linguistic rules of the semiosphere. The 
differences between structuralism and functionalism and historicism 
are not expressed in the function of the cultural elements and social 
institutions or in the “explanation” of its origins, but in the comprehension 
of their (universal) operating mechanisms and internal logic. Language, 
culture and human behaviour have rules of grammar, as does landscape; 
some of these rules can be determined externally through physical 
parameters and other internally and cognitively (Org 2009). The landscape 
only exists together with people and it is closely related to culture. Just 
like we are not conscious of grammar when we speak our mother tongue, 
we also do not read the landscape consciously, but perceive it based on 
internal experience. Ernst Cassirer (Cassirer 1999) says that the maxim 
“know thyself” is considered to be a categorical imperative in all higher 
religions. In and of itself, this position of self-reflection is nothing new, 
it was already being dealt with in antiquity, when it was recognised that it 
is not possible to delve into the secrets of nature without also examining 
people, because Socrates, the first known researcher of humans, already 
posed the question, “What is man?”
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4.2. THEORETICAL-METHODICAL APPROACHES 

Until the 1950s, the prevailing belief among geographers was that 
physical parameters were sufficient for measuring space and, according to 
Edward Soja, space was measured as a unchangeable, fixed, unambiguous, 
immovable phenomenon – a world that could be precisely measured 
mathematically, and not as a system filled with activity and meaning (Soja 
1995). Changes toward a broadening of the scope started to occur in the 
1960s and 1970s, when attention turned to the meanings of space and 
these meanings started to be interpreted (e.g. Yi-Fu Tuan 1977); space 
started to be dealt with as a social product (e.g. Harvey 1973; Castells 
1983); as well as the interaction between individuals and society (Anthony 
Giddens’s theory of structuration). According to the theory developed 
by Michel Calloni, Bruno Latouri and John Law in the 1980s (Latouri 
Actor Network Theory – ANT) both living and inanimate objects create 
their fields of meaning in a space.

The representatives of the phenomenological trend (Lefebvre 1991; Tilley 
1994; Thomas 2003; Soja 1996, 2002 et al.) viewed space as a medium that 
cannot be separated from human activity, because space is the product 
of social relationships. In the early 20th century, this approach was given 
a boost by the translation of Henri Lefebvre’s The Production of Space 
(La Production de l’Espace, Lefebvre 1974) into English, which helped to 
popularise the theory. When analysing space, Lefebvre did not consider 
the material or meaningful aspects to be important, but rather, he focused 
on the social aspect and with convincing argumentation made a significant 
contribution to the treatment of space (Shields 1999, 2004; Hubbard et 
al. 2004). The creation of the social space necessary for the existence of 
society is a long-term process and without producing, reproducing and 
redesigning a suitable space for oneself, a society is not viable (Lefebvre 
1991). Tilley also approaches space as a medium that is always associated 
with human activity and therefore a social product. He defines place as 
the centre of the space, for which spaces provide the context. Space is 
formed by a network of relations between places and objects, which in 
turn creates meaning (Tilley 1994). For archaeologist Julian Thomas, 
space is abstract and he contrasts lived space with physical space. The 
latter is exclusively the place where one lives, while lived space is a social 
phenomenon that is expressed through experience (Thomas 2001).
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The conceptual strength of the concept of landscape is accurately 
summarised by Denis Gosgrove (Gosgrove 2008), by recognising that 
“Unlike place it reminds us of our position in the scheme of nature. 
Unlike environment or space it reminds us that only through human 
consciousness and reason is that scheme known to us, and only through 
technique can we participate as humans in it.” (Kaljundi and Sooväli-
Sepping 2014). Tim Ingold also differentiates between space and landscape 
by stating that “landscape is not space” (Ingold 2000). Space has two 
opposing poles – the ground that exists in the physical environment 
and the set of meanings that are attributed to it, which are not very 
closely related; and Inghold sees this as the difference between space 
and landscape, because the concept of landscape includes a whole set of 
different attributes – landscape is never formed exclusively of physical 
objects, nor does it exist separately from other characterisations, but is 
located in people’s mental spheres (Ingold 2000).

Place and space create identity and thereby shape culture (Hubbard et al. 
2004), which is social capital (a concept adopted in 1916 by L. J. Hanifan 
(Butnam 2000) and defined by Pierre Bourdieu in 1972) and expressed in 
society through social representations. Social capital, which is the sum of 
the actual and potential resources that result from a permanent network 
of acquaintanceships based on reciprocal acknowledgement, in which the 
relationships exist in the form of material and/or symbolic exchanges that 
help them to survive. According to the theory of social representations 
(Moscovici 1984), the members of the population interpret various 
phenomena differently, which in turn creates the need to name things 
(Kallasmaa 2000, 2002) and help to make a place experiential. By naming 
objects, we recognise that they belong somewhere; we take a position in 
their regard; we acknowledge that they have been noticed and recognised 
(Lotman 1999). Something has a name only if there is a need to name it. 
Named things have been perceived, are understandable and significant, and 
thereby, personal space is created. A name also provides information on 
how to relate to the given object (Pärli and Rudakovskaja 2002). Individuals 
use codes for personal space in order to label the places that important to 
them. And thereby, declared them as their own. Public and holy spaces exist 
alongside personal spaces. Communal and social communication occurs 
in public places. On the other hand, holy places are thought to have some 
kind of mystical or spiritual properties (Danesi and Perron 2005). Lefebvre 
believes that personal space is not controlled by ideology, although it is 
strongly impacted by the prevalent ideology (Lefebvre 1991).
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Of the theoretical approaches, an important role in the research of 
landscape as memory and reminiscences is played by Augé’s theory of 
places and non-places, which states that, non-places lack the properties 
that promote the preservation and subsequent activation of memories, 
while places are stored in memory as colourful and full of symbols and 
have a special and emotional meaning for us. Places provide fertile ground 
for memories that change a place into a space. Augé defines a place as a 
set of elements existing together in a certain arrangement, which becomes 
a space or vitalised place as the result of the rearrangement of moving 
bodies (Augé 2012). At this point, we should also examine the three 
concepts (space, place and non-place) in the light of French sociologist 
Lefebvre’s (Lefebvre 1991) spatial triad. By dividing landscapes into spaces, 
Lefebvre distinguished between them by using characteristic adjectives 
(lived (l’espace vécu (representational space)), perceived (l’espace pérçu (spatial 
practice)), and conceived (l’ecpace conçu (representations of space)).

These are three different spaces, which just like space, place and non-
place, encompass the entire landscape. According to Lefebvre, in capitalist 
society, space is created, recreated and shaped by human activity (Lefebvre 
1991). Space is not only comprised of materiality and material objects. 
The creation of space is important, which means that space is active and 
flowing, similarly to the ideas of Certeau, who defines space as a place 
that is practiced (De Certeau 2005). In Lefebvre’s treatment of space, 
importance is placed on the so-called spatial triad, i.e. the unity of the 
three spatial parts, which is formed by conceived spaces (presentation 
of space), perceived spaces (physical spaces) and lived spaces (personal 
spaces) (Lefebvre 1991). Lived spaces are spaces that only develop through 
the meanings and memories assigned to them people. Memories are 
the binding elements that help perceived space to become lived space. 
These are so-called “actually settled” spaces that are not abstract and 
do not preclude people, but indicate people’s relationship to landscape. 
Every event or phenomenon takes place somewhere. A place is real, 
experienced and meaningful. However meanings are born as the result 
of the interaction between the senses, memory, imagination and thought 
(Lehari and Sarapik 2000).
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Figure 1. Schematic comparison of Marc Augé’s (left) and Henri Lefebvre’s 
(right) concepts. Memories develop and emerge only together with people. 
Source: Nutt, N. Landscape and landscape architecture (manuscript).

Lefebvre’s lived space has the most in common with Augé space (see 
Fig. 1). Both only develop as the result of contact between the subject 
(person) and object (landscape). The lived space is filled with meanings, 
coded and uncoded symbolism and nonverbal symbols associated with 
experiences. This spatial level develops through personalisation; it affects 
life and experience, without which this level would not exist (Haamer 
2008). The similarity between place and perceivable space consists of 
its non-subjectivity. The subject lacks a personal relationship with both. 
They are physical spaces that exist in reality. The common denominator 
in the third pair, which is comprised of non-places and representational 
spaces, is their abstract nature. If representational spaces are presentations 
of space (e.g. plans), then non-places, similarly to conceivable spaces, are 
spaces that do not exist in reality (virtual spaces) or spaces that cannot 
be defined based on identity, relationship or history.

In addition to the theories of spatial theoreticians, the theories developed 
by the researchers of human memory have also been employed. The 
most important from the viewpoint of this paper is the reference to an 
article in Endel Tulving’s anthology Mälu that was published in 1994, 
in which the author analyses the issues related to human memory and 
reminiscence. In the case of human memory, we are dealing with a 
three-stage process: the writing or saving of information (encoding); 
the preservation of information (storage) and the use or extraction of 
information (retrieval). Saving means the way that something is stored 
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in the memory; preservation refers to how it is kept and retained in the 
memory; and extraction is how something is retrieved from memory. 
Memory starts to function only after all three of these stages engage. The 
retrieval stage is also dependent on social aspects and the cultural space, 
since it is the signs related primarily to culture and worldview that are 
reflected in spatial perception and representation. Spatial experience is 
always subjective and temporal (Tilley 1994) and the retrieval of memory, 
including the activation of reminiscences, is determined by which signs 
in the space are recognised. Therefore, the perception of space is also 
a cultural process and one that is dependent on culture that reflects 
people’s way of thinking (Danesi and Perron 2005). Human memory 
as the mechanism’s three-stage process that Tulving describes is also 
applicable to landscape.

The topic of the landscape layers (memory) and legacy has been thoroughly 
discussed from various points of view in one of the most voluminous 
anthologies that have recently appeared in the Estonian language. In the 
anthology called Maastik ja mälu, edited by Linda Kaljundi and Helen 
Sooväli-Sepping, various authors dissect the aspects of legacy and direct 
our attention to the fact that the reinterpretation and reassessment of 
Estonian landscape and spatial legacy is undergoing constant change 
(Kaljundi and Sooväli-Sepping 2014). This applies to landscape’s role as 
the carrier of the national memory as well as traditional landscape (Palang 
2014). Geographer Marc Antrop, who has made a differentiation between 
tradition and modern landscape, has also dealt with traditional landscapes 
(Antrop 2000). Traditional landscapes have remained unchanged for 
generations, while modern landscapes change several times in one 
generation. Both Cosgrove (Cosgrove 1998) and Lefebvre (Lefebvre 1991) 
have also directed our attention to the role of socioeconomic formations. 
Every new formation designs its own symbols and meanings using its own 
landscape. All landscapes carry symbolic meaning because all landscapes 
are born of human activity related to the adaptation and altering of the 
environment (Cosgrove 1998).

Eliade contrasts one’s own (cosmos) and foreign (uninhabited) space in 
the context of chaos and organised space (Eliade 1992). Foreign space is 
made one’s own by consecration. One’s own and the foreign are separated 
and defined by a threshold that is a border by nature, which in addition 
to separating, also has a connective function (Eliade 1992). Kaia Lehari 
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also deals with the topic of chaos and order, noting that, based on the 
rational treatment of space that prevailed for a long time, order was 
created by humans; the attributes of chaos were assigned to nature, as 
well as wild and untouched environments (Lehari 1997). The basis for a 
new and different scientific view of the world was provided by the law 
formulating the growth of entropy, according to which, order and disorder, 
as well as stability and instability, occur in the universe simultaneously. 
This results in an understanding that people are not able to control the 
world that surrounds them. Chaos and order exist simultaneously in the 
world, and diversity is legitimate not antithetical (Lehari 1997).

In reality, non-places, places and space do not exist in their purest sense. 
Each is contained in the others to a greater or lesser degree, whereas the 
transition from one to the other is not clearly defined, as is also true of 
the semiosphere.

The two traditions of semiotic studies – both the Peirce and Morris, 
and the Saussure and Prague schools – tried to establish the simplest 
atomistic element for the semiosphere, and thereafter, approach everything 
through their similarity thereto (Lotman 1999). An approach that is 
quite similar can be found in early landscape studies. For describing 
the semiosphere, this approach did not help to arrive at the essence of 
the semiosphere, because according to Lotman (Lotman 1999), well-
defined and functional unambiguous systems do not exist in real life or 
in isolated form. Their subdivision is required only by a heuristic need. 
Viewed separately, none of them actually works. They only function when 
placed into a certain semiotic continuum, which is filled with semiotic 
measurements at various levels of disorder. This continuum is called 
a semiosphere (Lotman 1999). In regard to the semiosphere, Lotman 
considers it important to employ an approach in which the semiosphere is 
treated as an integrated mechanism. In this case, one or another building 
block is not of primary importance, but rather the “great system”, which 
is called the semiosphere (Lotman 1999). The result is that the nature of 
the semiosphere changes a symbolic activity into a real one. A constantly 
present landscape can also be characterised in the same way. In the case 
of landscape, the fact that the landscape itself is the “great system”, which 
is defined by the European Landscape Convention, is most important. 
The landscape is inherently whole and it can be divided into parts, but 
not the way around, i.e. the whole assembled from the parts.
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Similarly to landscape, the research object of semiotics is the structure 
created by people, which, in the case of semiotics, is language. The 
spotlight is on signs and sign systems, their development, structure, 
meaning and functioning, as well as the communication between the 
signs. Signs, their meaning and communication, are also characteristic 
of landscape. If in semiotics, communications takes place between five 
members: the sign, signifier, signified ( the meaning or sign that develops 
when the real sign meets the consciousness), value and significance; then 
landscape can be treated as an aggregate of signs from various times that 
forms a semiotic space (Nutt 2009a). The semiotic point of view does not 
mean that the world is comprised only of signs, but rather that all cognitive 
activity is signified. Without signs, cognition, memory, communication 
and other important characterising activities and processes of living nature 
cannot exist. Landscape, as an object that is approached semiotically 
as being an aggregate of signs, can also be viewed from hermeneutic 
positions (Nutt 2009a), which take the historicity and completeness of 
landscape into account. Landscape functions as a large integrated system, 
in which the parts are placed in a specific system in order for them 
to function and develop. Viewed separately, or divided into pieces, the 
individual pieces could not function.

The inevitable internal unevenness of the semiosphere comprises the 
organisation’s regularity. A semiotic space is characterised by the existence 
of (usually several) amorphous semiotic worlds that have a clearly 
pronounced organisation and are drawn toward the periphery, and which 
surround the core structure (Lotman 1999). One of the basic concepts of 
semiotic definition is the concept of borders, which says that the semiotic 
border is the sum of bilingual “interpretation filters”, through which text 
is translated into another language (or languages), and which is located 
outside of the particular semiosphere. The border of the semiotic space 
is the most important functional and structural position that determines 
the nature of its semiotic mechanism. The border is the area in the 
semiosphere where the semiotic processes occur more rapidly (Lotman 
1999). Borders, which may be visible (physical) or invisible (abstract) are 
necessary for creating identity, in which differentiation is most important 
(Newman and Paasi 1998). Borders also contain information on social 
norms and rules, which form the basis for the creation of an identity 
for a community, and differentiation exists thanks to the existence of 
borders. Abstract borders exist in the consciousness of individuals. Every 
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border is constructed socially by creating meaning for a specific territory; 
this meaning circulates through the border and the meaning inherent to 
the territory is interpreted (Delaney 2005). Borders are known to social 
groups and they are observed; their meaning is learned and depends on 
the culture. Authority also plays an important role in assigning meaning 
to borders, because ideology produces abstract space (Lefebvre 1991).

Delimitation is a function that people attribute to objects, and which 
people thereafter perceive.   Therefore, they are produced by people. 
The differentiation of space is a two-pronged process: firstly it involves 
the establishment of physical borders; secondly the differentiation of 
the space occurs and various space codes are created at the mental level.  
Therefore, borders are not just static lines of separation or points of 
contact on maps and the landscape, but borders should be understood 
in a broader context – they also exist in the mental sphere (Berg 2000).

Regardless of which feature of the landscape is raised into the spotlight, 
the position of the researcher in regard to the object under examination 
is significant. For the phenomenological treatment of landscape, Tim 
Inghold’s globe and sphere formulation, in which the globe is what we see 
from the outside and the sphere from the inside, creates a suitable basis 
for examining the perceivable component of landscape. The definition 
proposed by Inghold states that the global environment is not the living 
world, but a world separate from life. According to Inghold, the living 
world that is depicted in the experiential centre is spherical in shape, while 
the world that is separated from life, but which nevertheless has a life that 
is complete, is depicted as a globe (Fig. 2) (Inghold 2008). Based on the 
concept of landscape as defined in the European Landscape Convention 
and the concept of the environment used in the context of this paper, it is 
possible, with the help of Inghold’s formulation of the globe and sphere, 
to point out fundamental difference between the phenomenological and 
analytical approach, which is the position of the researcher in regard to 
the object. Based on the perceivable nature of the landscape, it must be 
treated as a sphere, in which case the researcher him- or herself is part 
of the object and does not view it from afar.
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Figure 2. The spherical approach to landscape, the researcher is inside the 
object and views him- or herself as part of it (left); and the global approach to 
the environment, in which the researcher views the object (landscape and people) 
from afar (right). Source: Nutt, N. Landscape and landscape architecture 
(manuscript).
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5. SYNOPSIS OF THE RESEARCH 

Landscape belongs to all of us and yet it belongs to everyone separately, 
including to the researcher. We may all be dealing with one and the same 
landscape, but we still see it differently. Estonia’s landscape has been 
approached from various viewpoints, starting with examining the natural 
environment as a living environment suitable for people and ending with 
the depiction of Estonian landscapes on paintings (Sahk 2005).

The increase of interdisciplinarity in the sciences has resulted in a 
noticeable rise in the popularity of landscape as an object for research, 
which in turn has had a positive impact in the form of an increase in 
the contributions made by scientists from others fields (e.g. archaeology, 
sociology) to treatment of landscape. Landscape is not just a natural 
science object but it is equally a phenomenological object.

In Estonia to date, the greatest contribution to the study of landscape 
has been made by geographers, who have actively dealt with the topic 
of landscape since the early 20th century.  The contribution made by 
Estonian landscape architects, as the representatives of a profession 
that is still searching for its place, has been modest. The impact of the 
related specialities (e.g. the natural sciences) in the research conducted 
by landscape architects is very discernible, but their own view has yet 
to develop.

The topic of this paper necessitates a survey of the work that has been 
done to date along with what has captured the attention of the scientists, 
and how they have approached landscape. They have endeavoured to 
delineate landscape as an object of research by defining landscape. And 
attempts have also been made to identify the border that separates 
the natural landscape from the cultural landscape. A large number of 
specifying concepts have been used for more precise delimitation, such 
as industrial landscape, urban landscape, heritage landscape, traditional 
landscape, artificial landscape, agricultural landscape, forest landscape, 
etc. Various landscape models have also bee suggested (Keister’s model 
of landscape stratification) (Keisteri 1990), Jones’s harmony and conflict 
model (Jones 1993)) and attempts have been made to differentiate between 
various schools of thought and their approaches. Despite long discussions, 
agreement has not been reached. Leaving aside the various facets of 
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landscape and long discussions about when a natural landscape becomes 
a cultural landscape, or what definitions of cultural landscape are used 
by various researchers, in the context of this paper, it is important to see 
what has captured the attention of the landscape researchers. Below a 
short survey is provided of what landscape researchers in Estonia consider 
to be important.

Very thorough surveys of the trends in landscape research conducted in 
the 20th and 21st centuries, mostly by geographers, has been compiled 
by Peil (Peil et al. 2004) and Palang  (Palang and Kaur 2000). Based on 
these surveys, one can say in summary that the range of topics that was 
initiated by the division of landscape based mostly on factors related to 
natural geography (Granö 1924, Tammekann 1933, Varep 1964, Kildema 
1969, Arold and Järvet 1996, Järvet and Kask 1998 etc.) has shifted to the 
examination of the roles of cultural landscape and people (Mander et al. 
1993, Palang 1998, Peil 1999); and the research of the changes occurring 
in and values of traditional landscape (Mander et al. 1993, Palang 1998, 
Alumäe 2001, Peil 1999). In their approach to natural landscapes, the 
geographers have shifted toward cultural landscape, and today are focused 
primarily on the study of the landscape perceived as by people (Kaur 
and Palang 2005).

Based on PhD theses it can be said that great attention has been paid to 
examining the changes occurring in land use in various areas (Palang 
1998), and the western island have become an especially popular area for 
research (Peil 1999, Hellström 2002, Sooväli 2004, Kaasik 2014). Theses 
have also been defended related to the regular observation or monitoring 
of changes in the landscape (Sepp 1999) and the topic of assessing changes 
(Kaasik 2014). The research of landscape values has also become a popular 
topic. Within this framework, the landscape preferences of local residents 
has been examined (Alumäe 2006) along with recreational value (Reimann 
2015), as well as changes in these values and assessments. Representations 
(Sooväli 2004), meanings, beliefs, and legacy (Lindström 2011, Pungas-
Kohv 2015, Parts 2015) have been examined.

On the practical side, the methodology for the assessment of landscape 
values should definitely be mentioned (Hellström et al. 2001), based on 
which, in all the counties of Estonia, valuable landscapes have been 
defined as a sub-theme in the thematic planning of the environmental 
conditions necessary for the management of settlement and land use.
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Several anthologies have been published on landscape topics, of which 
the compilation of articles called Maastik: loodus ja kultuur. Maastikukäsitlusi 
Eestis should be highlighted. The book presents the opinions of people 
of different generations with different backgrounds, who have come in 
contact with landscape research in one way or another /…/This includes 
geographers, but also a landscape architect, mathematician, biologist, 
archaeologist, folklorist, art historian, planner and a writer (Palang 2001). 
All the writers have their own landscapes and their own relationship with 
them, and their own problems that have arisen in the course of their 
work. According to the editor of the anthology, it was needed to force the 
landscape researchers of different backgrounds to contemplate the idea of 
landscape and have the various backgrounds revealed together and at once. 
(Palang 2001). In the same period, four anthologies appeared between 
2000 and 2004 that summarised the broad circle of topics discussed at a 
series of seminars, called “Koht ja paik”. Most of the articles were based 
on presentations made at the seminars. According to the editors of the 
anthology, the goal of the seminars was to examine the relations between 
people and the environment based on signifying practices: how people 
define and label their surroundings, and the role of language in this 
process. The articles from four seminars included in the anthology, based 
on the very diverse backgrounds of the presenters, deal with the topic 
of place and location from very different points of view. The third and 
largest anthology Maastik ja mälu. Pärandiloome arengujooni Eestis appeared 
in 2014 and was a compilation of articles dealing with the description 
of the attributes from the past that exist in the landscape, i.e. a past was 
written for the landscape. According to the editors, the title and all the 
articles were all focused on two topics -- landscape and memory. The 
anthology deals with the differences between landscape and memory 
that are revealed in a comparison of the elements of various types of 
landscapes from various eras. The changes in the reinterpretation and 
reassessment of landscape and spatial legacy are also described. The 
popularity of landscape as a topic is also proven by other publications 
that deal with landscape from various points of view. Examples of books 
that have the word “landscape” in their titles include: Eesti maastikud = 
Estonian landscapes: fotoalbum (Varep and Maavara 1984), Eesti maastikud ja 
nende omadused: asendist tulenevad looduse iseärasused: nüüdismaastike kujunemine 
(Arold 1991), Eesti maastikuline liigestatus (Arold 2001, 2004), Eesti maastikud 
(Arold 2005), Eesti maastikud (Eesti Maastikud, 2008), Kolmas silm. Essee 
ilusast maastikust, kolmas silm (Maiste 2011).
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Referring back to the idea presented at the beginning of this chapter, 
i.e. the landscape belongs to all of us, and yet, it belongs to each of us 
separately, is also reason why researchers can approach the same landscape 
differently. One is forced to agree with Hannes Palang’s observation 
that the landscape is difficult to define, delineate, classify and measure 
(Palang and Kaur 2000), as well as with Juhan Maiste’s position that 
the meaning of a individual fact has greater meaning than its physical 
nature allows; architecture and the landscape that forms its background 
has many qualities that blend into each other (Maiste 2008). Although 
the landscape has attracted the attention of researchers for a long time, 
much is still undiscovered in this multilayered and multifaceted object. 
People notice the things they can explain (Maiste 2011), states Juhan 
Maiste in an essay about beautiful landscape. All of us have our own 
landscapes which we can describe with the help of explanations based on 
the knowledge we gain from science and to which we add our personal 
experience (see Fig. 3).

Figure 3. Themes of landscape research and the researcher’s position in regard to 
the object. Source: Nutt, N. Landscape and landscape architecture (manuscript). 
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6. METHODOLOGY

In addition to being areas whose character is the result of the action and 
interaction of natural and/or human factors, landscapes are also perceived 
by people, and therefore, the methods utilised by the humanities allows 
for an entire range of topics to be investigated that the natural sciences 
would leave undiscovered and vice versa, the methods of the natural 
sciences in turn supplement those of the humanities. Therefore, based 
on Dilthey’s (Dilthey 1993) idea that “we explain nature, we comprehend 
our psychic life” (Tool 2006), the research on the landscape presented 
in this paper relies on the principle of the hermeneutic circle and the 
possibility of combining various methods that have developed as the result 
of the disappearance of interdisciplinary boundaries. The aforementioned 
encapsulates the complex nature of dealing with landscape, because there 
is no single method that could be simultaneously applied to all landscapes 
while also taking their distinctive features into account. Without people 
there is no landscape. We are participants in the landscape, because 
landscape is not something in and of itself but a feeling that develops 
within us and arises from us. Survey of the research methods used in 
the case studies. (see Table 1)

1. Three strata form the basis for the research, the underlying 
stratum that is comprised of the philosophical-theoretical 
approaches that provide the direction and determine the 
necessary fundamental positions for the phenomenological 
method. A summarised survey of the philosophical approach 
is provided in the chapter that includes the literature survey.

2. The second stratum is comprised of the theoretical-
methodological approaches that are widely accepted in the 
present day and which, in one way or another, are based on 
the work of theoreticians but provide the general direction 
with a more concrete framework. A survey of the theoretical 
approach is provided in the chapter that includes the literature 
survey.

3. When conducting the case studies, quantitative and qualitative 
methods have been used, which allow the specific examples 
and facts determined through the phenomenological method 
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to be explained and supported. A survey of the method used 
in the case studies in has been summarised in the following 
table.

Table 1. Survey of the research methods used in the case studies.

No. Name of the case 
study

Research method used

1 Inventory of the Tartu 
County manors 

Map analysis of the changes in the planning 
structure of the manor landscape. 
Fieldwork.

2 Zoning of the landscape 
in Haanja Nature Park

Comparative map analysis of the changes in the 
planning structure of the village landscape.
Fieldwork.

3 Thematic planning of 
the areas of cultural 
and h istor ica l va lue 
i n  K õ l l e s t e  Ru r a l 
Municipality

Comparative map analysis of the changes in the 
planning structure and administrative borders of 
the rural municipality.
Fieldwork.

4 L a n d s c a p e - r e l a t e d 
zoning of the Otepää 
Nature Park

Comparative map analysis of the changes in the 
planning structure of the village.
Fieldwork.

5 A n a l y s i s  o f  t h e 
a r c h i t e c t u r e  a n d 
settlement structure in 
the villages of Lahemaa

Value-based inventory of the villages and structure 
(incl. photography). 
Comparative map analysis of the changes in the 
planning structure of the village, incl. the location 
of the buildings and the age of the farms.
Fieldwork.

6 Analysis of the spatial 
development of Supilinn 
a nd  proposa l s  for 
drawing up the thematic 
planning

Value-based inventory of the structures (incl. 
photography). 
Comparative map analysis of the changes in 
buildings, lot structure and street network.
Fieldwork.

7 Participation planning 
f o r  t h e  t h e m a t i c 
planning of Supilinn 

In-depth interviews.
Structured questionnaire.
Fieldwork.

8 I n v e n t o r y  o f  t h e 
a r c h i t e c t u r e  a n d 
settlement structure of 
Matsalu National Park 

Value-based inventory of the villages and structures 
(incl. photography).  
Comparative map analysis of the changes in the 
planning structure of the village, incl. the location 
of the buildings and the age of the farms.
Fieldwork.
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7. MATERIAL USED IN THE CASE STUDIES

7.1. TARTU COUNTY MANORS

Materials used to conduct the comparative map analysis of the Tartu 
County manor ensembles: 

 � The collections of  the Estonian Historical Archives (Estonian 
Swedish-era Governor-General collection (1), Estonian 
Knighthood collection (854), Estonian Land Credit Society 
collection (2486), Estonian Provincial Chamber of  Drafting 
(collection 46), Estonian Provincial Chamber of  Drafting 
(collection 308), map collection (2072), collection of  cadastral 
documents (collection 3724), small-scale (1:4200) manor maps;

 � Tsarist Russian one-verst topographical map scale of  1:42 000; 
1893-1913;

 � Topographic map of  the Republic of  Estonia; scale of  1:50 000; 
1935-1939;

 � Cadastral base map; scale of  1:10 000; 1989.

7.2. HAANJA NATURE PARK

The following materials were used in the comparative map analysis:

 � Tsarist Russian one-verst topographical map; scale of  1:42 000; 
1893-1913;

 � Topographic map of  the Republic of  Estonia; scale of  1:50 000; 
1935-1939;

 � Base Map of  Estonia; scale of  1:10 000: 2000.

7.3. OTEPÄÄ NATURE PARK

The following materials were used in the comparative map analysis:

 � Tsarist Russian one-verst topographical map; scale of 1:42 000; 
1893-1913;

 � Topographic map of the Republic of Estonia; scale of 1:50 000; 
1935-1939;
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 � Base Map of Estonia; scale of 1:10 000; ca 2000.

7.4. KÕLLESTE RURAL MUNICIPALITY

The following materials were used in the comparative map analysis:

 � Tsarist Russian one-verst topographical map; scale of 1:42 000; 
1893-1913;

 � Topographic map of the Republic of Estonia; scale of 1:50 000; 
1935-1939;

 � Base Map of Estonia; scale of 1:10 000; ca 2000;
 � Map collection of the Estonian Historical Archives (collection 

2072); small-scale (1:4200) manor maps.

7.5. LAHEMAA NATIONAL PARK

The following materials were used in the comparative map analysis:

 � Map collection of the Estonian Historical Archives (collection 
2072); small-scale (1:4200) manor maps;

 � Base Map of Estonia for holdings, roads, etc. 1998-1999; and for 
buildings 2008-2009;

 � Topographic map of the pre-WWII Republic of Estonia; scale 
of 1:50 000: 1935-1939;

 � Tsarist Russian one-verst topographical map; scale of 1:42 000: 
1893-1913.

Inventory of values of villages and structures 

Five criteria (landscape situation and road network, structure and typology 
of the village, architectural analysis and character) were established for the 
inventory of villages (a total of 62 were inventoried) in order to provide 
an assessment of five values (landscape and nature; age, structure and 
typology; aesthetics; milieu and authenticity). In addition, three criteria 
(planning structure, dimensional structure, architectural solution) of 
the villages were used to divide them into three types (type I – ancient 
village; type II – settlement-era village; type III – new village section) 
as well as into a combination of types I and II, and later additions.
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Five criteria (age, authenticity, nature of the ensemble, architectural 
appearance, nature of the cultural history) were established for the 
inventory of the buildings (7,311 buildings on a total of 2,217 properties 
were inventoried), which were used to determine the value of the buildings 
(very valuable, valuable, remaining). 

7.6. MATSALU NATIONAL PARK

The following materials were used in the comparative map analysis: 

 � Map collection of the Estonian Historical Archives (collection 
2072); small-scale (1:4200) manor maps;

 � Data on buildings from the Estonian Topographical Database 
(ETAK, Base Map of Estonia) as of April 2012;

 � Topographic map of the pre-WWII Republic of Estonia; scale 
of 1:50 000: 1935-1939;

 � Older topographic map from the Soviet occupation; scale of 
1:50 000; 1947;

 � Tsarist Russian one-verst topographical map scale of 1:42 000; 
1893-1913.

Inventory of values of villages and structures

Five criteria (landscape situation and road network, structure and typology 
of the village, architectural analysis and character) were established for the 
inventory of villages (a total of 38 were inventoried) in order to provide 
an assessment of five values (landscape and nature; age, structure and 
typology; aesthetics; milieu and authenticity). In addition, three criteria 
(planning structure, dimensional structure, architectural solution) of 
the villages were used to divide them into three types (type I – ancient 
village; type II – settlement-era village; type III – new village section) 
as well as into a combination of types I and II, and later additions.

Five criteria (age, authenticity, nature of the ensemble, architectural 
appearance, nature of the cultural history) were established for the 
inventory of the buildings (a total of 657 properties were inventoried), 
which were used to determine the value of the buildings (very valuable, 
valuable, remaining).
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7.7. SUPILINN

The following materials were used in comparative map analysis of the 
buildings, lot structure, street network:

 � Historical maps of the city of Tartu from the map collection of 
the Estonian Historical Archives; 

 � Maps of the city of Tartu from the Tartu City Government 
Archives; 

 � on-site geodetic survey.

In the course of inventorying the value of the structures (a total of 373 
lots with 331 main buildings), the following parameters were assessed: 
location on the lot, purpose of the main building, construction materials, 
finishing materials, angle of the roof, type of roof, size of the eaves, 
location of the stairs, technical condition of the exterior, type and height 
of the fencing.

Structured internet survey 2010

The questionnaire included factual questions, knowledge-related questions, 
closed Likert-scale opinions and open-ended questions. There were 88 
respondents, which comprised 5% of the district’s population.

Structured mail survey 2011

The questionnaire included factual questions, knowledge-related questions, 
closed Likert-scale opinions and open-ended questions. There were 286 
respondents, which comprised 16% of the population.

Interviews 2011

In-depth interviews from 30- to 60-minutes long were conducted with 
eleven key people, who are Supilinn residents or people connected to 
the area. The issues dealt with in the course of the interviews included: 
my Supilinn, Supilinn residents, values, characteristics, problems, future 
and development trends.
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8. RESULTS

8.1. LANDSCAPE AS SEMIOSPHERE

Attention has been paid in landscape studies to the multitude of facets in 
the landscape, the endless expanse, complexity of dealing with it, difficult 
in defining it, etc. These aspects are based on the fact that the landscape 
is a temporally and spatially constant, and exists always and everywhere.

An analysis of landscape as semiosphere follows, which is based on 
the characteristic properties of a semiosphere as described by Lotman. 
According to Juri Lotman, the most important properties of a semiosphere 
are its delimitation and unevenness (Lotman 1999). In the case of 
landscape, the unevenness and the delimitation is expressed less as 
something concrete and unambiguous than as something abstract and 
cognitive. From the standpoint of defining landscapes, borders are 
extremely important. By defining a landscape type that includes similar 
components, the task of the borders is the delimitation of landscapes 
with similar properties, and thereby, to separate various landscape types 
from each other. The landscape properties based on which the border is 
drawn may develop as the result of both natural and cultural processes. 
Both processes have simultaneously affected landscapes that actually exist. 
The degree of difficulty in drawing a border between two landscapes and 
thereby delimiting landscapes with similar properties can vary greatly. 
(IV, V)

Generally, it is not possible to define the physical border of a landscape. 
It is more like the border of a semiosphere – abstract and cognitive – 
and its main task is to define the nature of the delimited mechanism. 
The purpose of a landscape border is not to delimit the landscape as an 
area, but to highlight the character and distinctiveness of the delimited 
landscape. The main function of a border in delimiting a landscape is to 
separate the necessary attributes needed to define it, while simultaneously, 
ensuring communications between two landscapes. Regardless of the 
nature of the border, the processes operating on the landscape border, 
thanks to its direct contact with two different areas, are filled with more 
information and are faster. The landscape border is the most important 
trait of the landscape as a space with a separate structure and function, 
From the viewpoint of the existence of the object, it is significant but 
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difficult to concretise by defining its structural and functional character, 
and it is an intermediary of information in the form of being a wider 
transition area between two different landscapes. (IV, V)

Landscape, being variable in time, also contains temporal borders, which 
similarly to spatial borders, may not necessarily be concrete, but diffused. 
If we examine the reasons for the changes in landscape, they are often 
called socioeconomic formations. A mental border can be drawn between 
the various formations, which at first glance may seem to be concrete, but 
upon closer examination usually turn out to be diffused. When examining 
the changes that have occurred in the Estonian landscape as the result 
of alterations in the socioeconomic formations, one notices that the 
changes do not occur in the landscape immediately, but over time. A good 
example is traditions, which change slowly, regardless of the fact that 
the rules established by the new formations come into force at a specific 
time and not over time.  Therefore, the temporal border, similarly to 
the spatial one may be diffused. And the opposite can also be true. For 
instance, the reason for the continued strength of the manor landscape 
is its sudden demise. (IV, V)

The various speeds at which landscape changes are accurately reflected 
in the unevenness of the landscape and vice versa; the unevenness of the 
landscape is caused by the various speeds of development. The changes 
in the landscape in different areas may occur at very different speeds, 
and may be one of the causes for the unevenness of the landscape. The 
changes that take place within the same landscape may also occur at 
different speeds. In many cases, the changes result in the development 
of a new level of quality, which in turn impacts the direction and speed 
of the changes, thereby increasing the unevenness. The speed of the 
landscape changes depends on the landscape’s level of development and its 
placement in the general structure, both of which can cause unevenness. 
The landscape is a whole, which functions as a large system, in which the 
individual parts are related to each other and dependent upon each other, 
and there are ruled by a definite relationship, which is the precondition for 
the functioning and continued development of the landscape. Landscape 
is like an organism in which each part of the landscape comprises an 
independent organism, which is, based on its features, complete, but not 
able to function independently. (IV, V)
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When searching for the properties in landscape that are inherent to the 
semiosphere, it becomes clear that without delimitation it is not possible 
to deal with landscape and that unevenness is one of landscape’s most 
important properties. In addition to unevenness and delimitation, there 
are also other characteristic traits of landscapes that make them similar 
to semiospheres, such a homogeneity, individuality, etc. A comparison 
of landscapes and semiospheres shows that they share many similar 
properties, and therefore, when dealing with a landscape as a whole, in 
certain cases, it is impossible not to treat the landscape like a semiosphere, 
which in turn, helps to resolve issues in the cases where the methods 
of natural science do not suffice. In order to illustrate the theoretical 
discussion and better understand the aforementioned, here are some 
examples that demonstrate the necessity of relying on semiospheric 
properties when analysing landscapes. Attention should also directed to 
the fact that when describing the characteristic traits of a semiosphere, 
Lotman (Lotman 1999) considers it important to emphasise that the 
formal definition of these traits is complicated but this does not preclude 
their reality or distinctiveness at the intuitive level.

Both individuality and homogeneity are related essentially to borders. 
On the one hand, a border unites similar objects by delimiting them but, 
on the other hand, separates them from others that are different. The 
location of the border determines the encoding, which is why, in the case 
of various historical-cultural landscapes, the same object can belong to 
different homogeneous aggregates.

The abundance of manors in the landscape provides examples of the 
encoding impacted by historical-cultural factors, with the manor belonging 
to one and then to another homogeneous aggregate. For instance, manor 
parks under conservation are works of architecture that belong to the 
manor as part of the complete manorial ensemble, but from nature 
conservation standpoint, the parks are not an integrated part of the 
manorial ensemble but a part of the aggregate of protected parks, which, 
based on the legislation related to the regulation of conservation, lack any 
direct connection to the manor and the ensemble of buildings therein. Yet 
a century ago, in the 19th to 20th century, the manorial ensemble comprised 
a homogeneous unit, which included the park and the main building, 
along with the outbuildings and the fields, forests and pastures. Today, 
a manor’s main building along with the other main buildings comprises 
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a homogeneous aggregate of architectural monuments. As the given 
example shows, the location of the border for one and the same object can 
be very different. A manor can comprise a complete unit, which includes 
the manor’s set of buildings, the park, allée and cemetery (see Figure 4) 
or the main manor, ancillary manor, supporting manor and cattle manor 
(see Fig. 5). If a manor ensemble, which primarily has an aesthetic value 
and a representative function, includes a main building, the surrounding 
park, the allées and cemetery, then a manor as an economic unit includes 
mills, distilleries, barns and stables, as well as other outbuildings. Due to 
their nature, cattle manors can also belong simultaneously to large manor 
networks. Inside the semiosphere it is also possible to define individual 
traits for the objects, that may be expressed in the planning of the manor 
ensemble (a free-form or regular ensemble). Since landscape is not static, 
then as the result of constant changes, the borders of the semiosphere can 
also change, based on whether the semiosphere grows or diminishes, as 
has been noted in the case of manors where subsequent socioeconomic 
formations have had a diminishing impact.

Figure 4. Examples of a manor ensemble semiosphere schema, include in the 
mainbuilding ensembles (1), allées and cemeteries (2). Typical of semiosphere, 
delimitation performs the task of defining the manor ensemble. Source: Nutt, 
N. Landscape and landscape architecture (manuscript). See also Nutt, Nele 
(2009). Mõis ja maastik. Park on paradiis looduses ja kunstis (94−105). Tartu: 
Estonian University of Life Sciences.
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Figure 5. The task of the border of the semiotic space is to define the nature of 
the semiotic mechanism that makes it possible to highlight the character and 
distinctive features of the delimited landscape. The figure shows how, char-
acteristically of a semiotic border, its definition is abstract and cognitive and 
enables objects to be delimited that are not physically connected. The objects 
“a” and “b” comprise a separate semiotic space (main manors as representa-
tive units); the objects “c” (cattle manors, as economic units) a separate spice; 
and those marked “a”, “b” and “c” a third space (manor network), which in 
turn is comprised of three separate semiotic spaces. 1. Vana-Kuuste manor > 
Vastse-Kuuste manor > Kiidjärve manor and their cattle manors;  2. Ahja manor 
> Kurista manor > Sarakuste manors and their cattle manors. Manor and their 
cattle manors; 3. Vana-Prangli manor > Vastse-Prangli; Raanitsa; Veski; Tapu 
manors and their cattle manors.  Source: Nutt, N. Landscape and landscape 
architecture (manuscript). See also: Nutt, Nele. 2009. Mõis ja maastik. Park on 
paradiis looduses ja kunstis. Tartu: Estonian University of Life Sciences, 94−105.

In the course of conducting the study on manor ensembles in Tartu 
County (Nutt 2004), the changes in the manor landscape were analysed. 
On the one hand, we are dealing with a study that employed a method 
typically used for researching landscape changes, which resulted in a 
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large amount of planning material that described the physical space and 
the changes that had occurred therein. On the other hand, it turned out 
that, in addition to the changes that had occurred in the landscape, it 
was also important to determine the change in the impact of the manor. 
In Alatskivi the circular theory was used, according to which an object 
with strong impact is surrounding by concentric circles (Alatskivi Palace 
and Park: material from two master classes) (see Fig. 6). In this case, it 
was not possible to rely on the formal signs located in the landscape in 
order to determine the borders of the circle. Instead, the method for 
determining the border of a semiosphere, in which a significant role is 
played by intuition, had to be employed. It became clear that, in addition 
to interpreting the circular theory and thoroughly processing the material 
collected in the field in the laboratory, all the participants were able, with 
the help of intuition to determine the landscape circles and using the 
circular theory to compile maps that reflected the semiosphere of the 
manors. At Alatskivi, the impact of the socioeconomic formations on 
the manor’s semiosphere were also examined and it was found that, as 
the result of impact from the outside, the outer circles surrounding the 
manor could also shrink (see Fig. 6). Thus, the outer “landscape circle” 
and “economic circle” lose their impact, and the existence of the manor 
does not become perceivable until one travels along the allées toward 
the main gate, where the “heart circle” begins.

Figure 6. Semiosphere. Alatskivi Manor circles (19. century (left) and 21. cen-
tury (right)). The manor circles change in time. Impacted by various factors, 
such as history, politics and land use, the circles may disappear, more circles 
may develop, and they can lose their importance or chance their focus. (Merila 
2003). Source: Nutt, N. Landscape and landscape architecture (manuscript). 
See also: N. Nutt, J. Maiste (Eds.). Alatskivi loss ja park: kahe meistriklassi 
materjale [Alatskivi Palace and Park: material from two master classes]. EKA 
Tallinna Restaureerimiskool, EPMÜ Keskkonnakaitse Instituut.
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Since, in the case of manor landscape, the property characteristics of 
a semiotic border are apparent, in the case of a partially preserved 
manor landscape, it is possible to base the delimitation on individual 
and homogeneous criteria. The borders of a manor landscape and a 
semiosphere are similar because, in both cases, they separate as well as 
delimit. If we examine the location of the manor in today’s landscape, 
it is clearly differentiated from its surroundings although the concrete 
delimitation of the manor is complicated.  This is proven by the constant 
problems that heritage protection and nature conservation agencies face 
when delimiting objects (incl. defining various protective zones). An 
unequivocal solution has yet to found for this because it is impossible to 
draw borders in landscapes with properties characteristic of semiospheres 
in the way required by protective regulations.

In order not be focused exclusively on historical manor landscapes, in the 
next case related to delimitation I would like to describe why it is rational 
to treat landscape as a semiosphere. There are places where it is hard to 
understand what criteria are used for delimiting an administrative unit. In 
this case, it is a city, city district or quarter. In Tartu, the administrative 
border between two city districts – Supilinn and Tähtvere – runs along 
one of the largest streets in Supilinn (Tähtvere St.) – one side of the 
street belongs to Suplinn and the other to Tähtvere. When moving down 
the street, the administrative border between the two districts is not 
perceivable because the buildings on both sides of the street are quite 
similar (see Figure 7) The results of a survey (2011) conducted among 
the residents of the district also showed the constitutive difference in the 
described borders: the residents’ answers to the question “Do you feel 
you are a resident of Supilinn” did not differ from the rest of the Supilinn 
residents (I feel I am a resident of Supilinn: residents of Supilinn 96%, 
residents of Tähtvere St 98%). (I, II, III)

The cognitive border between city districts lacks a specific location 
in the landscape; the crossing of the border is perceivable because the 
architectural language of the buildings and character of the streetscape 
changes. Thus, just like with manor landscape, the line that denotes an 
urban landscape border on a map and the border that is perceivable 
in the landscape differ. When it comes to landscape borders, in many 
(but not all) cases, the transition from one sphere to another occurs 
without crossing a specific border and this makes defining the location 
of administrative borders complicated.
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Figure 7. Tähtvere St., the administrative border between the Tähtvere and 
Supilinn districts runs down the street. Source: Nutt, N. Landscape and land-
scape architecture (manuscript).

There are also concrete physical borders in cities, such as the town 
walls that surrounded medieval towns. Most of the town wall that once 
surrounded Tartu has been destroyed. The town wall has been replaced 
by streets and houses, and the old town border (see Fig. 7) is no longer 
visible in the urban landscape since in some places it runs through building 
lots. And yet, there are places where, when walking along the street, the 
fact that you are crossing the town wall is perceptible. In Tartu, this is 
clearly observable on Kloostri St. After exiting the historical town limits, 
at the place where you cross the town wall, the ground makes a sudden 
dip down to the city centre. Although no physical marks indicate the 
location of the town wall, the fact that you are entering and exiting the 
town when moving along the street is perceptible (see Fig. 8 and 9).
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Figure 8. Tartu town wall (in bold line) and the current street network. Source: 
Nutt, N. Landscape and landscape architecture (manuscript) and The admin-
istrative-genetic map of the City of Tartu. Annex 3. Tartu Koguteos/Tartu lin-
nauurimise toimkonna korraldatud ja toimetatud. Tartu linn, 1927.

Figure 9. Today’s the administrative border between the city districts and the 
Supilinn district not placed the location of the old town wall (in the middle of 
Kloostri St.). Source: Nutt, N. Landscape and landscape architecture (manu-
script).
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Using the semiotic landscape border allowed the location of the border 
to be defined in the case study, which dealt with the development of an 
identity by the people who belonged to various waves of gentrification. 
They promoted the values of a civil society and the construction of the 
area’s image or phenomenon, which the residents started to use as social 
capital. The case study focuses on examining a strong community, which 
was organised into the Suplinn Society and identified itself through the 
area, thereby shaping the image of the area. In addition, it was interesting 
to observe the impact that this had on the revitalising process. The 
processes occurring in the area were examined in the light of the theories 
of social representation and social capital. The creation of Supilinn as 
a phenomenon got its start 15 years ago, when the bohemians created 
for fertile ground for it. The second wave of gentrification, which was 
comprised of the active members of a hipster-type community that had 
moved into the area, used the fertile ground to skillfully construct a 
distinctive phenomenon by creating an image of a strong and cohesive 
community that values the principles of civil society. According to this 
image, Supilinn, in combination with the community that loves it, is a 
friendly, compact, green place that stands up for itself, is very interactive, 
and sets an example for other areas that carry the ideas of civil society. 
In this case, the border typical of a semiosphere delimits several distinct 
groups based on various traits; for example, the representatives of various 
waves of gentrification. The first wave of people who moved to the 
unpopular area was comprised of the representatives of the creative fields 
and founded the basis for the development of “social capital”. The second 
wave was comprised of representatives of definite professions, to whom 
the area established by the first wave seemed attractive. The third wave, 
which was comprised of the wealthier elite, was seeking residences in an 
area that had become popular. In the course of the revitalising process, 
one wave smoothly transitioned to the next without it being possible to 
define a clear border, although a homogeneity as well as individuality 
existed within of each wave. Together, the representatives of all the waves 
constitute a large system (semiosphere) that is called Supilinn, which is 
separated from the outside world by a semiotic border. A constructed 
phenomenon, which is transferred to the people of Supilinn, also helps 
to define who will start to identify themselves with Supilinn. In these 
cases, an invisible intuitively defined thread develops between Supilinn 
and the Supilinn resident, which, thanks to a certain type of homogeneous 
phenomenon, binds them together and thereby determines the location 
of the border. (I, II, III)
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From the viewpoint of the process, the residents that belong to the waves 
of gentrification form an integrated aggregate, which impact each other, 
although each of the waves within the process has its own individual 
traits, and therefore, the area’s population is comprised of uneven groups 
(waves). The value orientations of the waves directly affect the landscape. 
If the first wave of bohemians had a minimal impact on designing the 
surroundings, the second wave of activists organised the renovation of 
the area and establishment of rules of order. However, the third wave of 
middle-class people values the updating of the area. If during the first 
wave, the homogeneity of the area was expressed by a carefree indifference 
to the landscape, then after the arrival of the third wave, the homogeneity 
is hidden in the updated ordered landscape.

Supilinn has risen from being an unpopular periphery to a popular 
residential district. In 1998, more than half (60%) of Tartu residents 
considered Supilinn to be an unsuitable habitat (Tartu City Government 
1998). A survey conducted among the residents of Tartu five years later 
(2003) shows that 50% of the respondents still thought that Supilinn 
was unsuitable as a habitat; but by 2008 only 25% of all the respondents 
held this view. (Tartu City Government 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, 
2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010) Surveys show that the local 
residents value the area’s living environment very highly, because almost 
all Supilinn residents (99% of respondents) like living in Supilinn, and the 
overwhelming majority (86%) prefer to continue living in Supilinn for the 
next decade. (Supilinn Society 2011). Even more surprising is the strength 
of the residents’ identity. Of all the respondents, 96% identify themselves 
as Supilinn residents; this proves that all the residents, regardless of how 
long they have lived in the area, consider it to be their own. (I, II, III)

The renewal that accompanied the increased popularity of the area is 
noticeable throughout the area; as the result of the building activities, 45 
new building have been constructed during the last 15 years. Starting in 
1999, the processing of 36 detailed plans have been activated in Supilinn, 
of which 26 had come into force as of 2012. An unpopular rundown 
slum where time had stopped has been come an actively developing elite 
residential area. Thus, simultaneously with the gentrification process, the 
periphery has been replaced by a core structure, which is inherent to a 
semiotic system. (I, II, III)
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The definition of landscape prescribed the European Landscape 
Convention says that landscape is perceivable by people. Therefore, 
regardless of whether it is expressed as physical substance or it is non-
physical, the delimitation of landscape based on homogeneity and 
individuality is possible if a semiotic border is used, regardless of whether 
this border can be concretised in the physical space. In cases where it is 
impossible to establish the formal location of the border, the concept of 
a semiosphere border provides a solution. Based on its more significant 
functions, i.e. defining the nature of the mechanism, it is not essential 
to define the physical location of the border.

8.2. MEMORIES DEFINED BY LANDSCAPES

By retaining printing ink, paper preserves the text that is printed on it. In 
a way, this is a simplified model of the landscape, because landscape only 
stores that which is written on it. Thus, when speaking about landscape as 
memory, we are dealing with a three-stage process, in which the writing of 
the text or storing of it in memory, although indispensable for landscape 
to function as memory, is but the first stage. The saving of information 
is followed by its preservation or storage in the memory, and finally the 
use of the information or its retrieval from memory. Landscape functions 
as memory when all three of these stages are operating. Saving alone is 
insufficient, it must also be preserved and retrieved, and only thereafter 
does landscape memory become accessible to us and landscapes functions 
as memory (Fig. 10).

Figure 10. The process of landscape as memory is comprised of three sequen-
tial stages. Landscape as memory does not start to work until all three stages 
have been initiated.

The texts written in the landscape and the way they are written depends 
on many factors, of which one, as Cosgrove (1998), Lefebvre (1991) 
and Tilley (1994) have stated, is socioeconomic formations. Each new 
formation creates symbols and meanings for itself using its landscape. 
All landscapes carry symbolic meaning, because all landscapes are 
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born of human activities related to the adaptation and alteration of the 
environment (Cosgrove 1998). Based on the fact that society creates space, 
Lefebvre (1991) and Tilley (1994) believe that space has to be treated in 
the plural, whereas space and society are in a reciprocal relationship, in 
which space plays an important part in the development of sociality while 
also being a producer and a medium (Lefebvre 1991). Power and space 
are related to each other, because when society creates space it controls 
the creation of that space through the prevailing ideology (Tilley 1994). 
Landscape is a field through which memory, identity and the social system 
are constructed and altered (Knapp and Ashmore 1999). The active use 
of landscape by the socioeconomic formations proves that landscape 
plays an important role in political power. With the help of texts written 
in the landscape, it is possible to change people’s memory and identity. 
Juhan Maiste writes that the manors (culture) have their own language. In 
order to comprehend it, one must be familiar with thousands of years of 
European culture: with antiquity and the era of barbarism that followed; 
with white-columned villas and towered feudal castles. Manors are the 
sign of a lost civilisation, and therefore withdrawn and hidden from 
curious eyes (Maiste 2003). In their article, Marek Tamm and Saale Halla 
(Tamm and Halla 2008) have used examples from the pre-war and Soviet 
eras in Estonia to vividly demonstrate how socioeconomic formations 
use landscape as memory.

All the texts located in landscapes have one similarity, i.e. they are written 
as the result of practical needs and the absence of freedom of choice 
differentiates them from all other texts. In addition, the landscape’s 
distinctiveness is expressed by the fact that landscape saves everything 
indiscriminately, and its capacity is almost limitless. However, many 
differences appear in landscape texts. Based on preservation, the texts 
written in landscapes can be divided into two groups. The first is 
comprised of texts that preserve their readability for a very long time, and 
the others are short-termed. It should be added that so-called “traditional 
landscapes” are also undergoing constant changes, and although the 
idea of a traditional landscape can persist through several generations, 
in time, the original text becomes illegible. Therefore, when considering 
preservation, it is important to distinguish between an initial text and 
the new text that develops as the result of gradual change. Both carry 
the ideas of the so-called “traditional landscape” but from the viewpoint 
of landscape as memory, the texts differ. (see Fig. 11)
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Figure 11. Constantly occurring changes are also well-preserved in the lot 
structure of a “traditional” village. The network of farmland lots in the village 
of Kurevere when they were parceled out in the late 19th/early 20th century (left) 
(based on a cadaster map from 1930-44) and today’s lots from the main map 
(right). Source: Nutt, N. Landscape and landscape architecture (manuscript). 
See also: Hiob, M., Nutt, N., Hansar, L., 2012-2014. Matsalu rahvuspargi 
arhitektuuri ja asustusstruktuuri inventuur [The inventory of Matsalu national 
park’s architecture and settlement structure]. Manuscript at Matsalu national 
park. (In Estonian)

When examining landscape as memory it becomes clear that the 
preservation of the text also has an impact on the speed of the change 
process. One might presume that a steady development process has a more 
positive effect on the preservation of the text, but the opposite tendency 
is apparent when examining the texts in the landscape.  Namely the texts 
written in the landscape that change fundamentally (are destroyed) are 
the ones that change slowly and consistently. Unlike slow changes, rapid 
changes can actually preserve the text written in the landscape quite 
well. For instance, in the case of manor landscape, the appearance of the 
Pompeii phenomenon can be noticed. Pompeii, which was located at the 
foot of a volcano, was covered with volcanic ash in a very short period 
of time and therefore has remained unchanged, because the city has not 
been redesigned or covered with subsequent layers – a moment that dates 
back centuries has been preserved under the ash. The manor landscapes 
also lacked the opportunity to fade away or change over a long period 
of time, because a new age with fundamentally new requirements came 
so rapidly that the old congealed. (V)

Landscape texts are also characterised by a precondition for writing 
texts, which is the practical need for writing new texts, regardless of 
whether there is sufficient space for a new one or not.  The writing of 
landscape texts is determined primarily by the practical need to write. (V) 
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Therefore, the comparison of a landscape with a palimpsest is not very 
apt (Palang et al. 2004, Palang et al. 2005), because a significant difference 
between landscape and parchment is that parchment was reused, when 
the previous text had been erased or faded, and thus the same parchment 
was used repeatedly. However, texts are written in landscape even when 
the previous text is still very legible and the new text has to be reconciled 
with the existing one. When studying the landscape, one can notice that 
landscape as memory contains texts that are written alongside or between 
existing texts so that the previous text has been preserved and comprises 
an important part of the valuable historical concentrate, in which each 
text has its own role and the value is formed by all the texts together. In 
the same way, when studying landscape as memory, one can see cases in 
which the preservation of the previous texts has been ignored and the 
new text has been written over the previous one, so that the previous 
text is no longer legible (Fig. 12).

Figure 12. Ways of writing in the landscape: on the left – (above) between, (be-
low) alongside; on the right: (above) on top of and (below) over. Source: Nutt, 
N. Landscape and landscape architecture (manuscript).

One of the most important traits of landscape is the meaning that is 
constructed by various factors, which thereby creates various processes. 
An object becomes a place when meaning is attributed to it (Tilley 1994). 
For instance, a place can acquired meaning when it is given a name, 
but also through the reminiscence of past events, which create a new 
dimension for a place (Thomas 2001; Ingold 2000). In order to perceive 
the internal code of a locality, in addition to reading what can be seen with 
the eye or described visually, the reading of the locality has to start from 
the deepest layer (Maiste and Nutt 2010). All landscapes are symbolic, 
although the connection between the locality and what the meaning of 
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the symbol may sometimes seem questionable (Cosgrove 2008). The 
landscape, by carrying within it the traces (memories) of past events in 
the broadest sense, is the carrier of continuity and connectedness, which 
in turn enables the functioning of social representations by linking the 
community to the territory and by delimiting the physical and social 
territory through a symbolic us and them. The tradition, which includes 
the beliefs and stories preserved in the collective and individual memory, 
and which reflects the particularity of the landscape, provides the basis for 
organising and utilising the landscape as well as living therein (Knapp and 
Ashmore 1999). Landscape’s distinctive memory as a material form fixes 
the social and individual history to the space (Knapp and Ashmore 1999). 
Based on symbolism, the functioning of the landscape’s memory also 
plays an important role in the recognition of what has been written. The 
relationship between landscape and people is impacted by the familiarity 
of the landscape. And as a result, based on traditions and experiences, we 
perceive different (familiar and strange) landscapes differently. In order 
to understand the expressions applied to landscape by a culture, we must 
know the “language” that is being used: the symbols and their meaning 
in the respective culture. In Supilinn, a commemorative plaque has been 
installed on the weatherboard of a house on the corner of Tähtvere and 
Marja St. The plaque is dedicated to Riku and was installed by the Supilinn 
Society in memory of a dog that lived in Supilinn (see Fig. 13). For the 
residents in the area, the plaque recalls the specific dog that sat guard on 
this street corner for all the days of his life and greeted the passersby. For 
strangers, it lacks this meaning and is simply the relief of a dog. Since 
we are participants in the landscape, and the landscape is not a thing in 
and of itself but a feeling that it evokes in us, which has also come from 
us, our activities impact what information we retrieve and use from the 
landscape in the organisation of our relations with the surrounding world. 
And therefore, the landscape directly influences our everyday behaviour. 
We read the landscape that is familiar to us subconsciously or perhaps 
unconsciously, but we are aware of what we must encode. The encoding 
process itself is unconscious, although we are aware of the methods and 
schemes that we need to use. The specifics of reading a text written in 
the landscape differ somewhat from writing one, and it is directly related 
to the extent that the previous text has survived (see Fig. 11).
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Figure 13. A plaque in Supilinn installed by the Supilinn  Society in memory 
of a dog named Riku who sat on this street corner his entire life. Source: Nutt, 
N. Landscape and landscape architecture (manuscript).

The following examples of the memory of manor landscape illustrate 
the functioning of landscape as memory and provide an opportunity to 
analyse various way of writing, i.e. to what extent does landscape store 
information and how it is preserved. These examples date back to the 
studies on the manorial ensembles of Tartu County conducted between 
2000 and 2004 (Nutt 2004), in which the changes that occurred during 
a century were analysed and their preservation assessed. In addition to 
the changes, the maps also reflect the means of writing in the landscape, 
and in one case, we see that the changes have occurred in a way that 
preserves the existing writing. There are two ways of doing this. Firstly, 
the new text can placed between the existing texts so that the previous 
texts survive. For example, at the Alatskivi Manor, an attempt was made 
to construct the new buildings so they would be in harmony with the 
existing ensemble. Another way is to write over the old text, so that the 
old no longer exists, but its message is carried forward by the new text. 
This type of writing can be seen in the construction of the new main 
building at the Luunja Manor, where the new building replaced the old 
one and assumed the role of the old building in the composition of the 
ensemble. However, the writing in the landscape can also ignore the 
old, i.e. the volume of the additional or interspersed writing is so great, 
or not based on the existing situation, that only illegible fragments of 
the old text survive, as happened at the Kammeri Manor; or a new text 
totally replaces the old text and the old is destroyed as happened at the 
Suure-Ulila Manor (see Table 3).
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Table 3. Means of writing. Source: Nutt, N. Landscape and landscape architecture 
(manuscript). See also: The examples used in the table come from the research 
work conducted at manors in Tartu County in 2002 and 2003 (Nutt 2004), which 
was published in the book Tartumaa mõisad (Maiste and Nutt 2005).

Manor 
ensem-

bles
Writing in addition/between Writing on top of/over

C
on

si
de

ri
ng

 th
e 

pa
st

The old and new l ayers a re 
accommodated well; the new is 
written slightly away from the old 
without ruining it – Alatskivi Manor

The old and new l ayers a re 
accommodated wel l ; the new 
supplements the old – Luunja Manor

N
ot

 c
on

si
de

ri
ng

 th
e 

pa
st

The new is written between the old; 
therefore the old has not been well 
preserved and is illegible – Kammeri 
Manor

The new layer is written on top of 
the old; the old has not been well 
preserved and it difficult to read - 
Suure-Ulila Manor

Another example of landscape as memory is from a case study dealing 
with the revitalising process. In order to activate gentrification, certain 
conditions must exist, which in turn are related to landscape as memory. 
In urban areas, the cities are created by people, and therefore, each area 
has own genius loci. In addition to the physical environment, the latter is 
designed by the beliefs, value orientations and wishes of the residents. The 
appearance of the spiritual as well as physical space depends on the local 
residents. Landscape as memory is actively used during the gentrification 
process and in its developmental processes.  An important precondition 
for activating gentrification is the existence of residents who represent 
the creative fields (arts, social sciences, pedagogy, as well as students) 
(Nutt 2012). (II) The development of Supilinn as a phenomenon, which 
is discussed in this example, got its start at a time when bohemians felt 
comfortable there and created fertile ground for development (Nutt et 
al. 2016). After the initial stimulus and an increase in popularity, another 
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wave of people, i.e. people with professions, moved into the area and used 
what the first wave had stored in the landscape to create their identity, 
by using the landscape as memory. This gentrification wave, which was 
comprised of the members of an active hipster-type community, used the 
fertile ground to skillfully construct a distinctive phenomenon by creating 
an image of a strong and cohesive community that values the principles of 
civil society. According to this image, Supilinn, in combination with the 
community that loves it, is a friendly, compact, green place that stands up 
for itself, is very interactive, and sets an example for other areas that carry 
the ideals of civil society. (Nutt et al. 2016) (I, II, III). Fertile ground for 
cooperation developed because the value orientations of the “art people” 
who lived in the area and the young activists overlapped. The area’s 
civil organisation, the Supilinn Society, was born of this cooperation. 
The most active members of the society were those who had moved to 
Supilinn more recently (in the second wave) and wanted the values that 
made Supilinn valuable to them to survive. Although the values created 
by the first wave had been attractive to them, they had not created them 
but were rather the consumers who started to use those values to create 
their own landscape that differed from the former one. (V).

According to the theory of gentrification, the third wave is comprised 
of the wealthy elite, who want to live in an area that has already become 
popular. If, at the beginning of the process, the representatives of creative 
fields, who comprise the so-called “cultural capital”, moved to the area, as 
the area increased in popularity, it became an attractive sales object and 
desired article of trade for the middle-class population (Nutt 2012). (I, 
III, III). In order for the “waves” in the gentrification process to follow 
each other, the landscape that has been created by the previous wave 
must be stored. Therefore, the landscape functions as memory, which 
the representatives of all the gentrification waves use simultaneously, but 
the traces left therein by each wave are different. After the population 
exchange that occurred after the retreat of the first wave, the activities 
that increased in popularity included cleaning up, renovating, as well as 
organising street festivals, providing entertainment, and showing off to 
each other. Living independently and taking care of your everyday affairs 
was not enough. Now it was necessary to be someone who elicited looks 
of envy and who set an example for others. The bohemians in the first 
wave, who had the freedom of living independently, were replaced by 
hipsters, whose greatest wish was to be more like the first wave than 
they themselves were. However, soon justifications for the hipsters’ 
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initial euphoria of living happily ever after had to be found, because the 
next wave that came did so because of the excitement, but also brought 
with them new value orientations that soon started to materialise in the 
form of asphalted streets and high fences. The real estate prices shot sky 
high (Hiob and Nutt 2016), this population with purchasing power was 
comprised of residents with middle-class values, whose dream homes 
included a personal parking spots in the yard and being able to drive 
the car up to the front door. The local government generously handed 
out building permits to real estate businessmen (Hiob and Nutt 2016), 
who tried to turn a profit by selling as many square metres as possible, 
which had been bought for the lowest possible price per square metre. 
So suddenly, the hipsters in the fairytale world were caught between a 
rock and hard place, and pushed the brakes as hard as they could while 
continuing to create their vision of paradise.

Although the representatives of the second wave used what was stored by 
the first wave to create their social representation, they do not carry the 
creativity of the first wave and, based on their own identity, created a new 
identity that differs from the previous one. However, both landscape and 
memory play an important role here, because a large part of maintaining 
an identity occurs through reflection, a role that is carried by the landscape. 
Events that occur have locations and meanings. Supilinn Days, an annual 
festival in the area, takes place on the so-called “Days Square” and is 
called the “Square Day”. And each year, a sign for “Supilinn’s best house” 
is fastened to the wall of the chosen house (the one renovated with the 
great sense of piety); or a memorial plaque to a mutt named Riku is 
attached to a house at the corner of Marja and Tähtvere Streets, where 
he stood guard (see Fig. 4), etc. Landscape, functioning as memory, plays 
a significant role in the preservation of the resident’s sense of identity.

Figure 14. With the renovation carried out by the third wave, much of the 
landscape’s memory is lost. The exterior of original (left) and renovated (right) 
house. The renovation of houses also changes the use of their yards. With the 
loss of stove heating, the need for woodsheds in the yards also disappears. 
Source: Nutt, N. Landscape and landscape architecture (manuscript).
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As a result of the active construction that accompanies gentrification, 
landscape as memory disappears because new houses replace the apple 
orchards, and new people move in; the old siding with crackling paint 
is replaced by new siding that has been made indestructible by deep 
impregnation; bumpy roads are asphalted (Fig. 14). A significant part of 
the memory disappears along with the patina. Therefore, it is important to 
turn special attention to preserving the landscape as memory. (I, II, III)

The treatment of landscape as memory creates the preconditions for the 
treatment and preservation of non-physical substance, thereby creating the 
possibility to better understand the multifaceted nature of landscape and 
its functioning mechanisms. This in turn enables the physical properties, 
as well the non-physical traits that are created outside of us, to be dealt 
with when shaping the landscape. However, the non-physical traits cannot 
be restored or recreated because the time required for this exceeds human 
capacity. Just like authenticity cannot be added to an object, time also 
cannot be added. It is the appreciation and preservation of the properties 
created by time that makes it possible to treat landscape as memory. 
Memory is closely related to reminiscence, and this is true of landscape 
as well.

8.3. LANDSCAPE DEFINED BY MEMORIES

The Greek word “monument” (μνημείο), which is derived from the word 
“memory”, mneme, was closely related to memory and reminiscence. On 
the other hand, the meaning of the Latin word (monumentum), which 
is derived from the word moneo, was also political and moralistic, and 
meant to warn the viewer and instil respect for the power of the rulers 
( Jokilehto 2010). Remembering and the memories in the landscape are 
usually closely related to heritage protection. A large number of concepts 
are used in connection with landscape memory, such as reminiscence 
landscape, monumental landscape, memory landscape, legacy landscape, 
valuable landscape, cultural landscape, cultural landscape etc. All these 
concepts are used when speaking about the landscape as memory or 
reminiscences.

According to Bergson, reminiscence represents the intersection between 
spirit and matter (Bergson 2007). Therefore reminiscence is not activated 
by them when only one exists or both exist separated, but only when 
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the spirit and matter meet. Reminiscences that belong to the past only 
shed their static state after they have been “touched” by something.  
The word “reminiscence” comes from the Late Latin word reminiscentia, 
(reminiscor), which means to remind “oneself”, to recollect. The Latin 
moneo (to recollect, to remind) is a word that directs its follower to Via 
Appia, were the tombstones provide confirmation of the eternal stability 
of the material world, writes Juhan Maiste, and continues by saying that 
in addition to the visible the truth of heritage protection also represents 
the invisible, the Semitic-Jewish tradition, which allowed Herodotus 
to speak of gods without any physical form in addition to those with 
the shapes and faces of humans (Maiste 2010). Thus, today landscape 
is no longer defined only by physical and material parameters as it was 
fixed in the Venice Charter adopted in 1964 (ICOMOS 1964), because 
it became clear long ago that the transcendental can only exist together 
with the immanent. The future cannot be separated from the past just 
like the material cannot be separated from the mental. According to 
the Convention Concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and 
Natural Heritage (UNESCO 1972), which was adopted at the 17th General 
Conference of UNESCO in 1972, cultural heritage includes monuments, 
structures and natural sites, of which cultural landscape are the works of 
mankind, or the combined works of nature and mankind, which illustrate 
the development of human society and human settlements in time and 
which are of outstanding universal value from the historical, aesthetic, 
ethnological or anthropological point of view. Along with the property 
value approach, in connection with the diversity of culture, issues related 
to spiritual heritage and, based thereon, the related cultural context and 
authenticity were raised at a meeting in Japan in 1994, (ICOMOS 1994). 
Directing attention to the fact that the roots of all cultures and societies 
are hidden in certain forms and are tangible or intangible expressions 
that comprise their legacy and this should be honoured, i.e. in addition 
to external aspects, internal aspects also exist, which must be considered. 
Matter that carries value is not “something in and of itself” but rather it 
is located in a context, thereby creating a whole through which it speaks. 
Their cultural identity and the preservation of its face through cultural and 
heritage-related diversity, regardless of how it is expressed, are important 
to all peoples. If authenticity can be measured by our ability to perceive 
the veracity, authenticity, and integrity of the values that are contained in 
our heritage and are expressed through their traits, then it is important to 
understand that that the values of heritage are not important to heritage 
itself: heritage speaks through the values that we attribute to it.
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The concept of authenticity is important in the context of this paper’s 
definition of landscape, since landscapes are temporal-spatial surroundings 
that are constantly developing.  On the one hand, it is important to deal 
with its integrity and context, but on the other, it is necessary to pay 
attention to its authenticity. According to Raymond Lemaire, during the 
entire time (the last few centuries) that the issue of authenticity has been 
on the agenda, the topic has been dealt with as self-evident, although an 
unambiguous definition, which would be based on the world’s various 
cultural regions, is lacking. A similar situation has prevailed when it 
comes to the concept of landscape, which was not defined until the 
year 2000. The authenticity question is complicated, and involves many 
different aspects related to culture and tradition. In this context, many 
misconceptions have spread. The topic of authenticity has been on the 
agenda when it comes to poetry as well as landscape. Jukka Jokilehto 
writes that William Wordsworth published his travelogue A Guide through 
the District of the Lakes (Wordsworth 1810) in England in 1810, in which 
dealt with the area (i.e the Lake District) as an authentic, poetic whole. 
He was deeply moved by the distinctive character and authenticity of the 
area, but also expressed his regret that unsuitable changes were occurring, 
for example, the building of the railroad. These writings and poems 
deeply affected the young John Ruskin. In his writings, he expressed great 
concern about the changes occurring in the local rural picture and the 
gradual disappearance of the authenticity of the traditional village culture.

Thus, the connection between the material world and the immaterial 
has started to be increasingly perceived and this understanding has also 
gradually been included in international agreements. The fixed definition 
of the concept of landscape found in the European Landscape Convention 
is a sign that the landscape and the environment must be treated as two 
separate objects, of which the former is distinguished from the latter by 
the existence of the human factor, i.e. perception.

The intersection (recall) of spirit and matter occurs at the moment when 
one reminds the other of something so that it recognises something 
familiar. All that is needed for this is a reference, a simple “sign”, which 
reminds one of an old “picture”. The more signs there are, the greater 
the probability that the intersection of spirit and matter that activates 
remembrance will occur. But the existence of signs alone is not sufficient 
to activate “pictures”. The memory researcher Endel Tulving (Tulving 
1994a, 1994b, 1994c, 1994d Tulving and Schacter 1994) has observed that 
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the amount of material that can be extracted from memory is dependent 
not only on what has been encoded and stored there, but also on how and 
with the help of what signs the search is made (Tulving 1994a, 1994b, 
1994c, 1994d, Tulving and Schacter 1994). Therefore, when activating 
memories, their storage and recognition are important, but so are the 
common traits of the landscapes that contain “signs” and activate 
“pictures.” (see Fig. 15).We possess a semantic memory, which helps us 
know facts about the world, and also a totally different biographical or 
episodic memory that allows us to re-experience that which has happened 
to us, or that which we experienced at that time. Obviously, episodic 
memory would not exist without semantic memory, but the existence of 
semantic memory does not necessary ensure the existence of episodic 
memory (Tulving 1994a, 1994b, 1994d, 1994c, Tulving and Schacter 1994). 
The landscape, in a way being the semantic memory of human culture, 
stores in itself the signs from the past thereby resembling a wall that 
has been repainted several times, where the blotches of peeled-off paint 
alternate with freshly painted surfaces (Nutt 2009a). But the stored “signs” 
are not sufficient for activating pictures, because there is a significant 
difference between the existence of information and its accessibility. 
(Tulving and Pearlstone 1966). 

Figure 15. The principle of the functioning of memory and reminiscence. The 
recording of information is important for the functioning of memory (indi-
cated by no. 1), which is followed by the retention of information (no. 2). The 
recorded information can be used if needed. In order to activate memories, 
they must be recognised (no. 3). If recognition does not occur, the memory will 
not be activated (uncoloured arrows). Source: Nutt, N. Landscape and landscape 
architecture (manuscript).
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Episodic memory starts functioning in relation to the landscape when 
the signs change into stories and our memories are activated. However, 
the landscape can be the activator of memory only when the subject 
(person) recognises something familiar therein, i.e. the intersection of 
the spirit and matter occurs evoking the memory. Remembrance is that 
something that has been stored in the landscape and can be extracted 
when needed, but the activator plays an important role in the activation 
of memory, because a sign becomes a picture only after it is recognised.  
Intersection does not occur if the landscape is foreign and if it does not 
speak to us. According to Maurice Merleau-Ponty, meaning is at the centre 
of the location experience (Merleau-Ponty 2010).  If a point of intersection 
does not develop in a strange landscape because we do not recognise the 
signs, they have no meaning for us, then in a familiar landscape there 
are places that for some reason do not speak to us.  There are places that 
we practically do not remember or about which we can later recall only 
few dispassionate facts, most of which describe the surroundings.  These 
are so-called “non-places”, which Marc Augé (Augé 2012) describes as 
“a world where one is born in a maternity ward and dies in a hospital, 
where transit points and temporary residents proliferate in luxurious 
and inhuman circumstances; where a dense transport network develops, 
which is also comprised of inhabited spaces; where the regular department 
store, sales cashier or credit card customers communicate with their 
objects silently, with the help of gestures – a world that belongs to lonely 
individuality, transience and transitoriness”. Non-places are places that 
could exist anywhere and their descriptions could apply to any other 
place with a similar structure (Fig. 16). Memory pictures are related to 
the structure and essence of the environment in which the memories 
have developed. Pictures do not develop in non-places. These places do 
not have site-specific traits and they are not named (Kallasmaa 2000, 
2002). However names are what makes people or places experiential for 
us from the standpoint of memory. We name places that we know and 
are specific for us. By naming objects, we acknowledge that they belong 
somewhere; we assume an internal attitude toward them; we acknowledge 
that they have been noticed and recognised (Lotman 1999). Something 
has a name only when there is a need to name it. We are conscious of 
named objects; they are comprehensible and significant. Names also 
provide information on how to relate to the named objects (Pärli and 
Rudakovskaja 2002).
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Figure 16. A non-place (left) and a place (right). The traits of a non-place are on 
a square that could be any city, and the traits of the place are on the Supilinn 
street. Source: Nutt, N. Landscape and landscape architecture (manuscript).

Based on the preceding discussion, landscape can exist as memory if 
it has the characteristics of lived space. Lived space in turn contains 
signs that, under favourable conditions (upon the recognition of those 
signs), evoke memories. Memories, being always connected to personal 
experiences, make a landscape into a living space. As is the case in 
Lefebvre’s representational spaces, Bachelard (Bachelard 1999) places 
great importance on people’s personal experiences and memory. Each 
experiences stratifies, filters and condenses our world of perception 
and, to a greater or lesser extent, impacts our future experiences related 
to ourselves and other people, as well as to the environment and its 
different processes. According to De Certeau (De Certeau 2005), tactics 
are a constitutive part of individual practice, which is always directly 
caused or informed by the interests, inclinations or needs of a specific 
person. Although individual everyday practices are in a subordinate 
relationship with the practices drawn from the strategic, planning and 
management objectives of the power discourse, De Certeau (De Certeau 
2005) emphasises that no individual practices are subordinated totally to 
strategic practices. Every person functions in a regulative environment 
based primarily on his or her needs and by tactically utilising and adapting 
the existing regulations. Positioned against the background of Lefebvre’s 
idea of spatial practices, we can say that all individuals reproduce the 
social space in a unique and personal way, and based on their own needs 
and interests. Memories are always personal, as is the landscape; we have 
acquired both through contemplation and, based thereon, they cannot 
be transmitted to anyone else as we see them. (I)
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Spatial insights do not factor on the conception and production of physical 
space alone but thrive on nonphysical elements brought to bear by using, 
experiencing, and living in the space. The third dimension that brings 
space to life is of crucial value. In Lefebvre’s theory, there are three 
integral spatial parts, a so-called conceptual trialectics (Figure 17), that 
include the components of perceived spatial practices (the production and 
reproduction of spatial relations between objects and products, in short, 
“built space”), space of representations (a plan or sketch depicting what 
space should look like “conceived space”), and representational spaces 
(“lived spaces or evolved as users fashion it). Lefebvre’s conceptualization 
of space allows one to argue for the importance of vernacular architecture 
and the liveliness of urban areas that have evolved over time against the 
inanimate qualities created through rational planning approaches.

Spatial insights do not factor on the conception and production of physical 
space alone but thrive on nonphysical elements brought to bear by using, 
experiencing, and living in the space. The third dimension that brings 
space to life is of crucial value. In Lefebvre’s theory, there are three 
integral spatial parts, a so-called conceptual trialectics (see Fig. 17), that 
include the components of perceived spatial practices (the production and 
reproduction of spatial relations between objects and products, in short, 
“built space”), space of representations (a plan or sketch depicting what 
space should look like “conceived space”), and representational spaces 
(“lived spaces or evolved as users fashion it). Lefebvre’s conceptualization 
of space allows one to argue for the importance of vernacular architecture 
and the liveliness of urban areas that have evolved over time against the 
inanimate qualities created through rational planning approaches. (I)
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Figure 17. Lefebvre’s conceptual triad in Supilinn, Tartu, Estonia. The values 
existing in lived space should be sustained through the representations of space 
(planning documents) in order to ensure that the produced space retains the 
possibility of becoming lived space. Source: Nutt, N. Landscape and landscape 
architecture (manuscript).  See also: Nutt, Nele, Hiob, Mart, Kotval, Zenia. 2016. 
Supilinn, Tartu—The Lively Vernacular Against Urban Renewal: A Lefebvrean 
Critique. Space and Culture, 2, 332-344.

A remembrance that is spiritual in nature, which landscape undoubtedly 
is, needs physical substance in addition to spiritual and social character, 
in order to be evoked. Landscape contains sociability, i.e. the assigning of 
meanings, and communication with the environment gives it an additional 
dimension, which may, in turn, evoke a memory. If spatial practices are 
related to the social nature of space, then memory can be evoked as the 
result of communication with space. We give places names and places 
have meanings for us, which enable our memories to be activated.  In 
this way, we connect places to our memory.
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If a cultural space is sufficient for evoking general memories and 
recognising signs, then personal contact is needed to store and recognise 
personal memories. In the case of recollection that is related to a place, 
an important aspect is the existence of an emotional contact with the 
recollection. However this assumes familiarity and the lack of anonymity 
(Haamer 2008). Since we define ourselves to a great extent through places 
and memories, then constantly being in a landscape without memories 
has an impact on our sense of identity. Diminishing personal contact 
with a space increases the sense of uncertainty, and over time, the places 
become (really) nameless non-places. Remembering as a multilevel process 
involves both emotional and sensorial factors. For the evocation of a 
memory, it is necessary for that something to be stored in the landscape, 
whereas the storing does not have to take place personally, but can be more 
broadly related to the cultural space. In this case, the memory is released 
with the help of collective memory. We feel at home in a landscape that 
is filled with memories; where they are worn homey things and places 
filled with stories. Domesticated and lived in spaces create memories. The 
intersection necessary for memory to develop in landscape does not occur 
if memories have not been stored there (non-places) or the recognition 
that activates memory does not occur (strange places). (Fig. 18)

The results of the Supilinn study show that, in the development of lived 
space, it is not only old wooden houses, which create a certain atmosphere 
around themselves, that are important. An important role is also played 
by the space around the houses, which define a certain lifestyle – the 
large gardens (on average covering two-thirds of the lot), which are green; 
backyards with woodsheds, a place to dry the laundry, trashcans, children 
playing and cats hunting mice.  In house where several families live, the 
people function together in the yards. The yards are not divided, but 
the entire space is used jointly, as needed – a place for chopping wood, 
repairing a bike or for a baby to sleep in a carriage. This type of usage is 
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Figure 18. The storage of memories does not have to occur personally, but can 
be related to the broader cultural space. In this case, the memory is evoked with 
the help of collective memory. The recognition of information stored in cultural 
space occurs with the help of familiar signs (lilac blossoms (left) and a familiar 
animated character (Sammalhabe) (middle)) and personally stored memories 
(right) (figure of Riku). In a society’s common “public space” (both mental 
and physical), signs fulfil the society’s expectations and perform a social role. 
In one’s personal space, the recognition of signs is aided by personal experi-
ence. Source: Nutt, N. Landscape and landscape architecture (manuscript).

possible primarily in a space that is not over-organised, but is a lived space 
that has developing in the course of being used. In the interviews, it was 
pointed out that Supilinn still had much of the colourfulness, diversity 
and openness that is not spatial in the literal sense, i.e. a large open space, 
but the openness is expressed by the open attitude of the neighbourhood. 
“The gardens are delimited in a way that does not make them forbidding, but makes 
the Supilinn gardens attractive, and this creates a sense of discovery. The buildings 
from different eras with different characters, the lack of density, greenery; and the yards 
that are not mono-functional combine to operate as spaces that are accessible to others. 
There is no private part, everyone functions haphazardly; this is the idea of openness.” 
(Supilinn Society 2011). (I, II, III)

The pleasant “lived space” around the old houses, which was described as 
a valuable living environment, was contrasted with “non-inhabited space” 
(Supilinn Society 2011). The yards of the new houses built during the 
last few years, which are mono-functional and used mostly for parking.  
Such spaces do not promote social communication but result in a more 
closed lifestyle. with people spending most of the time at home between 
four walls. Based thereon, the social communication is also limited. 
“Privacy has increased with time, the designation and protection of one’s own territory 
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has gotten out of hand – a parking lot under the window, surrounding fence, and gate 
that opens remotely. People are afraid that someone will come into their yard. People 
want to define their borders. Old traditional yards versus new parking yards, which are 
not child-friendly; the new residents live in their apartments more; the children cannot 
play in parking lots.  Increasingly in their own enclaves, their own apartments; in the 
old ones there was a network of neighbours, communication with neighbours. The new 
ones are like Õismäe, the mailbox behind a locked door.  The new houses are isolated. 
That’s the change that has occurred with the construction of the new houses. The people 
that live there live isolated, closed-off lives.” (Supilinn Society 2011). (I, II, III)

Although all the plans have been drawn up to fulfil the required 
conditions, the new environments that have been created are the antithesis 
of the existing ones. Although the parameters of “perceivable space” 
are considered, what develops is “non-inhabited space” and not “lived 
space”. On the one hand, it is inevitable that everything requires settling 
in, getting used to before “lived space” can develop. But an analysis of 
the conditions presented in the initial task for the planning, and the 
established plans, shows that observing these requirements is insufficient 
for ensuring the development of a pleasant living environment. (I, II, III)

Below are three very significant things that are destroyed when new spaces 
are created, but which the interviewees considered to be very valuable. 
These include wastelands, shortcuts, (land that serves no purpose), where 
there are paths and children’s playgrounds. This is what makes Supilinn 
interesting. If the city has a wasteland that is sold, from their point of 
view this makes for one less wasteland, but it is a great blow to Supilinn. 
The city government is making a mistake, and should leave the wasteland. 
The city does not know what the children are doing there. When there 
is wasteland in the middle of the city which is being used, but the city 
government is not interested in this, we are dealing with incompetence. 
No man’s land is a value that can be used for whatever; it should be left 
alone. The city official does it on paper; it makes no difference to him or 
her. (Supilinn Society 2011) This is a true “lived space” which is made 
into to a “conceived space”. (I, II, III)

All the buildings in Supilinn are different; the buildings that were built 
a hundred years ago are very diverse. Everything exists, all the possible 
variations, and it is the contrast that has developed – large-small; there 
isn’t a single straight building, no straight lines – that cannot be pre-
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planned. And this way, the “lived space” will disappear, because planning 
is creating primarily “conceived space”. (Fig. 19) It is difficult to create 
an environment with something new where there are no straight lines, 
and thereby, and therefore, the new structures contrast with the old – the 
straight with the crooked. (I, II, III)

Figure 19. During the gentrification process, landscape as memory changes. 
We should weigh the significant aspects, such as Order vs. Chaos (the upper 
figures), Old vs. New (the upper and bottom figures), Public vs. Private (the 
lower figures), Simple vs. Complicated (the upper and lower figures), Closed 
vs. Opened (the lower figures) etc. Source: Nutt, N. Landscape and landscape 
architecture (manuscript). See also: Nutt, Nele, Hiob, Mart, Kotval, Zenia 
(2016). Supilinn, Tartu—The Lively Vernacular Against Urban Renewal: A 
Lefebvrean Critique. Space and Culture, 2, 332–344.

In order for there to be historical continuity for the wooden houses in 
Estonia, it would be very important to realise that history is a mirror. “In 
the case of Supilinn no new houses are needed, let them develop elsewhere. Supilinn 
should be left in peace. I would like to believe that the people of Supilinn will not cash 
in their lots. The builders in Supilinn have no emotional ties.” (Supilinn Society 
2011). (I, II, III)
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Landscape is memory that stores reminiscences, which in turn are evoked 
through the signs in the landscape. Reminiscences are related to personal 
experience and memory; without memory you cannot remember; without 
remembering there are no memories. People are always born into a cultural 
space, as Merleau-Ponty noted; in addition to the natural world, we are 
always born into a cultural world (Merleau-Ponty 2010). Signs can be 
stored in the present-day landscape; in past landscapes they survive as 
“signs” that in the future will be evoked as memories under the favourable 
conditions.
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9. DISCUSSION

In the dissertation, the wide range of different approches and methodologies 
has been discusssed. Beside the analytical way of interpretation of different 
objects on the level of case studies the hyphoteses of based on perception 
and cognition of landscape has risen the concept of the semiosphere, 
widely used in the philosophical discussion, but not completely accepted 
and understood in the meaning of pratical treatment of landscape. Borders, 
which enable objects with similar structures or functions to be separated 
without the location of the physical border being defined, can by identified 
in landscape as a whole, and allow for homogeneous and individual 
aggregates to be delimited without destroying the landscape as a whole. 
This was identified in the case of individual objects (manors) in the manor 
landscape as well as the manor landscape more broadly (manor network).  
A semiotic border in the landscape creates additional opportunities for 
the delimitation of the landscape more broadly in practice (Nutt 2009). In 
order to discuss the results of this study, we must look back to the goals 
of defining the borders in landscape, and therefore, it is appropriate to 
provide a quick survey of borders and the need for delimitation.

The defining of concrete physical borders (when possible drawn along 
roads, trenches, etc.) is the prevalent practice when organising any 
kind of conservation for protected objects. In this case, the location of 
the border is defined primarily by the location of objects in the space. 
The territory is separated with a border from the surroundings so that 
all the objects requiring protection (individual objects and areas) are 
within the delimited area. This type of delimitation was recognised 
as being insufficient in connection with county planning “Asustust ja 
maakasutust suunavad keskkonnatingimused” (Hellström et al 2001). 
This topic has emerged very sharply in connection with the installation 
of mobile communications towers that seem foreign. For example, in the 
immediate vicinity of the Pangodi Landscape Conservation Area, where 
the protection regime of the conservation area could not be applied; 
the installed mobile communications tower was visible from the entire 
conservation area and the conservation area regulations turned out to be 
insufficient. The views that could not be protected within the conservation 
area by the established delimitations required a special solution. In order 
to resolve the problem, transition areas or buffer zones were established, 
which were assigned their own protection regime, which differed from 
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that of the conservation area. In connection with the views, a protected 
zone of an immovable monument was applied, the goal of which was 
to ensure the observability of the monument. All the borders in use 
(special management zone, limited management zone, building exclusion 
zone, and administrative borders) are concrete lines, not transition areas. 
The definition of administrative borders are also defined based on the 
clearly visible physical signs in the landscape, for instance, the axis line 
of street, which divides a street (e.g. Tähtvere St. in Supilinn) between 
two city districts.

The nature of semiotic borders and how they are expressed in the 
landscape, which were examined in this paper, provide additional 
opportunities for the delimitation of areas, for example, by defining 
administrative borders or delimiting a protected area based on the so-
called “circle theory” (Merila 2003), in which concentric circles develop 
around the object and thereby define the semiosphere and its border. The 
characteristic traits of a semiosphere have also been identified previously. 
In the course of conducting a structural analysis of a city, traits that are 
characteristic of semiospheres were discovered by Lilian Hansar, who 
directed attention to the fact that the traits of semiospheres have been 
noticed in urban planning structures, which help to find some points of 
departure when dealing with issues related to heritage protection in Old 
Towns (Hansar 2009). Based on the context of an English Park, Kreeta 
Sipelgas dealt with the traits characteristic of semiospheres (Sipelgas 
2009). She stated that, in addition to trends related to the natural sciences, 
the deeper nature and multiple meanings of the historical parks in the 
European cultural space should also be examined using phenomenological 
methods, because parks are spatial complexes that can be perceived by the 
senses, which have been created by human intelligence and the language 
of which is related to texts that are dependent on the characters of various 
eras. The results of this study confirms the observations made by other 
researchers and adds a more general approach that is more object-specific 
than earlier ones (the studies focused on the Old Town and English Park) 
and expands the idea of semiospheres to landscapes without more broadly 
delimiting their physical substance. The results of this study show that, 
in addition to physical objects (administrative border), the nature of a 
semiotic border is also expressed in social processes (gentrification), which 
in turn has a very strong impact on the development of the physical space. 
This has been demonstrated in this paper in the light of the gentrification 
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process, but in the future, there are plans to examine the space-designing 
impact of social processes on the landscape more broadly, for example, 
the impact of stratification, etc. At the same time, one must agree with 
previous researchers regarding their belief that phenomenological methods 
in addition to those of the natural sciences should be used to define 
borders. The former is more suitable for the delimitation of objects 
that can be perceived by the senses, all the more because landscape as 
a perceivable area is accessible to people through their senses of smell, 
sound, etc. as well as the sense of sight.

The issue of completeness, which has been dealt with in the case of 
semiospheres, has also been considered to be important in many other 
fields, such as the conservation of architecture. According to Jukka 
Jokilehto (2010), the concept of completeness is an essential question 
in architecture, and its association with “material completeness” creates 
a danger that reintegration, stylistic restoration or reconstruction will 
be emphasised unduly. However, in the case of historical locations, the 
concept can be employed by using it as means for defining the elements 
that comprise the “organic” whole, such as a historical settlement’s 
complicated relations with its structural body and infrastructure and 
their elements within the whole, as well as with the surroundings. This 
would be important when compiling and administrating the conservation 
plans for such areas, because it would help to determine the importance 
of the historical structures in the general context and also justify the 
smaller elements that are important only due to their connection with 
the whole ( Jokilehto 2010).

The topic of landscape and memory has captured the attention of 
researchers for some time. For the most part, memory has been considered 
to be the stories written in the landscape, the analysis of which can be 
helped by historical consciousness as well as various relationships that 
connect the past and the present. The physical in situ measurement of 
fragments from the past, as well as reflections, stories and pictures have 
been used in the examination of landscape memory (the past). The most 
voluminous anthology about landscape and memory published in the last 
few years (Maastik ja mälu: pärandiloome arengujooni Eestis 2014) appeared in 
2014, and according to the editors, two concepts are at the centre of the 
title and all the articles – landscape and memory. The anthology deals with 
the differences in landscape and memory that appear when different eras 
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or different types of landscape elements are compared, and the changes 
that have occurred in the reinterpretation and reassessment of landscape 
and spatial heritage are described. Landscape and memory – this focuses 
on the description of properties in the landscape derived from the past, 
i.e. the past written in the landscape. The importance of memory as the 
carrier of continuity (traditions) is also pointed out by Lilian Hansar in 
her PhD thesis, where she writes that it was not until the late 19th century, 
that a new and more contemporary city started to emerge next to the 
Old Town, which, seemingly just in case, holds onto the older heart of 
the town that carries its traditions and meaning (Hansar 2010).

Another important issue that has been raised is the set of problems related 
to the destruction and patina of memory. The memory that is hidden in 
the landscape, which cannot be achieved without the passage of time, 
makes up a large part of the landscape’s charm. When it comes to the 
process of patina accumulation, which Cesare Brandi (2005) has called the 
“patina complex”, and about which Paul Philippo (1996) has said that it is 
not a physical or chemical but rather a critical concept, we only play the 
inconsequential the role of bystander. This is also pointed out by Lilian 
Hansar in her article titled “Nähtav ja nähtamatu linnas”, in which she says 
that, even when a new detail exactly reproduces the old, it is still a copy 
that lacks authenticity and the breath of the time that has accumulated 
through the ages. It is a simulacrum, which according to Jean Baudrillardi 
means “to pretend to have something that one does not.” Simulation calls 
into question the difference between the real and the fake. All too often, 
the initial architectural language of building is cheapened and becomes 
valueless as the result of deformation and simplification (Hansar 2005). 
The topic of memory has also been dealt with in connection with ruins. 
Ruins, which are available to us through their physical substance, carry 
within them something more, writes Juhan Maiste (Maiste 2004) in the 
anthology called Varemed. And there is definitely reason to refer to John 
Ruskin at this point, who has written: “For, indeed, the greatest glory 
of a building is not in its stones, or in its gold. Its glory is in its Age, 
and in that deep sense of voicefulness … which we feel in walls that 
have long been washed by the passing waves of humanity … it is in that 
golden stain of time, that we are to look for the real light, and colour, and 
preciousness of architecture” (Ruskin 2013). The author considers the 
topics of the past as well as preservation to be extremely important in the 
case of landscape, and agrees that landscape as memory is sensitive to all 
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kinds of change. The experience of physical space is not only dependent 
on physical parameters, because the accumulation of memory is a long-
term process. The value created by patina also deserves special attention 
because if it destroyed it cannot be restored. At the same time, attention 
should be paid to the fact that, in the case of this approach, the stories 
are not examined and their value as well as durability is not assessed. 
The object of the study is the landscape as a mechanism that functions 
as memory by recording, storing and enabling its evocation. The stories 
written in the landscape are not being examined and neither is landscape 
as a mechanism that enables it to function as memory.

When dealing with the functioning of the mechanism, the ways that 
landscape stories are written must also be discussed, and, in addition to 
Vervolet’s earlier approach to the landscape as a layered cross-section (see 
Fig. 20), they include writing between, besides, on top of and over. The 
comparison of a landscape text, which is written for practical reasons, 
to a palimpsest (Palang et al. 2004, Palang et al. 2005) is not really fitting 
in the case of landscape, since parchment was reused only after the old 
text was erased, and in case of the landscape, if necessary, the new text 
is written even when the old one is very legible, by writing between, 
besides, on top of or over the old.

Figure 20. Landscape is a palimpsest that contains traces of many historical 
periods (Vervolet 1986) (left) and ways of writing in the landscape (right).

At this point, an observation made in the course of the research should 
be added, i.e. that sudden changes in the landscape may preserve the 
landscape better than the changes that occur over time.  This is apparent in 
traditional landscapes that are considered to be well-preserved, where great 
developments changing the landscape have occurred over a hundred years. 
In contrast to manor landscapes that, to a great extent, are well-preserved. 
At the same time, in the case of traditional village landscapes, the idea 
has been preserved, which has changed in the case of manor landscapes.
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It is not possible to direct or indirectly examine the functioning of 
landscape as memory, i.e. to examine the regularity of the revelation 
of memory, which would allow conclusions to be draw regarding the 
functioning of landscape as memory. In this study, this has been viewed 
through social processes, which make it possible to identify how the 
landscape records and then stores what has been recorded, by studying 
what occurs in the landscape as the result of these changes; when the 
recorded memory is preserved and when it is not, and under what 
conditions will the stored memories be evoked. Since we are dealing 
with an emergent three-stage process that can be observed through the 
constantly occurring social and physical changes of the gentrification 
process. The different value orientations related to the different waves of 
gentrification make it possible to identify the stages of the memory process 
in the same space at different times and thereby identify the properties 
characteristic of a mechanism that functions similarly to landscape as 
memory.  According to the hypotheses established at the beginning of 
this paper, the research was focused on the landscape and the goal was 
to identify the same properties in the landscape as Juri Lotman has 
described in the case of semiospheres (Lotman 1999) and Endel Tulving 
in the case of memory and reminiscences (Tulving 1994a.). In summary, 
it can be said that the treatment of landscape as a semiosphere provides 
an opportunity to enrich the examination, treatment and interpretation 
of the multifaceted and multilayered landscape by supplementing the 
methods of the natural sciences. On the one hand, this can provide 
answers to theoretical questions; and on the other help to resolve problems 
that come up in practice, and for which the methods of the natural 
sciences have turned out to be inadequate. When delimiting the landscape, 
the physical traits of the landscape, based on which it can be delimited 
like a semiosphere, are not the only thing that is need. The basis for 
the delimitation of the landscape can just as well be provided by social 
relations and interpersonal relations that determine the nature of the 
mechanism.

This study differs from earlier ones because it views the landscape as 
a clock mechanism that allows all that has previously been enumerated 
to be stored, and examines which landscape properties enable them as 
memory to store the past, and thereafter, after having stored it, make 
it available again. The treatment of landscape as memory enables the 
multilayered nature of objects to be included in the solution of problems 
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related to restoration and conservation. In addition to the aspects of the 
discussion that have been highlighted that require further attention in 
the future, I would like to add that materials were collected in the course 
of preparing this paper that could not be accommodated here, but which 
await systematic processing and publication.
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SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS

The goal of our research was to identify the universal functioning 
mechanisms of the landscape and to comprehend the inner logics of its 
functioning. For understanding this, we studied semiospheric nature 
and the properties characteristic of memory and reminiscences of the 
landscape. According to our hypothesis, the following results were 
achieved:

1. Several traits characteristic of semiospheres are present in 
landscapes, such as delimitation, unevenness, homogeneity, 
individuality, wholeness. (IV, V)

The semiospheric border of landscape determines the structural and 
functional nature of landscape as semiosphere, which enables objects 
with similar structure or function (e.g. manors or manor parks under 
nature conservation) to be separated from the rest without defining the 
location of the physical border. The semiotic border of the Alatskivi 
Manor, which is defined by the circular theory, surrounds the heart of 
the manor with concentric circles.

Dispersion is typical of a landscape’s semiospheric border and the border 
may be both spatial and temporal. The diffusive transition of the waves 
that characterise the exchange of the Supilinn population in the course 
of gentrification occurs over a longer period of time and the waves that 
follow one other extend into one another. The dispersion of the landscape’s 
spatial border indicates the sense of belonging of the residents of the 
Supilinn district, which is not determined by the administrative border 
of the district but the definition of the residents’ cognitive affiliation.

The unevenness, homogeneity and individuality of the landscape 
impacts the speed of the changes, the landscape’s stage of development 
and location in the general structure. The speed of the changes in the 
physical space in Supilinn that accompany the gentrification process is 
connected to the accompanied by the exchange of gentrification waves.  
The population’s level of social activity (Supilinn Society) increases as the 
crest of the second wave approaches and decreases upon the arrival of 
the predominance of the third wave. The district’s physical unevenness 
is expressed in the buildings’ different level of renovation, whereas the 
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percentage of renovated buildings is constantly increasing and the district 
is becoming more homogeneous At the same time, all the gentrification 
waves have individual traits, which shape the physical appearance of the 
district. If the first wave of bohemians used the diverse opportunities 
provided by the district creatively, the second wave of hipster-type activists 
pay great attention to a certain type of renovation, then the vision of 
the wealthier middle class of the third wave is related to the updating 
of the district.

The integrity of the landscape is expressed in the principle of the 
hermeneutical circle, in which the understanding of the whole ensure 
the understanding of the parts and vice-versa, the comprehension of 
the parts helps to under the whole  (manor landscape of Tartu County). 
Landscape, similarly to a semiosphere, is an organism in which each part 
of the landscape comprises a separate organism that is cognitively whole 
but cannot operate independently.

2. Many traits characteristic of memory are expressed in the 
landscape. (I, II, III, IV, V)

The process occurring in the landscape is comprised of three parts: 
recording information, storing information and using information. For 
example, this is expressed in the use of landscape as memory in the 
various waves of the gentrification process, in which the information 
recorded by each wave carries a different message, and the use of use 
by the waves also differed as has been observed in Supilinn. Most of 
the information recorded by the first wave of the gentrification process 
is accessible to the second wave; and the information recorded by the 
second wave to the third wave; the latter also have the opportunity to use 
the information recorded by the first wave, but they lack the knowledge 
necessary to recognise it.  This is also confirmed by the results of the 
surveys conducted in Supilinn.

Writing a text in the landscape (recording information) can occur in 
the following ways: between, besides, on top of and over. The means of 
writing has a direct impact on the durability of the landscape. For example, 
in the case of manor landscapes, the manor ensembles the planning 
structure of which have been supplemented by taking the existing situation 
into consideration. For example, the 18th-century baroque ensemble of 
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Luunja Manor has been given a free-form appearance in the 19th century, 
while preserving the ordered placement of the buildings (the new main 
building replaced the old one) and the composition of the park areas in its 
immediate vicinity. The additions accompanying the new design take the 
old values into consideration. The impact of additional writing also has 
similar impact on the preservation of the landscape. This is demonstrated 
by the location of new structures (e.g. pre-war buildings) at a sufficient 
distance from the immediate vicinity of the main building of Alatskivi 
Manor. Writing on top of and over has adverse impact on the landscape. 
When writing on top of, that which exists is not taken into consideration, 
although individual fragments may survive; when overwriting destroys 
everything that existed previously. This can be seen at the Suure-Ulila 
Manor, where nothing of the manor ensemble has survived.

The preservation of the landscape (storage of information) is dependent 
on the speed of changes. In the case of sudden changes that occur over 
a short period of time, like the demise of the manor era, the landscape 
can actually survive quite well, which is proved by the large-scale manor 
complexes that have survived until the present day. The appearance of 
the opposite tendency can be observed in the case of constant and long-
term changes, for example in “traditional” village landscapes, the physical 
substance of which have undergone great changes during the last century. 
The impact of constant change has also been observed in the Supilinn 
district that is impacted by a gentrification process. During gentrification, 
gradual changes in the population and physical (architectural) substance 
occur constantly, which results in the historical area of cultural and 
environmental value, similarly to a “traditional” village landscape, 
survives, but the population and buildings that have formed it are updated.

3. Many properties characteristic of reminiscence are expressed in 
the landscape. (I, II, III)

In order for memories to be evoked, they must first be stored, and 
thereafter, their sign must be recognised. Memories can be stored with 
the help of both personal and collective memory, but recognition depends 
on personal experience. Someone that has grown in the Estonian cultural 
space knows about the bitterness of lilac blossoms, but the memorial 
plaque commemorating Riku on a Supilinn street corner only speaks to 
those who have seen Riku.
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Lefebvre’s spatial triad divides the landscape into spaces that are 
distinguished from each other by characteristic words: lived, perceived, and 
conceived. If conceived space is a two-dimensional plan), then perceived 
space is comprised of the surrounding space that lacks memories. Lived 
space does not develop before it is filled with personal memories and 
this has been described by the Supilinn residents. Space does not become 
lived space until the subject (person) and object (landscape) have made 
contact, when the contact that actives the memory occurs.
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KOKKUVÕTE

Euroopa maastikukonventsiooni definitsiooni (Landscape means an 
area, as perceived by people, whose character is the result of the action 
and interaction of natural and/or human factors) kohaselt on lisaks 
sellele, et maastik on looduslike ja/või inimtekkeliste tegurite toimel 
ning vastasmõjul kujunenud iseloomulik ala, on see ka inimese poolt 
tajutav. Käesolevas töös asetati fookusesse definitsiooni esimeses pooles 
välja toodud aspekt, milleks on maastiku tajutavus.

Maastiku kui tajutava objekti uurimisel kasutati fenomenoloogilist 
meetodit, mis võimaldas analüüsida maastiku mittefüüsilisi omadusi. 
Eeldus, et maastiku semiosfäärilisus, mälu ja mälestus on mõjutatud 
dünaamiliste protsesside (gentrifikatsiooni, sotsiaalsete representatsioonide, 
sotsiaalse kapitali avaldume jms) poolt, lõi eelduse nende uurimiseks 
protsesside endi kaudu.

Uurimise üldiseks eesmärgiks oli tuvastada maastiku kui objekti toimimise 
mehhanisme, milleks analüüsiti: 

1. maastikku kui semiosfääri Lotmani semiosfääri teooria kohaselt, 
eesmärgiga leida maastikus esinevaid semiosfäärile omaseid 
iseloomujooni.

2. maastikku kui mälu, eesmärgiga tuvastada maastiku puhul 
Tulvingu mäluteooria kohaseid mälule iseloomulikke jooni ning 
toimimismehhanisme.

3. kuidas maastik mäluna mälestusi talletab ning millisel juhul ja 
kujul need inimestele kättesaadavaks muutuvad.

Lähtuvalt üldisest eesmärgist püstitati kolm hüpoteesi:

• Maastikku saab käsitleda semiosfäärina, mis on teoreetiline ja 
abstraktne mudel süsteemide kirjeldamiseks. Maastikul on mitmeid 
semiosfäärile iseloomulikke omadusi, mida on võimalik maastikus 
tuvastada ning mis võimaldavad uurida maastiku inimese poolt 
tajutavat mittefüüsilist poolt.

• Maastikku võib käsitleda mäluna. Maastikul on mitmeid mäluga 
sarnaseid omadusi, mida on võimalik tuvastada. Maastiku mäluna 
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käsitlemine aitab paremini mõista maastiku mitmetahulisust ja 
maastiku toimimise mehhanisme, mis omakorda võimaldavad 
maast iku kujundamisel l isaks füüsil istele omadustele ka 
mittefüüsilisi omadusi käsitleda.

• Maastik kui mälu salvestab endas mälestusi, mida on võimalik 
esile kutsuda. Mälestuste talletamise ja esilekutsumise protsessi 
uurimisel saab tugineda inimmälu uuringute kogemusele. Maastiku 
kui mälestuste talletaja tundmine avardab tunduvalt maastiku 
mittefüüsilise poole käsitlemise võimalusi.

Juhtumiuuringute käigus tuvastati maastikus semiosfäärile, mälule ja 
mälestusele iseloomulikke omadusi:

Maastikus avalduvad mitmed semiosfäärile iseloomulikud omadused 
nagu piiritletus, ebaühtsus, homogeensus, individuaalsus, terviklikkus.

Maastiku semiosfääril ine piir määrab maastiku kui semiosfääri 
strukturaalse ja funktsionaalse olemuse, mis võimaldab eraldada 
sarnase struktuuri või funktsiooniga objektid (nt. rüütlimõisad või 
looduskaitsealused mõisapargid) ülejäänutest, ilma füüsilise piiri asukohta 
määramata.  Ringiteooriaga määratud Alatskivi mõisa semiootiline piir 
ümbritseb mõisa südamikku kontsentriliste ringidena.

Maastiku semiosfäärilisele piirile on omane hajuvus ning piir võib olla 
nii ruumiline kui ajaline. Gentrifikatsiooni käigus toimuvat Supilinna 
elanikkonna vahetumist iseloomustavate lainete hajuv üleminek toimub 
pikema perioodi vältel ja üksteisele järgnevad lained ulatuvad teineteise 
sisse. Maastiku ruumilise piiri hajuvust näitab Supilinna piirkonna elanike 
kuuluvustunne, mis ei sõltu mitte linnaosa administratiivpiirist, vaid 
elanike tunnetuslikul kuuluvuse määratlusest.

Maastiku ebaühtsust, homogeensust ja individuaalsust mõjutab muutuste 
kiirus, maastiku arenguaste ja paiknemine üldise struktuuri suhtes. 
Gentrifikatsiooniprotsessiga kaasnev füüsilises ruumis toimuv muutuste 
kiirus Supilinnas on seotud gentrifikatsioonilainete vahetumisega. 
Elanikkonna ühiskondliku tegevuse aktiivsus (Supilinna Selts) suurenes 
teise laine haripunkti lähenedes ning vähenes kolmanda laine ülekaalu 
saabumisega. Piirkonna füüsiline ebaühtlus väljendub hoonete erinevas 
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korrastusastmes, kusjuures korrastatud hoonete osakaal pidevalt suureneb 
ning piirkond muutub homogeensemaks. Samas on kõigil gentrifikatsiooni 
lainetel individuaalsed omadused, mis kujundavad piirkonna füüsilist 
ilmet. Kui esimese laine boheemid kasutavad piirkonna poolt pakutavaid 
mitmekesiseid võimalusi loominguliselt, siis teise laine hipsteritüüpi 
aktivistid pööravad suurt tähelepanu teatud kindlat liiki korrastamisele 
ning kolmanda laine jõukama keskklassi nägemus on seotud piirkonna 
uuendamisega.

Maastiku terviklikkus avaldub hermeneutilise ringi printsiibis, kus 
tervikust arusaamine tagab osadest arusaamise ja vastupidi, osade 
mõistmine aitab mõista tervikut (Tartumaa mõisamaastik). Maastik on 
sarnaselt semiosfäärile organism, milles iga maastikuosa moodustab 
omaette organi, mis on olemuselt tervik, kuid ei suuda töötada iseseisvalt.

Maastikus avalduvad mitmed mälule iseloomulikud omadused.

Maastikus toimuv protsess koosneb kolmest osast: info salvestamine, info 
talletamine, info kasutamine. Näiteks avaldub see gentrifikatsiooniprotsessi 
erinevate lainete maastiku mäluna kasutamises, kus erinevate lainete 
poolt salvestatud info kannab erinevat sõnumit, mille kasutamine lainete 
kaupa erineb samuti nagu seda täheldati Supilinnas (vt. artiklid I, II, 
III). Gentrifikatsiooniprotsessi esimese laine poolt salvestatud info on 
suuremas osas kättesaadav teisele lainele, teise laine poolt salvestatud info 
kolmandale lainele, kellel on küll võimalus esimese laine poolt salvestatud 
infot kasutada, kuid puudub selle äratundmise jaoks vajalik teadmine. 
Seda kinnitab ka Supilinnas läbiviidud küsitluste tulemused.

Maastikku teksti kirjutamine (info salvestamine) võib toimuda: vahele, 
kõrvale, peale või üle. Kirjutamise viis avaldab otsest mõju maastiku 
säilivusele. Näiteks mõisamaastiku puhul on mõisaansambleid, mille 
plaanistruktuuri on täiendatud olemasolevat arvestades. Näiteks Luunja 
mõisa 18. sajandi barokne ansambel on 19. sajandil ümber kujundatud 
vabakujuliseks säilitades hoonete korrapärase paigutuse (uus peahoone on 
ehitatud vana peahoone asemele) ja seda vahetult ümbritsevate pargialade 
kompositsiooni. Uue kujundusega lisandunu arvestab vana väärtuseid.  
Sarnane on ka juurdekirjutamise mõju maastiku säilivusele, mida näeb 
Alatskivi mõisa peahoone vahetust ümbrusest piisavale kaugusele 
paigutatud uute struktuuridega (nt. vabariigiaegne hoonestus). Ebasoodsalt 
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mõjub maastiku säilimisele peale ja üle kirjutamine. Pealekirjutamise 
puhul ei arvestata olemasolevat, kuid üksikud fragmendid võivad säilida, 
ülekirjutamise tulemusena ei säili varasemast midagi. Viimast on näha 
Suure-Ulila mõisa puhul, kus mõisaansamblist ei ole midagi säilinud.

Maastiku säilivus (info talletamine) on sõltuvuses muutuste kiirusega. 
Järsku ja lühikese aja jooksul toimunud muutuste puhul, nagu seda oli 
mõisaaja lõppemine, võib maastik hästi säilida, millest annavad tunnistust 
tänaseni säilinud suurejoonelised mõisakompleksid. Vastupidise tendentsi 
avaldumist võib täheldada pidevate ja pikaajaliste muutuste puhul, näiteks 
nn traditsioonilises külamaastikus, mille füüsilises substantsis on viimase 
sajandi jooksul toimunud suured muutused. Pideva muutuse mõju on 
täheldatav ka gentrifikatsiooniprotsessi poolt mõjutatud Supilinnas. 
Gentrifikatsiooni käigus toimuvad pidevalt nii elanikkonnas kui füüsilises 
(arhitektuurses) substantsis järkjärgulised muutused, mille tulemusena säilib 
analoogiliselt nn traditsioonilise külamaastikuga ajalooline miljööpiirkond, 
kuid selle  moodustanud elanikkond ja hooned on uuenenud.

Maastikus avalduvad mitmed mälestusele iseloomulikud omadused.

Mälestuse esilekerkimiseks on vaja esmalt mälestus talletada ja seejärel 
märk ära tunda. Mälestuse talletamine võib toimuda nii isikliku kui 
kollektiivse mälu abil, kuid  äratundmine sõltub isiklikust kogemusest. 
Eestlaste kultuuriruumis kasvanu teab, mis on sireliõite mõrusus, aga 
Supilinna tänavanurgal olev Riku mälestustahvel kõnetab vaid neid, kes 
Rikut ise näinud.

Lefebvre ruumitriaad jagab maastiku ruumideks, mida eristab üksteisest 
iseloomustavate sõnadega: elatud, tajutav, kujutatav. Kui kujutatav on 
kahemõõtmeline plaan (planeeringu joonis), siis tajutava ruumi moodustab 
ümbritsev ruum, milles puuduvad mälestused, elatud ruum tekib alles 
siis, kui see on täidetud isiklike mälestustega, nagu seda on kirjeldanud 
Supilinna piirkonna elanikud. Elatud ruum saab ruumiks alles peale 
subjekti (inimese) ja objekti (maastiku) kokkupuudet, mis käivitab 
mälestuse.
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Introduction 
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Abstract 
In today’s highly technical and rapidly changing world, the topic of people-friendly living has 
become increasingly acute. Therefore, great attention is paid to create new spaces (and 
transform unpleasant ones). In this race, to create new spaces, however, vernacular sites that 
are already people friendly have been forgotten or they are taken for granted. This article 
explores a neighborhood, which has evolved into a valuable living environment after hundreds 
of years of development characterized by weak planning and design. However, current efforts 
to regenerate the area may actually ruin the valuable vernacular environment. The authors have 
worked with this historic area for over 10 years and are familiar with the people and 
environments in depth. The longitudinal research allows one to observe and compare many 
different aspects of urban development (urban analysis, people’s values, adopted spatial plans, 
etc.) to provide insights to the question of what characterizes the lively city. 

Keywords 
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Introduction 
The notion of liveable cities is by no means a new topic of discussion, yet most current literature 
emphasizes measurable indicators and tangible physical elements of planning and design. It 
almost seems easier to quantify the elements of liveable space rather than some abstract notion 
of topophilia or social integration. The authors of this article contend that physical amenities and 
strong design are not enough to create truly liveable spaces. The simple truth is that people use 
and create liveable space. If one removes human interaction from the equation, space has no 
meaning. It is the use of space, embodied by culture, heritage, and collective attitude that make 
spaces and places different. Imagine, for example, a street: The streetscape and nature of the 
street changes dramatically from place to place. Even a neighborhood street in a typical 
subdivision in the United States is different than one in South America or Estonia. The street 
could serve a simple utilitarian function of transporting people and vehicles in and out of homes, 
where efficient movement has the highest priority. On the other hand, the street could also 
function as an extension of the living room, acting as a space where children play and neighbors 
congregate for a movie screening. In this version of the public street, the role of the automobile 
is secondary to the community. 

The notion of liveability being messy or chaotic from the outside is not a new phenomenon. 
Authors such as Jacobs, Lynch, Yi-Fu Tuan, Tafuri, and Ganz have written extensively about the 
importance of place and the connection between people and space. Social interactions and 
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cultural values play a significant role in contributing to liveability. Therefore, while measurable 
indicators of liveability are cited often in current literature and perhaps provide a simpler, more 
logical understanding of space, the authors believe that further analysis is necessary. The authors 
will expand on this notion through the case of Supilinn, a long-standing neighborhood in Tartu, 
Estonia. 

Today, Supilinn is considered one of the most attractive areas in Tartu to invest. Real estate 
prices in this neighborhood have risen at a rate second only to the central business district. 
Ironically, however, only 30 years ago, this neighborhood was considered a slum. With minimal 
planning involved in its growth along with continued neglect from developers, the area faced 
threat of demolition. Yet these conditions slowly came to play an unintended role in garnering 
support for preservation of the area. Characterized by narrow, unpaved roads, integrated 
courtyards, and small wooden homes facing the street, along with eclectic forms of refurbishment 
as a result of small-scale renovations through the years, these features gave the neighborhood its 
unique identity. Are these defining features proving to attract a new generation of residents eager 
to share in this historic area, or are these newcomers trying to impose more order and refinement 
to the neighborhood? This article aims to explore these issues in the context of Supilinn and its 
many public spaces. 

Theoretical Roots 
“Cities—like books—can be read,” claimed Richard Rogers (2012). It is not enough to read, the 
next step is understanding. The hardest is to plan the future in a way that is based on read material 
and the comprehension of the material. The topic of living space is broad, spreading in all 
directions and combining a composite network. Existing space can simultaneously be historical, 
social, physical, cultural, phenomenological, semiotic, and so on. How to take all these aspects 
into account and which one to emphasize over others, are the questions proposed to all scientists 
dealing with urban space. 

The article stems from the approach of 20th-century French social scientist Henri Lefebvre 
and his contributions to the theory of urban space. His most influential work is considered to be 
“La Production de l’Espace,” first published in 1974 (Lefebvre, 1991), which other authors (e.g., 
Soja, 1995, 2002) have developed further. As a social scientist, Lefebvre viewed urban space 
primarily as the opportunity for social interactions in the physical environment; moreover, the 
level of social interactions makes up the key criteria in determining the quality of space. In his 
view, a society incapable of creating functional urban space will not reach its potential as a 
community. 

Since the Athens Charter of 1933, modernist planning principals have emphasized large-scale 
construction to bring the material welfare to ordinary people (Alexander, 2002). The well-known 
ideologist of modernism, Le Corbusier, argued that towns should be built using human 
rationality, and that self-grown structures prevalent in European towns since Roman times should 
be avoided (Fishman, 1977). The idea to promote public interests at the expense of capitalist 
profit was welcomed as democratic and humane. Even though the basic modernist forms were 
derived from human measures (Curtis, 1986), the implementation ignored simple rules of human 
behavior. Emphasis on health and safety issues involving fresh air, sunlight, and private space 
ignored the fundamental needs that humans have as social beings to establish interactions with 
their built and natural environments. This search for an ideal balance that would combine the 
capacities of industrialized construction with the creation of high-quality living spaces has not 
succeeded. 

After World War II, large living quarters were built to house citizens of middle and lower 
income. The practice soon met heavy criticism from both scientists and civilians, one of the most 
prominent being Jane Jacobs. Critics focused on the lack of creativity within the structures built 
according to the principals of the Athens Charter. The large lots of block structures do little in 
promoting human interactions or bolstering a sense of community. Still, modernist urban 
planning has been hard to change even in progressive countries such as Norway (Sahl, 2012). 

The French philosopher Henri Lefebvre, refused to see space as a binary of perceived or 
planned space that is then conceived and produced as built space. According to him, in a capitalist 

society, space is planned, produced, and formed by human activities (Lefebvre, 1991). Spatial 
insights do not factor on the conception and production of physical space alone but thrive on 
nonphysical elements brought to bear by using, experiencing, and living in the space. The third 
dimension that brings space to life is of crucial value. In Lefebvre’s theory, there are three 
integral spatial parts, a so-called conceptual trialectics (Graphic 1), that include the components 
of perceived spatial practices (the production and reproduction of spatial relations between 
objects and products, in short, “built space”), space of representations (a plan or sketch depicting 
what space should look like “conceived space”), and representational spaces (“lived spaces or 
evolved as users fashion it). Lefebvre’s conceptualization of space allows one to argue for the 
importance of vernacular architecture and the liveliness of urban areas that have evolved over 
time against the inanimate qualities created through rational planning approaches. 

Spatial practices are carried out in everyday life in the physical environment where we 
conduct our social interactions. Spatial practices are most often taken for granted, such as the 
visual space of the consumer who treats space as a means to carry out everyday tasks (Haamer, 
2008). The second level is the representations of space, such as planning documents and project 
designs, along with more abstract ideas that contribute to the development of physical space. 
These representations always involve political ideology, power, and specific knowledge 
connected with the representations (Merrifield, 2000). In spatial projects, experts force the 
everyday environment and spatial experiences into the abstract specialist’s plans using 
standardized spatial terminology and discourse. Many people are under the influence of these 
ideas but only a few have the full opportunity and capability to participate in the production of 
the representations of space. This is not a lively level—it is standardized and static (Lefebvre, 
1991). The third level of representational spaces refers to spaces lived directly through the 
associated images and symbols of inhabitants (Lefebvre, 1991). These spaces are lively, 
connected with life experience, coded and noncoded and nonverbal symbols (Haamer, 2008). 
This is the dominant but simultaneously passive experience of space that the imagination tries to 
alter and improve (Lefebvre, 1991). This level is created through personification and is 
characteristic of artists, writers, and scientists who contemplate their surroundings while 
searching for feelings, meanings, and symbols. This level is also characterized by a thoughtful, 
sensitive people, who have created for themselves, a world full of significance is continuously 
evolving or under refinement (Haamer, 2008). 

Geographer and spatial planner Edward William Soja has modified Lefebvre’s concept by 
calling the material and empirical room for FirstSpace that is developed through abstract and 
ideological imaginary SecondSpace. The third level is at the same time real and imaginary 
ThirdSpace where the crucial role is played by symbols, signs, and meanings (Soja, 2002). 

Representational spaces are the basis for pleasant environments where people prefer to live 
and spend their time. We may conclude that the quality of living spaces for individual inhabitants 
is determined by the quality of social relations that lead to the meaningful personification of the 
space. The social relations, in turn, are influenced by the material environment that again in 
today’s society is largely determined by planning. 

In measuring the quality of the living space, it remains vital to include the opinion of the 
inhabitants or primary users. We may identify qualities of the space by exploring a specific 
location and determining a number of so-called soft indicators that the primary users name as 
important for their quality assessment. These indicators are both physical and social or a 
combination of social use of physical space. The indicators used here are place-specific, but some 
may be transferable and for general use. The mentioned indicators may be used as important data 
when creating new living spaces or attempting to improve an existing area. 
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Graphic 1. Conceptual triad after Lefebvre in Supilinn, Tartu city, Estonia. 
Note. The values existing in lived space should be sustained through the representations of space (planning 
documents) to ensure that the produced space retains the possibility to become lived space. 

Research Method 
The research district of Supilinn is located in the city of Tartu, Estonia (Figure 1). Supilinn is a 
central historic district that borders the medieval city center and the river Emajõgi. Supilinn 
belonged to Tartu in medieval times but was not included in the fortified city boundaries. A few 
streets date from the medieval era but the orthogonal street network that dominates today dates 
from the first decade of the 19th century. Seventy percent of the buildings—one- to two-story 
small wooden apartment houses—are from the 19th century and the first decades of the 20th 
century, with about 15% built in the period between 1930 and 1960 and the remainder 
constructed since then (Hiob & Nutt, 2010). 

About 2,000 inhabitants reside in Supilinn. The neighborhood is known for its student 
residents and local artists, but the majority of the area has consisted of working-class people 
since the final decades of the 19th century. Occasionally, affluent families have also resided in 
Supilinn (Teedema, 2010). During the Soviet occupation from 1940 to 1941 and 1944 to 1991, 
the area was viewed as outdated and eventually slated for demolition, yet these plans were never 
carried out. In recent decades, the area has gained popularity as a central historic district while 
developing a strong neighborhood community (Hiob, Nutt, Nurme, & De Luca, 2012). 

From 2010 to 2012, a number of research projects were carried out to obtain data about both 
the social and physical environment of Supilinn while gaining clarity on the residents’ values. 
This article concentrates on determining which characteristics not commonly mentioned in 
literature are important in promoting social comfort and enhancing the quality of life in urban 
spaces, so that these concerns may be included when assessing the existing urban environment, 
introducing improvements, and planning new residential areas. The primary source for these data 
involves 11 qualitative, in-depth interviews of selected residents familiar with the neighborhood 
study area. The interviewees were selected to form a diverse range of ages, gender, education, 
and professional background, and were conducted by an impartial sociologist in June 2011. The 
support for the identified values was validated through a popular survey that was sent to all 
households in two exemplars in November 2011. 

 

Figure 1. Location of Supilinn district in Tartu City, Estonia. 
Source. Hiob and Nutt (2012). 

The 2011 survey was conducted within the project titled “Using Participatory Planning 
Methods in the Supilinn Thematic Plan” by Supilinn Society, Estonian Planners’ Association 
and Tartu City Government, and financed by the National Foundation of Civil Society. The 
survey was distributed to all residents in the Supilinn district, for a total of 1,152 paper 
questionnaires (two in every mailbox with possibility to ask for additional exemplars). There 
were approximately 1,250 adult residents in Supilinn according to official data. A total of 286 
questionnaires were returned, with the youngest respondent 16 years old and the oldest, 85 years 
old. The majority of respondents were between 25 and 45 years old, 59% were female and 41%, 
male. Over half of the respondents represented households with children. The proportion of 
respondents with higher education (64%) was extraordinary high. Seven percent responses were 
from retired persons, with 9% from students. Respondents were distributed evenly from all 
streets within the Supilinn district. 

Findings 
The results of the poll illustrated that in general, local residents considered Supilinn a pleasant 
neighborhood with a very high living quality. The interviewees cited specific aspects that they 
enjoyed within the historical setting of Supilinn and identified recent and pending developments 
that may threaten these existing values. A selection of resident comments and values are 
presented in Table 1. 

The historic vernacular environments appear to be in clear contrast with newer modern 
developments. The residents’ attitudes measured in the poll appeared to favor the characteristics 
of the historical environment with its characteristics over the new. The case was most clear in 
obvious deteriorative factors of the living quality like the increase in motorized traffic (opposed 
by 99% of the respondents). At the same time, high value was attributed to not equally self-
evident aspects like social diversity (valued as important by 75%) and large empty spaces inside 
the city blocks (valued by 91%). People also strongly opposed modern buildings in relation to 
the historical ones—84% said that new buildings should be designed in relation to the already-
present vernacular styles, and only 10% preferred modern buildings. Overall, 47% did not 
approve of any new buildings and 45% agreed with a slow renewal of the urban environment 
instead of abrupt changes. 

 
Table 1. Comparison of Features in Historical and New Environments. 

Features of historical environment New, developed environment 
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Polyfunctional courtyards where different activities 
take place 

Courtyards are mostly parking lots with little 
activity or social interaction 

The gardens are not fenced in a prohibitive way—
the gardens attract a feeling of openness 

Secure fences and locked gardens 

It is possible to enter in courtyards for enjoyment 
and curiosity 

The private plots are labelled—parking place by 
the window, fence around, automatic gate, etc. 

In apartment houses’ courtyards, all households 
have to work together and take into account 
the neighbor’s necessities 

Individual division of courtyards, everybody has his 
or her own space, parking lot, and gate remote 

The houses open directly to the street, you step 
from doorway straight to the street 

The doors are locked, some houses are drawn 
back from the street line 

Diverse environment, full of details Monotone surfaces, lack of details 
Environment with houses, fences, etc., have their 

defects and damages 
Environment with straight lines and clear 

boundaries, diligently maintained 
Unpaved streets with little space for cars Paved streets and broad driving lanes 
Versatile image Monotonous image 
Streets are for all—children play, dogs run about, 

people promenade, cars and cyclists drive 
Streets are primarily for cars 

Structured, split up, creek-like courtyards Empty devoid courtyards 
Inside city blocks and by the river bank, there are 

large wastelands open to everybody that 
children use for play 

All plots have owners who surround their 
property with fence 

Social diversity, there are people from various 
social groups in the same house 

Social uniformity, there are people with similar 
social background in the same house 

Homes are a bit messy Homes are neat and clean 
Design in human scale of low and narrow houses, 

narrow streets 
Disproportionally wide houses and wide streets 

Open, friendly people who gladly converse and 
spend time in public space 

Reserved people who keep to their own business 
and not interesting in utilizing public space 

This discussion leads to some clear distinctions between the vernacular architecture and newer 
forms of development in this small neighborhood that can be easily transferred to similar areas. 
We present these indicators by contrasting factors, with photographs from the neighborhood to 
keep our analyses practical and grounded. 

Old Versus New 
One might assume that older neighborhoods with specific defining features, along with factors 
such as nostalgia and topophilia, play a role in making people remember these spaces more 
fondly. In this way, the perceived space then becomes more valuable than the physical space. 
Older, longtime residents often remember “the good old days” of a simpler way of life when they 
were younger and healthier. Others may recall the hardships of life and have associated memories 
not nearly as pleasant, viewing the area as a place to be forgotten and left behind. Alternatively, 
the “lived in” character, or the notion of a known place, might be more comforting than an 
unknown, foreign place. The survey in Supilinn indicated that the people most satisfied with their 
district were those who had resided there for 2 to 8 years (82% answered they enjoyed their 
neighborhood) and 18 years or more (90%). Clearly, people who had in Supilinn less than 2 years 
were less content (73%) as well as those who have lived there between 9 and 17 years (69%). 
We may assume then, that the oldest residents seemed the most content, along with the 
newcomers that had settled in and had time to adopt the values of the neighborhood (lived there 
for at least 2 years). One possibility for negative responses from the  
 
 

 

Figure 2. Homely century-old houses from the 19th century (left) and a stark new house from 2010. 
Source. Nutt (2010, 2012). 

group that had resided in Supilinn between 9 and 17 years might involve financial factors that 
forced the citizens into the area, instead of by their own choice. Supilinn had one of the lowest 
real estate prices in Tartu up to a decade ago (Nutt, Hiob, & Nurme, 2012). 

As different generations and different residents perceive space in their own ways, the 
decisions regarding the choice of older, vernacular styles over new, modern designs becomes a 
matter of personal preference (Figure 2). 

Order Versus Chaos 
Another major distinction can be drawn between urban space that has evolved over time and 
those spaces planned with a particular function in mind. Older neighborhoods grew slowly and 
out of necessity. Renovations and modifications happened gradually over time as money became 
available and the need for repair grew evident. As such, these older neighborhoods contain a 
vernacular, cluttered, and chaotic feel to them, while newer spaces created with different 
functions in mind may seem more orderly and planned. 

As recently as a few decades ago, Supilinn was considered to be a desolate neighborhood 
designated for demolition. Today, while much of that image of the worn, tired, and disordered 
district still exists, it is embraced wholeheartedly by the residents. The lack of obligation to keep 
the lawn neatly trimmed or the house freshly painted allows for freedom in behavior, use of 
clothes, and in social interactions. Somehow, one can tell the difference between ignorance and 
disregard on one side and the absence of unnecessary, decorative efforts on the other. Limited 
maintenance can be good as long as it does not threaten the usability and long-term survival of 
urban structures or detract from local aesthetics. 

One of Supilinn’s virtues is the limited order that appears on the city block level, down to 
small architectural details and even social behavior. While there are restrictions on density, site 
lines, and building heights, there remains much freedom within the building envelope. The 
historical houses feature few straight angles, the fences are tilted or skewed and many gardens 
appear wild and unused. On the contrary, the new houses constructed in stone (and covered with 
wooden boards) feature standardized measurements and sharp edges, with plots that have clear 
functional distinction and smooth renovated streets (Figure 3).  

The use of courtyards and gardens signifies one of the greatest differences between old and 
new spaces. Older yards have no clear parameters, undefined without the presence of fences, 
curbs, or hedges. These lively spaces feature various activities, with laundry hanging out to dry 
(Figure 4), pumpkins growing in gardens, cats running on shed roofs, and children climbing trees. 
In contrast, boundaries of newer yards are well defined and clearly marked—walking paths are 
laid in stone, playgrounds are confined within low fences, and parking areas are bordered by 
stone curbs. These new yards are not as suitable for informal social interactions, with even their 
areas reserved specifically for outdoor barbecue gatherings seeming forced. 
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Figure 3. The winding line of old buildings and fences (left) compared with the precise layouts of new 
houses, fences, and even street stones. 
Source. Nutt (2005, 2012). 
 

 

Figure 4. The tilted sheds and laundry hanging in the old courtyards evoke a more natural, personal 
feeling (left) compared with linear designs and paved parking lots of new plots. 
Source. Nutt (2010, 2012). 

While the functionality of these new developments have merit, the untamed, evolving nature 
of the old spaces are both functional and perhaps more naturally desired by residents. 

Public Versus Private Orientation 
According to 19th-century city planning principals used during the formation of Supilinn’s main 
streets, houses were to be constructed on the street line (Figure 5).1 In addition, a front door 
opening would always face the street, establishing direct contact between the public space and 
homes that encourages community interaction. Inversely, new houses are often set back from the 
traditional building line, creating a buffer zone between homes and the street that alienates 
residents from public street life. 

Our survey of Supilinn residents reinforced how this informal use of space also directly 
influences attitudes regarding neighborliness and public acceptance. People tend to feel safe and 
confident that their neighbors have their “eyes on the street,” encouraging residents to interact 
with each other and not remain behind locked doors and barred gates. A familiarity grows among 
neighbors as children play together on the street outside their homes. In contrast, the new 
residential areas feature automated gates and electronic locks on outer doors that secure residents 
into private, encapsulated living. 

Another notable aspect of Supilinn involves the perception of expansive, underutilized open 
spaces. These areas are found both within city blocks and along the river banks. Longtime 
residents and those who appreciate the historic value of the neighborhood tend to view these 
areas as opportunities for creative, multipurpose uses. These spaces are also utilized by  
 

 

Figure 5. The old houses lay in direct contact with the public space—stepping out of the house puts 
you in the public scene (left). New houses are drawn back from the street line. 
Source. Nutt (2001, 2012). 
 
 

 

Figure 6. The street space between old houses is an ideal place for public events featuring exhibitions 
and street food vendors (left). This private space does not appear welcoming to outsiders. 
Source. Nutt (2006, 2001). 

children as adventurous playgrounds, by others as places for relaxation and meditation, and by 
the neighborhood as a whole in organizing collective activities and street fairs. In this sense, 
these open spaces are seen by residents as a blessing and opportunity for community engagement. 
At the same time, outsiders look on these areas as wastelands, dangerous to children, and magnets 
for the unruly and homeless. They see these areas lacking in order and planning, and have trouble 
grasping the significance of this changing, volatile open space, viewing only orderly, controlled 
public space as valuable (Figure 6). 

Simple Versus Sophistication 
Traditional Supilinn houses feature simple design and modest decorations. The facades follow a 
symmetrical distribution of windows and doors. Since the houses are relatively small—two full 
stories and not more than 30 meters in length—and there are no identical houses, the uniformity 
of single houses is not boring for the environment. On the contrary, the simple solutions yield a 
feeling of safety and balance the overall versatile image. 

New houses often showcase attractive, modern designs that try deliberately to differ from 
historical buildings by the addition of extravagant features (Figure 7). 
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Figure 7. An old house with simple symmetrical classic form (left) and a new residential building with 
sophisticated form and style. 
Source. Nutt (2010). 
 

 

Figure 8. The children are playing in motorized traffic lanes (left). Even the courtyards of the new plots 
are used primarily for motorized traffic and parking. 
Source. Nutt (2012). 

Motorized Versus Pedestrian Dominance 
Visibility of children serves as an indicator for the level of use of an outdoor space. One will find 
children constantly playing in both the yards of old houses and in the public streets (Figure 8). 
Yards of newer homes, many of which function primarily as parking lots, feature very little 
recreational activity. Traditionally, cobblestone was used in paving driving lanes of the streets, 
while brick or natural stone plates were used for pedestrian walkways. Cobblestone pavement 
discouraged high speeds and dense traffic on streets and suited the traditional look of historic 
homes. Newer methods of asphalt and concrete stone paving, however, favor motorized transport 
and discourage public use of the streets. This need for modern, functional elements such as paved 
streets detracts from the informal social interaction and use of perceived space. The focus on 
motorized transport over pedestrian use further isolates people from the streets and their 
neighborhood community. 

Conclusion 
Good planning practice should produce living spaces that are not represented just by physical 
objects and spaces between them but appreciate the evolution of that space as users modify and 
adapt the space to everyday life and liveability. Spatial insights not only correspond to the first 
and second level of Lefebvre’s conceptual trialectics—spatial practices and representation of 
spaces—but also eventually become representational spaces that possess greater significance for 
their everyday users. The discussion between liveliness versus banality are perhaps better 
understood by referring to broader works such as Rob Sheilds (1998) that link Lefebrve’s work 
on space to his other important concepts of everyday life. Planning successful new living spaces 
while improving and maintaining already existing public spaces requires vast knowledge and 
experience. There are examples of great achievements, yet not all newly created spaces achieve 

the label of truly “lived space.” There are indications that certain structure of residential buildings 
(including the position of different buildings, their height, and number of apartments) either 
encourages or hinders the creation of meaningful social living space (Haamer, 2007). 

Successful living space is not necessarily always planned—these spaces may evolve as a 
result of unintended consequences. Supilinn provides a good example, with its large unused 
spaces that may appear to outsiders as wastelands but are actively used by residents and viewed 
as valuable assets. These lots serve as playgrounds for children, public meeting places for 
residents, and community spaces for larger activities such as concerts and festivals. People often 
do not use places in the intended or planned manner. Streets may transform into extended living 
rooms and playgrounds rather than access roads, while vacant plots give rise to community 
gardens. In this sense strong living space is created by local residents and community interactions 
instead of rigid criteria determined by outsiders, although this may not always coincide with the 
vision of the local government. Observing the various ways people use space serves as an 
essential component to the creation of successful living space. Obtaining the opinions and desires 
of the people becomes critical, especially when attempting to improve existing neighborhoods; 
otherwise, the danger exists of destroying an already well-functioning and thriving community. 

The regulatory criteria used in planning documents do not always guarantee successful living 
spaces. In some cases, unnecessary regulations, particularly those that relate to aesthetics and 
design standards, act as an obstacle for impromptu social networking that can evoke creative uses 
of space. Strong living spaces are created only through their use by the community, as some 
spaces that may appear well designed will inevitably grow cold and sterile if not utilized by 
residents. Public spaces that may appear messy or chaotic come alive because of the people and 
their activities. People watching can be a wonderful pastime where one perceives their 
surroundings to be inviting and comfortable even if no amenities actually exist. While the need 
for health and safety remains apparent, sometimes, regulations such as parking standards and 
setback distances interfere with the optimal use of space. Too often, officials are more concerned 
with the quantitative indicators of physical space rather than the qualitative interactions of actual 
people within the space. 

While there continues to be much discussion within planning and design professions 
regarding liveable cities and places for people, there remains a need to truly understand the basic 
needs of people and how they function in space. Imagined space or the perception of space is 
often confused with reality. Areas such as Supilinn keep evolving and thriving despite efforts to 
clear them away. 
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Abstract
This article deals with the changes that 

have taken place in the Supilinn district in Tartu, 
Estonia due to the gentrification process. The 
gentrification process affects the cultural, social, 
economic, and physical environment of the area. 
People have been interested in this topic since 
the 1960s. Nowadays, there is also reason to 
discuss this issue in the context of Estonia and 
of the Supilinn district. Studying and understand-
ing the processes that take place in the living 
environment, provides an opportunity to be more 
aware about them and to influence the develop-
ment of these processes. This article provides 
an analysis of the conditions necessary for gen-
trification in the Supilinn district, describes the 
process of gentrification, and tries to assess the 
current developmental stage of the gentrification
process.

Cities are shaped by their people. Every area 
has a unique look that is shaped not only by the 
physical environment, but also by the principles, 
values, and wishes of its residents. Local resi-
dents influence the image of the mental and the 
physical space of the area. What changes has 
the development of the Supilinn district caused 
in the population of the area, and how have the 
residents, in turn, changed the district?

Keywords: Estonia, gentrification, urban 
revitalization, post-socialist, historical wooden 
architecture, cultural value, social diversity, Su-
pilinn.
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1. Understanding gentrication
In the urbanism literature the changing process of deprived neighborhoods into a 

popular and prosperous district is most often called gentrication. Its role in urban 
processes, causes and consequences has been debated since 1960s when sociologist 
Ruth Glass invented the term (Grith, 1996; Atkinson, 2004; Brouillette, 2009). The 
term was applied to the phenomenon of upper middle class households purchasing 
properties in rundown working class neighborhoods. Gentrication may completely 
change the character of a neighborhood in a short time, transforming it from a ne-
glected district to a trendy, upscale neighborhood (Grith, 1996).

Research evidence suggests that gentrication has been a largely negative process 
resulting in the breaking-up and displacement of poorer communities (Anderson et 
al., 2005; Atkinson, 2004). Other negative aspects are original residents’ displacement, 
loss of affordable housing and consequent homelessness (Atkinson, 2000; 2004). Sup-
porters of gentrication often clash with residents resisting change. Supporters are 
mostly private real estate development companies and government (Betancur, 2002).

On the positive side, the rehabilitation of the physical fabric of the housing is men-
tioned as well as the change of image of a neighborhood associated with renewal and 
further investment (Atkinson, 2004). Sometimes gentrication helps to avoid demoli-
tion of a historical district as new residents value the existing environment (Männik, 
2008). In addition, increased property values, and thereby larger tax revenues and wid-
er span of local services are seen as positive effects of gentrication (Atkinson, 2004).

There is some controversy in gentrication: many new, young and professional 
residents are very concerned about gentrication in the neighborhood; yet new, young 
professional residents are a major cause of gentrication, and the older residents who 
are most affected by gentrication are encouraged by the new, young residents and 
the energy they bring to the neighborhood (Koschmann and Laster, 2011). Often an 
underestimated result of gentrication is the change of the identity of a place. In the 
gentrication process the identity is often changed to the unrecognizable. Sometimes 
this is caused by unprofessional planners who do not know the neighborhood and 
its context enough (Kotval, 2005). The need to maintain place as a stable, secure and 
unique entity is one of the main topics discussed in this paper. Both physical and 
sociocultural aspects of the place have to be considered. The best way for building 
social capital and preserving community coherence is by community participation in 
decision making process (Crawford et al., 2008).

While gentrication is perhaps better understood in the Western world, it is not a 
common phenomenon in post-Soviet countries. In Estonia, it is a relatively new de-
velopment, and policy makers are not necessarily ready to deal with the unintended 
consequences. One small neighborhood in Tartu, the educational center of Estonia, 
is a classic case of this phenomenon. The neighborhood is called Supilinn, literally 
translated to ‘Soup Town’.

This neighborhood makes for a good case study for two reasons. Firstly, it is a 
changing neighborhood that is feeling the pressures of growth and gentrication. Sec-
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ondly, it is one of the rst neighborhoods to form an organized neighborhood associa-
tion, again a relatively new organizational structure in Estonia. Due to its professional 
leadership and neighborhood based membership, the Supilinn neighborhood soci-
ety understands the pressures and phenomena of gentrication. They strive hard for 
community participation and cohesiveness. While signs and concerns for gentrica-
tion are evident, the Society is working actively to stem the displacement of residents 
and promote a common set of values. What differentiates Supilinn Selts and other 
societies is that the lifestyle in Supilinn has been especially embraced. Non-residents 
are also included as members because they care about preserving this unique com-
munity character. The president of the Republic of Estonia is also a member and he is 
a very active supporter of the concept of civil society. The residents and the Society see 
a constant need to concentrate on urban planning topics, since Supilinn faces continu-
ing building pressure, despite the economic downturn.

2. Supilinn district case study ‘I Live Here’
In addition to the physical conditions, the people who live there also play an im-

portant role in studying the gentrication process, and therefore, since the socioeco-
nomic status of the people who live or used to live in the area affects the area and 
the developments that take place there, observations have to be made about both the 
people who contributed to the development of the area, and about those who cur-
rently live in the area.

Most of the Supilinn district has been part of Tartu city at least from 17th century 
(Hiob, 2012). Lea Teedema (Teedema, 2010), who has thoroughly studied the resi-
dents of the Supilinn district in the 18th and 19th centuries, has stated that in the mid-
18th century landowners in the Supilinn district were mostly city government mem-
bers, wealthy citizens, clerics or nobles. Land plots were mostly used for gardening 
and grazing. The owners of the land plots usually did not live there, instead, the rent-
ers did, and they were mostly non-German common people and craftsmen. During 
the 18th century land owners changed and by the end of the 18th century most of the 
landowners were commoners. The population record of 1793 indicates that about 100 
male persons were counted in the Supilinn district, and most of them were working 
class Estonians. In 1807 most of the counted 250 residents were craftsmen and other 
workers. In the second half of the 19th century more buildings were added to the Su-
pilinn district and the number of the residents grew, especially around 1860, and also 
during the 1870s to 1890s. The rst all-Russian population census (1897) provides an 
overview of the professions of the area’s residents (Berendsen and Maiste, 1999). The 
residents were still mostly commoners, workers, industrial workers, and servants. 
There were also many students and a few factory owners, professors of the university, 
and other elite members (Berendsen and Maiste, 2012).

Therefore, in the 19th century it was an area of residents who were mostly com-
moners and had affordable cheap apartments. People with similar social background 
constituted the majority of the population also during the 20th century. Most of the 
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historical buildings of the area that have been preserved until today can be dated back 
to the second half of the 19th century and the rst decades of the 20th century. The most 
common building type of that time was a two-story wooden tenement house with one 
or two central staircases. Most of the buildings were constructed in the 1870s to 1890s, 
and also at the beginning of the second decade of the 20th century (Siilivask, 2012).

The plans after World War I and especially since World War II, during the Soviet 
occupation (1944-1991), stated that the area should be demolished either partly or 
completely, and that a new modern district should be built in its place. The extent of 
demolition varied according to different plans. Luckily, these developments did not 
take place, and, therefore, there is little need to discuss these plans or their causes in 
connection with this topic. However, we can remark here that, because of the status 
as a renewable area, no major investments were made in existing infrastructure and 
housing. 

In Estonia people started to pay attention to gentrication at the end of the 1990s. 
Those research projects dealt with the gentrication of Tallinn’s old town, the Kadri-
org district, and some other districts (Kurist, 2004). Previously, two studies have been 
completed on gentrication in the Supilinn district (Männik, 2003). It has been ve 
years since the last Supilinn district project was compiled (Männik, 2008). When we 
look back at the processes that took place in the Supilinn district, we can see that the 
gentrication process has constantly developed (Nutt et al., 2012), and it is still a topic 
that needs to be discussed. So far, mostly observations have been carried out (external 
visual observations were carried out in order to assess the state of the house resto-
ration process1), and, in the case of the Supilinn district, also in-depth interviewing 
was used. This particular article is based on the results of in-depth interviews and a 
structured questionnaire (Supilinn Society, 2011); these were carried out in 2011, and 
they allow evaluating the course and the current state of the gentrication process in 
the Supilinn district.

The survey of 2011 was conducted within the project called ‘Using Participato-
ry Planning Methods in the Supilinn Thematic Plan’ by Supilinn Society, Estonian 
Planners’ Association and Tartu City Government, and it was nanced by National 
Foundation of Civil Society (KÜSK). The survey covered all residents in the Supilinn 
district. There were distributed 1,152 questionnaires on paper (two in every mailbox 
with possibility to ask for additional exemplars). There were ca. 1,250 adult residents 
in Supilinn according to official data. The number of returned questionnaires was 286; 
the youngest respondent was 16 years old and the oldest 85 years old. The majority of 
the respondents were between 25 and 45 years old, 59% were female and 41% male. A 
little more than half of the respondents had children in their household. The propor-
tion of respondents with higher education was extraordinary high, 64%. The retired 
persons made up 7% and students 9%. Respondents were distributed evenly over the 
Supilinn district; there were respondents from all streets.

1 Property restoration is one of the indicators of gentrication.
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The Supilinn district (Hiob and Nutt, 2010), which was once a slum area and was 
ordered to be demolished forty years ago, has now become a highly regarded residen-
tial area where housing prices compete with the city center (Kruuse, 2012). However, 
the lack of investments combined with continuous residency has had a signicant 
effect on the gentrication process; the group of run-down, cheap houses was perfect 
for the gentrication process to start. Most of the contemporary area layout can be 
dated back to the period that preceded the demolition plans. The basic spatial de-
velopment consisting almost exclusively of wooden houses took place from the 18th 
century until the second and the third decade of the 20th century, it was temporarily 
in almost a frozen state in the middle of the 20th century, and later new construction 
layers were added (Siilivask, 2012) making up about a quarter of the total number of 
the buildings (Hiob and Nutt, 2010). Among those layers are also the Soviet era build-
ings. Unfortunately, the few buildings from the earlier period (some 8.5%) have been 
demolished over the years. Nowadays, the valid planning documents give the plot 
owners the right to construct new buildings that would constitute 12.8% (Hiob and 
Nutt, 2010) of the total housing stock.

Since the demolition plans were not put into action people continued to live in the 
area, and, in addition to the local (permanent) residents, people whose nancial situ-
ation prohibited them from having a place in one of the nicer neighborhoods moved 
to the cheap apartments of the Supilinn district. In addition to them, the district also 
housed petty criminals, homeless people without a regular income, and other disad-
vantaged persons. The unpopular area of 1970s and 1980s had in the last decades of 
Soviet era until the middle of 1990s an inux of the so-called pioneers (in the context 
of gentrication), and their arrival had a signicant inuence on the area. First wave 
of gentrication (starting) consisted of students, musicians, poets, and artists who 
chose to live in the cheap and comfortless, but authentic and human scale living quar-
ters. The members of the rst wave were not numerous, but they were well-known 
people. While the area was run-down and considered unsafe, it was also located near 
the city center and the real estate prices were low.

The creative movers regarded the Supilinn area as perfect place to express their 
wish for alternative lifestyle and artistic projects.

Already at the end of the Soviet period we dreamt about making a festival in Supilinn. 
It seemed as an Avant-Garde idea not realized anywhere else in Estonia before.2

The example of the pioneers was followed by young low income families with 
children who looked for reasonably priced housing. Considering the general unpopu-
larity of the area (in 1998 over 60% of the residents of Tartu thought that the Supilinn 
district was unsuitable for living (Tartu City Government, 1998)), it is likely that most 
of the people who arrived in the district in the mid-1990s chose the area because of 
their nancial limitations (Supilinn Society, 2011), while the renewed reputation cre-

2 Toomas Kalve, photograph; interview by Aliis Liin in 2011.
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ated by the pioneers made the district acceptable as a living space. As one of the resi-
dents put it:

Having moved from a stone house to a wooden house, there is a big difference between 
them that needs to be mentioned. It is an economic choice not a conscious one (Supilinn 
Society, 2011).

There has been a constant growth in the popularity of the district. While a research 
project carried out in 2003 found that 50% of the respondents (citizens of Tartu) con-
sidered the Supilinn district to be an unsuitable living area, in 2008 only 25% of the 
respondents thought the same (Tartu City Government). Naturally, more newcomers 
regarded the attractiveness of the area as an important reason in the choice of living, 
as the real estate still had inexpensive prices: 

It was a conscious choice, as the city center was the destination and the Supilinn dis-
trict was my rst preference so I would not depend on my car (Supilinn Society, 2011).

You can live in the city center but be surrounded by greenery (Supilinn Society, 
2011).

Supilinn has a good living environment and it is well located (Supilinn Society, 
2011).

It was my dream apartment-in terms of price and quality, location, a nice street; stra-
tegically well located, the city center, the river, the wild-uncivilized greenery (Supilinn 
Society, 2011).

Together these newcomers are considered as the second wave of gentrication 
(from the middle of 1990s until the middle of 2000s). The creative rst wave and the 
young active newcomers had similar values, and, therefore, the conditions were per-
fect for working together. This cooperation resulted in the creation of the area’s neigh-
borhood society organization (Supilinn Society in 2002). The most active members of 
the society were those who have moved recently to the Supilinn district (the second 
wave) and wanted to preserve those values that had made them appreciate the area.

I go there and I know that the people from there are different, those who purposely go 
there are like me, the run-down thing intrigues (Supilinn Society, 2011).

The peaceful natural environment, there were no disturbing developments, the social 
environment, peaceful because it is not a central traffic area (Supilinn Society, 2011).

People with similar values quickly found common ground, came together, and 
began cooperating for their worldview in a more organized manner (Hiob and Nutt, 
2012). Some quicker and more visible changes started to take place in the appearance 
of the streets at the end of the 1990s when the real estate market became more active 
due to the real estate restitution. The rightful owners regained their plots and houses, 
and since they did not live there, they sold them to interested persons or companies 
dealing with real estate. At the end of the 1990s about one hundred land plots had 
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private owners (Tartu City Government, 1998); however, in three years the number 
of land plots in private ownership doubled (in 2003, 225 land plots were privatized 
(Nutt and Hiob, 2012)). This created an economic situation that favored the further 
progress of gentrication due to the fact that low-priced real estate was available near 
the city center.

The economic boom, which reached its peak in the mid-2000s (2005-2008), sped up 
the changes that were taking place in the area. Banks placed cheap loans and a general 
renovating and building frenzy broke loose. Real estate companies beneted from 
building new houses and then selling them for as much prot as possible. From 1991 
till 2012, 27 new houses were built in the Supilinn district, which made up 8.4% of the 
total number of the area’s buildings (Hiob and Nutt, 2012). In addition to new houses, 
the real estate companies renovated also a number of old houses.

The number of detailed plans that were approved shows that there was a demand 
to build more. Since 1999, 36 detailed plans for Supilinn have been created. During the 
economic boom when real estate businessmen were active in the area, Supilinn Soci-
ety had to become increasingly more involved in the hope of preserving the things it 
valued. As a result of increasing pressure applied by the real estate developers, chang-
es started to take place in the Supilinn district. The run-down slum where one could 
take a shortcut through a hole in the fence to the local shop was regulated and xed 
up. The unused wastelands characteristic to the district were increasingly turned into 
asphalt covered parking lots. 

From the middle of 2000s these changes attracted new residents with different at-
titudes into the area – the third wave of gentrication arrived. Together with new 
people came different values that were evident in locked front doors and remote con-
trolled gates. Old sheds and washing kitchens that had fallen out of use were consid-
ered unnecessary and demolished. The third wave of gentriers wished to reshape 
the area according to their desires and needs in sharp contrast with the previous new-
comers who valued the area as it was.

Hence, it is not surprising that conicts arose between the two groups with differ-
ent values. The earlier residents, who had moved to the area because they appreciated 
the casual milieu, suddenly found themselves opposed to the new wave of residents 
who would rather see their neighborhood squeaky clean than casually unkempt. 
Previously Supilinn Society had been opposed to the city government decisions, but 
now, because of the arrival of the third wave, there was also an internal opposition. 
Supilinn Society advocated for slowing down the gentrication process by preferring 
cobble stone paving of the streets instead of smooth asphalt, promoting restrictions on 
new houses, and opposing new streets that would divide up city blocks. Despite the 
fact that in 2001, ignoring the residents’ strong opposition of that time, the city gov-
ernment approved a Supilinn district general plan that promoted radical densication 
of housing by splitting up city blocks with new streets, Supilinn Society has managed 
to win popular support both among the residents and in city government for a more 
restricted development plan.
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3. The current state of the gentrication process
We can conclude that in the Supilinn district, the necessary preconditions for 

the gentrication process to start and to develop further has existed and still exist. 
Supilinn was an old wooden house district that was in a relatively poor state, but fa-
vorably located in relation to the city of Tartu; it was right next to the city center, but 
also bordering to the countryside along the river Emajõgi. It was a district where the 
difference between real estate prices was noticeable, and the population was made 
up of poorer people, and a contingent of the creative occupations and university 
students, but little by little residents with different values started to arrive. Today, 
Supilinn is a highly valued residential area, and now the third wave of gentriers 
has arrived.

There used to be more rentals, rockers, bohemians, students; today there is the rich 
crowd (Supilinn Society, 2011).

In order to get a better understanding of the current residents of the Supilinn dis-
trict, their wishes and their vision for the future, two opinion polls were carried out 
among the residents over the last couple of years – in 2010 (Hiob and Nutt, 2010) and 
2011 (Supilinn Society, 2011). In the current article we use the results of the last survey 
from 2011.

The results of the opinion poll indicated that the residents highly value the living 
environment of the area. Almost all the residents of Supilinn (99% of the respondents3) 
like living in the Supilinn district, and most of the respondents (86%) would like to 
continue living in Supilinn during the next decade (Supilinn Society, 2011). However, 
even more surprisingly the residents show a strong sense of regional identity. 96% as 

Figure 1: Answers to the question: How important are for you topics concerning new buildings?
Source: Opinion Poll in the ‘Using Participatory Planning Methods in the Supilinn Thematic Plan’, 2011

3 Yes, I denitely like (80%); I quite like (19%).
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of all respondents4 identied themselves as citizens of Supilinn. This shows that the 
residents, no matter how long they have been living in the area, consider it to be their 
own. The area was highly liked by the long-time residents as well as by those who had 
just moved there; nevertheless, in regard to several issues their values turned out to 
be quite different. 

The gentrication tendency is most clear when the respondents evaluate their -
nancial situation – 40% of the people who moved to the area up to 15 years ago con-
sidered their nancial position very good and good, and only 20% of those who lived 
there for 16 years or more rated it very good and good.

The differences between different newcomers appear when asking about the fu-
ture development of the district. In this case, the second wave of gentriers (who 
moved into the area approximately in the period 1995-2005) distinguishes themselves 
as most concerned with the outlook of new buildings – more than half declared the 
appearance of new buildings as very important, while only a third of the longer-term 
residents and a quarter of the newer residents had the same opinion. The second wave 
is the only group where at least half of the people are satised with the pace of chang-
es as they have taken place in last decades, and they are against faster changes, while 
older and newer residents are less opposed to faster changes. 

The arrival of the third wave is indicated by the fact that the nancial security of 
the latest newcomers is the highest – about 50% of the respondents who have recently 
moved to the area (in the last year) claim that their family’s nancial situation is very 
good or good.

Another tendency detected in the survey is that residents of the old houses (built 
until 1940) value higher the existing historical milieu and favor changes that respect 
the traditional ways. Residents of the old buildings consider the integration of the 
new buildings into the environment more important than the residents of the new 
buildings. Using traditional wooden constructions is considered to be important by 
60% of all the respondents. However, when making observations about the opinions 
of the residents of the new and the old buildings separately, we can see that less than 
40% of the residents of the new buildings are in favor of using full wooden construc-
tions, but 70% of the residents of the old buildings consider it important. Here we 
see also a connection with different gentriers as three quarters of the second wave 
people have chosen to live in older houses, while 60% of the longer-term and newer 
residents live in older houses.

On the other hand, building new houses is more favored by people who them-
selves live in new houses. 70% of them think that new houses could be built in the Su-
pilinn district, unlike the residents of older (built before 1940) buildings. Out of them, 
only a bit more than 40% are in favor of building new houses and more than 15% of 
them are denitely against that kind of development. There is also an important dif-

4 To some extent, I feel like a citizen of Supilinn (33%); I denitely feel like a citizen of Supilinn 
(64%). 
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ference in their attitudes towards the pace of change. Residents of the new buildings 
(built in 2001 or later) are in favor of faster changes (more than 30% of the respondents 
wish that changes would take place faster than before); however, residents of the old 
buildings (built before 1918) are more in favor of slower changes (30% of the respon-
dents wish that changes would take place more slowly than before). Social interaction 
with other residents of Supilinn also has to do with the type of house a person lives 
in. Residents of the new buildings interact less than the residents of the old houses. As 
expected, this trend is also evident in the context of the time period a person has lived 
in the area – people who have lived there longer interact more.

Here we see that building new houses is a self-strengthening development that 
would result in arriving of people who prefer larger alterations. Therefore, the protec-
tion of old houses is important not only for the built up environment but also for the 
social composition of the neighborhood.

The different values of residents arrived in different periods is also exemplied in 
the answers to a question like ‘Do children play in the streets?’ – more than a third of 
people who arrived in the Supilinn district between 1995 and 2005 agree completely 
with that claim, while less than a quarter of more recent newcomers and a little more 
than 20% of most experienced residents agreed. The second wave people notice better 
the social and communal activities as playing children in the streets appears to be. 
There is a difference between the old and the new residents in general in the context 
of using street space. Fewer new residents (70%) think that it is acceptable for children 
to play in the streets, but most of the residents (85%) who moved there a long time ago 
think that the children should use the streets for playing. 

The current stage of the gentrication process can also be evaluated on the basis 
of age-specic makeup of the area. The gender makeup of the area is similar to the 
rest of the city of Tartu – a few more women live in the area (54%) in comparison 
with men (46%). However, the age structure of the area’s population differs from the 
age structure of the total population of Estonia and the city of Tartu. In comparison 
with other districts of Tartu, there are more small children in Supilinn (children 
aged 0-6; 3.8 % more than Tartu average) and less elderly people (7.2% are at least 
65 years old; that is 7.5% less than the Tartu city average (Tartu City Government)). 
This is also approximately 17% (Statistics Estonia) lower in comparison with the 
average of the total population of Estonia. When looking at the population’s age 
structure change over the past ve years, it can be said that the population has be-
come younger (Figure 2 and Figure 3) (Tartu City Government); this indicates that 
gentrication is progressing. 

It can be concluded that in the Supilinn district three distinct groups of gentriers 
exist. The results of the opinion poll indicate the arrival of the third wave. The survey 
shows that the people who have moved to the area over the past few years have a dif-
ferent vision for the area and its future than the earlier residents (original inhabitants 
as well as the rst and the second wave). 
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Figure 2 and Figure 3: Population’s age structure in the Supilinn district and in the city of Tartu in 2005-2011
Source: Annual Statistical Overview of Tartu from 2005 through 2011

4. Summary
When we look at the aspects that contribute to gentrication in the Supilinn district, 

we see nancial interests, which are evident in the differences between the potential 
and actual real estate prices and consumer interests, which are evident in the popular-
ity of the Supilinn district as a residential area. There are plots that are located close 
to the city center and are potentially worth much more than their current prices, and 
people are interested in moving to the area. Investing in the area near the city center is 
nancially rewarding because of the difference in real estate prices. Therefore, the con-
ditions necessary for the gentrication process continue to exist in the Supilinn district.

There are two possible patterns of further development. The rst possibility is 
that gentrication process is carried out at its full extent – the social and architectural 
multiplicity will be replaced by a homogenous, affluent population and new modern 
expensive housing and well developed streets. After a while, the district will become 
again less attractive as its charm and its reputation as a highly appreciated elite dis-
trict will deteriorate. As the real estate prices will decline, the population will be re-
placed by residents with lower incomes and lower social status. Only the people, who, 
because of their nancial situation, cannot afford anything but inexpensive dwellings, 
will move into the unpopular area. When taking into account the experiences else-
where, the following developments could, after a while, lead to a new beginning of 
the gentrication process.

The second opportunity is that the gentrication process is inhibited, and social 
and cultural diversity is preserved. There are several possibilities for promoting the 
second scenario. The most obvious ones are to avoid demolishing old houses, there 
among sheds, and to minimize the new constructions. Moreover, all changes in the 
environment should take place as smoothly as possible to let the residents get used to 
the alternations, and thereby not to spoil their familiar surroundings. For preserving 
the traditional milieu the new constructions should be subordinated to the old ones 
– the new houses should be smaller in size, follow the old houses’ form, and painted 
in modest colors, as well as the street pavement should use the traditional materials 
like cobble stone.
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In addition to purely construction restrictions, there are also other possibilities to 
promote social diversity. There should be apartments for families with different needs 
– single people, couples and couples with children, households with car as well as 
without car, expensive and non-expensive, for self-owning and for rental etc. City 
government may keep the social diversity in the district by owning apartments for 
social housing for disadvantaged people. If all the named measures are consciously 
taken, it is possible that the social and architectural mix will be preserved in the Supi-
linn district for coming decades and possibly longer.

In other parts of the world, gentrication began in the 1960s, but in Estonia it start-
ed in the last decades of Soviet occupation that ended in 1991. In the areas that were 
advantageously located near the city center and had inexpensive run-down build-
ings, the conditions were set for gentrication to occur. The real estate boom, which 
resulted from the country’s economic development, also had an enhancing effect on 
this process. In many districts in Estonia (Supilinn, Karlova, Kalamaja, Uus Maailm, 
Rääma, Kassisaba, and Pelgulinn) the necessary economic conditions for gentrica-
tion existed. Gentrication causes the intensity of land use to increase (plots are split 
and new houses are built), and run-down areas are xed up, and these can be seen as 
positive effects. However, since there is a ip side to every coin, too much reorgani-
zation can signicantly alter the milieu, and the valued environment may practically 
disappear. 

Investments that are made in areas with valuable milieus are often seen as positive, 
since they help to save the cultural heritage from destruction. However, modication 
that borders destruction is actually inevitable, because total renovation is also a form 
of destruction. A positive effect is the raised awareness among the residents. This 
becomes evident as more frequently old, original windows are restored, and wood-
en rather than plastic windows are installed. The improved nancial situation of the 
residents makes it possible to use high-quality wood, instead of cheap plastic. On the 
other hand, a good nancial situation also allows one to replace things that actually 
do not need replacing when making repairs. Moreover, a good nancial situation also 
creates the need for more amenities and conveniences such as more parking spaces 
and street paving, for better traffic conditions. The negative effects are evident in the 
architecture of the new buildings. The new houses are not adapted to the area, they 
are characterless, and are not connected to the Supilinn district. 

This case study, while set in Estonia, is not unique to the country. Many post-Sovi-
et countries and even other countries where real estate prices have skyrocketed in the 
last decade, face similar circumstances. While the speculators and real estate develop-
ers stand to make signicant prots, the existing area residents tend to lose their cohe-
sive settlement. Too often, the existing infrastructure, such as roads, water and sewer 
capacity, cannot keep up with the accelerated rate of growth. Old, comfortable values 
and habits are destroyed as new development forces changes in infrastructure and de-
velopment patterns. The pioneers, who settled in the neighborhood due to necessity 
and affordability, and made great efforts to make the area livable and characteristic to 
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their own values and community preferences, see the inux of new generations who 
appreciate the cohesiveness and value. This phase is in fact necessarily to breathe life 
into old places. However, sheer speculation and development based on proximity 
to areas of greater market demand could destroy the value of these special places. 
This case study highlights two major lessons for other similar communities. The rst 
is to understand, acknowledge and prepare to notice gentrication and change as it 
is happening in the area. There is much that can be done before the neighborhood 
is changed beyond recognition. The second is the value of neighborhood organiza-
tion and participation. The area residents need to come together as a unied voice to 
avoid piecemeal changes to development patterns and community values. This uni-
ed voice, or neighborhood association, has the power to change development policy 
at a higher level. Furthermore, a unied neighborhood that understands its values, is 
able to articulate them and create solutions to maintain and enhance them are seen as 
proactive players. When community character and values are at stake, market forces 
alone should not determine the future.
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Abstract
Political tides are evident in most community 

development practices. Sometimes it hinders good 
planning while at other times it aides development, 
and sometimes the unintended consequences 
of politics preserve neighborhoods for a long 
time, allowing for a totally different development 
outcome. This article is a detailed case study of 
one such neighborhood. This neighborhood, known 
as Supilinn, in Tartu Estonia was a rundown area 
slated for total demolition during Soviet occupation. 
Due to the lack of finances and low priorities, the 
former communist regime abandoned the idea of 
demolition and left the neighborhood to deteriorate 
further. Two decades later, Supilinn is a bustling 
community where young and old, rich and poor, 
existing and new, all co-exist. A community left 
to die has resurrected itself through bottom up 
planning and citizen initiatives to become one of 
the preferred places to live, so much so that the 
neighborhood now faces the threat of gentrification
with social displacement and complete renewal. The 
authors, all active members in this neighborhood, 
have lived and worked there for a while. They tell 
the story of many such transformations across 
the landscape through the lens of one case study.

Keywords: Estonia, gentrification, urban 
revitalization, post-socialist, historical wooden 
architecture, cultural value, social diversity.
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1. Place in space
Tartu is one of the oldest towns in 

the Baltic States and Estonia. It was 
rst mentioned in written sources in 
1030. Tartu was the center of a city-
state in medieval times; it was the semi-
independent Bishopric of Dorpat. The 
medieval town was captured many times 
during wars from 1558 to 1704 and was 
totally demolished by the Russian army 
during the Great Northern War (1700-
1721). The rst known map (from 1681) 
depicting the administrative borders 
of Tartu presents almost all of Supilinn 
within Tartu and bordering the medieval 
walled town centre (Estonian Historical 
Archives, 1729). The outermost city blocks 
of Supilinn were laid by Tartu town 
government in 1844.

The crossing of a north-south land route and a west-east water route (the river 
Emajõgi) conferred a very good position for Tartu as a fortied trading post. Since 
Supilinn was outside the fortied center, it suffered each time Tartu was under siege 
(see Figure 1). The continuous re-
building history of Supilinn dates 
back to the rst half of the 18th 
century. More intensive construction 
periods are visible in the late-19th and 
early-20th centuries. The majority of 
buildings are from the period 1870 to 
1914. The housing area constructed 
by the people (see Figure 2), includes 
small apartment buildings dating 
from before the Soviet occupation 
of Estonia and detached houses built 
during the occupation.

The layout of the streets originates in the rst part of the 19th century. There are 
different types of street congurations in Supilinn: some are developed organically 
following the landscape forms (for example, Tähtvere street follows the slope of the 
ancient bed of the Emajõgi River and Kroonuaia street follows the Medieval city moat) 
and other streets were traditionally planned (for example, Herne, Marja, and Kartuli). 
Property boundaries are visible from the earliest maps from the late 18th century 
(Estonian Historical Archives, 1792). 

Figure 2: View of Supilinn
Source: Nutt (2010)

Figure 1: Supilinn located next to the city center of 
Tartu, directly behind the previous city wall
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During the following years, properties have continuously been subdivided, but the 
historical layout of properties is still prevalent. This mean that the shorter side fronts 
the street and the longer one stretches to the center of the quarter.

Supilinn survived in both, World War I and World War II. Between the wars, during 
the period of the Republic of Estonia, construction in Supilinn continued in a slow 
motion – about one building per year. That tempo continued throughout the Soviet 
times until 1991. 

Supilinn did not broaden from its boundaries. The border from the north is a 
landscape (recreation park in the present time), which has never built upon, and there 
are no residences planned upstream along the river.

Various building regulations have inuenced the impression of the region today. 
One of the rst was the 1776 act of the government of the province of Livonia, where in 
addition to the stone houses in the town center the rules were laid for the construction 
of wooden houses in the suburbs (Teedema, 2010). Later, in the 20th century, the area 
was considered valueless, and no effort was made to upgrade building conditions in 
the neighborhood. 

Due to the lack of planning and centrally guided construction, order and disar-
rangement/ entropy remains in clear contrast in Supilinn making the city experience 
innite (Maiste, 2010). The buildings, which were built during the period of Tsarist 
Russia, dominate in the area; of the buildings that survived until our time more than 
70% were built before the 1930s (the period of pre-modernism). It is hard to nd an 
equally well preserved, uniform urban environment from the same time period in all 
of Estonia. The houses built during the Republic of Estonia, approximately 15% of 
all buildings, add some additional spice. Almost the same amount of buildings were 
constructed during the Soviet period. Approximately 70% of buildings in Supilinn are 
more than 100 years old and they are close to the city center.

Tabel 1: Numbers of buildings by decade

Residential building construction period Number
of main buildings

Buildings constructed until 1930
(representing the Russian Empire period) 230
Buildings constructed between 1930 and 1950s
(representing the Estonian interwar republic period) 50
Buildings constructed after 1960
(representing the Soviet period and the independent Estonian republic from 1991) 50

Total 330
Source: Hiob and Nutt (2010)

Also, architectural renovation and reconstruction of buildings impact the general 
picture of the district. If we look at the Tsarist building stock separately, then the 
buildings with authentically preserved or little refurbished count for more than 80%; the 
other 20% from the Tsarist period are widely modied. The older buildings are located 
closer to the center, while the modied buildings are spread throughout the district.
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Table 2: Renovation permits

The historical and architectural value of main buildings Number
of main buildings

Very valuable/well preserved pre-modern building 97
Valuable/not changed notably pre-modern building 90
Less valuable/notably spoiled pre-modern building 43
Total Tsarist period buildings 230

Source: Hiob and Nutt, 2010

The dominating land use in Supilinn has always been a residential one. About three-
quarters of the buildings are small, with fewer than 10 ats per apartment building. The 
remaining quarter of the buildings represents detached single-family houses (Preem, 
1986). 

The traditional wooden construction is the typical building of Supilinn. In the 
19th century, compulsory facade regulations were inspired by classical principals of 
symmetry and rhythm. The main construction material is timber covered with boards. 

Figure 3: Map of Supilinn, 2010. Three construction periods are represented in Supilinn – 
pre-modernist 1800-1927, early modernist 1928-1955, and modernist and post-modernist 1956-2010

Source: Hiob and Nutt, 2010
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There are usually high gable roofs, windows with vertical proportions, and occasional 
simple decorations. The buildings in Supilinn are modest, but the variety of one- and 
two-story buildings produces a more unique environment than Karlova, another 
wooden neighborhood in Tartu. 

The years of independence in the rst half of the 20th century were of great importance 
both to the development of Tartu and Supilinn. The construction of marvelous buildings 
for high-income urban citizens was evident, in Tartu generally. In the same time, the 
appearance of modernist architecture degraded the value of buildings in Supilinn, 
because the old wooden housing were considered less valuable and as a result the 
neighborhoods’ reputation suffered. 

During the Soviet occupation this disparaging attitude prevailed, which led to the 
decline of the district. Supilinn was characterized as a deteriorated district, where the 
outcasts (and poor people) live and designated for demolition. 

2. Politics of development
Throughout the Soviet occupation, consistent yet inadequate attention was paid to 

the Supilinn district. Many plans and ideas were considered, but none materialized. 
A combination of lack of funding and low priorities worked to protect the authentic 
and unique character of this area; in essence, the lack of action proved highly benecial 
almost a century later.

During the Soviet occupation, when apartment houses with central heating emerged 
in the Tartu’s Annelinn district it was not especially popular to live in Supilinn’s houses 
with no amenities. Initial plans drawn up during the Soviet occupation called for the 
housing stock in Supilinn to be upgraded. 

Under the Stalinist regime after World War II the Soviet towns were rebuilt in 
grandiose style. In Supilinn wide streets and new facades on the streets were proposed. 

Figure 4: An apartment building at 33 Tähtvere Street. 
This building possess typical features of wooden houses 
in Supilinn, including two stories with small apartments 
(one room flat with integrated kitchen), simple symmetrical 
façade, gable roof, wooden cladding and traditional 
proportions on windows (with shutter) and doors.

Source: Nutt, 2010

Figure 5: A small house at 34 Emajõe 3. This 
building possess typical features of wooden houses 
in Supilinn, including one story with rooms on loft, 
symmetrical façade, gable roof, wooden cladding 
and traditional proportions on windows.

Source: Nutt, 2010
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In the 1950s new plans (Soans, 1956; updated Soans, 1959) promoted the demolition of 
all existing structures and building a new street arrangement with the central square 
on main crossing. Also new functions like a school and green areas along with new 
2 - and 3 - story buildings were introduced. 

In the 1960s with new, more realistic housing policy, the plans preserved the 
structures which did not need much renovation (Solomatina and Reissar, 1963; 
Solomatina, 1965). However, in Supilinn most of the houses were considered in poor 
condition and suitable for demolition. A new traffic solution with multi-level streets 
was proposed which would mean large demolitions of existing housing.

In the next decade, during the 1970s, the modernist approach introduced radical 
changes to be carried out – the street network was to be redesigned with one new loop 
street for motorized traffic and the rest was designated for pedestrian traffic only. 
The closest street to the town center was planned as a main traffic road fringed by 
parking areas. Traditional housing was to be replaced by housing tower blocks in open 
landscape. The new function in addition to residential use implied the administrative 
buildings for Tartu State University and government. The Old Town Preservation Plan 
(Kivi, 1978) valued only masonry buildings and accordingly all wooden houses were 
assigned for dismantling. 

The 1980s saw a modest preservation introduced in the plans (Voolaid, 1986). Three 
key areas in Supilinn were proposed as valuable and the street network was preserved, 
although the street corridors were widened with the demolition of houses. Selected 
houses were conserved in all streets and new facilities were placed inside large city 
blocks. The area was to be designated mostly for the residential use with public functions 
closer to the city center. 

As it can be noted, all the plans, going back almost half a century, called for the 
destruction of older residential homes and widening of streets. The fruition of any of 
the above plans would have destroyed Supilinn’s unique character. However, none of 
the above mentioned plans were ever realized. Thus, at the end of Soviet occupation, 
Supilinn remained a small district, located close to the city center where the Tsarist time 
urban design principles were authentically preserved. So through chaos and neglect, 
the 1990s saw new beginnings and opportunities for Supilinn.

3. The people of Supilinn: then and now
In the middle of the 18th century the plot owners in Supilinn were mainly the city 

government or prosperous citizens, clergy and nobles. Plots were widely used as gardens 
and for grazing animals. Lot owners themselves generally did not live locally. Renters, 
particularly non-German, ordinary people and craftsmen lived in the neighborhood. At 
the end of 18th century a large number of the land owners were considered of ordinary 
decent. According to the 1793 census there were about 100 men (women and children 
not included) in Supilinn, most of who were Estonians (Teedema, 2010). In 1807 there 
were about 250 inhabitants in total (Teedema, 2010), many of whom were artisans and 
other craftsmen.
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In the second half of the 19th century construction escalated in Supilinn and the 
population increased. Closer to the center there were people of higher social position 
owning the most valuable plots, as evidenced by the fact that in the 1880s many local 
enterprises and shops (Teedema, 2010) were built and some of the rst telephone 
connections in Tartu were in Supilinn (Teedema, 2010). 

The social composition of Supilinn has always been heterogeneous. An availability 
of low-cost apartments meant that the district has always been popular among low-
income people, including students and artists. Historically, higher-income households 
were located closer to the town centre, along Emajõe, Tähtvere and Kroonuaia Streets. 
Today, about 2,000 people live within the historical borders of Supilinn (Tartu City 
Government, 2008a).

The gender-specic composition of the Supilinn habitants is very similar to other 
parts of the city of Tartu (slightly more women (54%) than men (46%), but the age-
specic composition differs distinctively from other districts. Comparing other districts 
with Supilinn, there are more children (aged 0-6; 3,8% more than the average of Tartu) 
and youngsters (aged 7-18; 3,5 % more than the average of Tartu) and less elderly people 
(over 65; 7,5% less than average of Tartu) (Tartu City Government, 2010). Looking at the 
trends over the past ve years, there has been a steady trend of population rejuvenation. 

The reputation of Supilinn started to improve. According to a city survey, Supilinn 
was considered unsuitable for urban residences by 60% of the population in 1998. This 
changed dramatically within a decade. In 2008 only 25% of the population of the city 
of Tartu was of the same opinion (Tartu City Government, 2008b). New concerns that 
the neighborhood was slowly gentrifying were being voiced. Furthermore this trend 
of gentrication was also visible in other areas such as the physical environment and 
values of current residents. The neighborhood was growing again, but this time it 
was outsiders moving in. Some because they were curious about the neighborhood 
character, others because they could see themselves as preservationists, and still others 
who just wanted a cheaper place to live. While the physical morphology was still intact, 
the occupants were different and diverse. There was need for a bottom up, know your 
neighbors, create a common sense of values, type of movement. The citizens were 
restless and the timing was right. 

4. The creation of Supilinn festival and Supilinn society
One of the earliest activities of this bottom-up movement was to organize a street 

festival known as ‘Supilinn Days’. The initiators were mostly artists inspired by the idea 
of an alternative scene (Supilinna Society, 2011a). ‘Supilinn Days’ became identied with 
the neighborhood spirit, because it all started with that festival that brought together 
people that appreciated the unique character of Supilinn for the rst time. Residents 
were becoming more aware of the physical values and the need to protect it as a special 
place. Within weeks, involved citizens organized themselves to form a neighborhood 
group which came to be known as the Supilinn Selts. Certainly, the festival and the 
society have raised a sense of belonging. The creative people who saw a challenge in 
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organizing an avant-garde festival acted very vocally, attractively and interestingly. 
In Supilinn, the artists were supported by intellectuals and professionals who took 
organizational responsibility to provide sustainability and long term commitment to 
place. 

Today it is hard to imagine that only a few decades ago the only possible future for 
Supilinn was demolition (Soans, 1956; Soans, 1959). Supilinn is now the only district in 
Tartu, with an up to date comprehensive development plan. Supilinn stands out from 
other districts of the city due to its strong civic minded society where people are willing 
and able to talk and discuss their living environment. Supilinna Selts, a volunteer based 
neighborhood organization consisting of the residents of Supilinn and its suporters, has 
brought about enough visibility and pressure to Tartu city government to amend the 
then current (Tartu Linnavolikogu, 2001) comprehensive/ master plan for the Supilinn 
district because they felt that it lacked sufficient conservation and protection terms for 
buildings, including density and oor area ratios (Tartu Linnavolikogu, 2007). So in 
2007, Tartu City Government initiated a new thematic planning project for the protection 
and use of Supilinn district’s building areas and specication for the district’s general 
requirements land use. This new planning project consisted of exhaustive analyses 
of the area and opinion polls (Hiob and Nutt, 2010) which were carried out for the 
rst time. These efforts continue today with additional opinion surveys and revised 
regulations  (Supilinn Society, 2011b).

A survey conducted in 2006 for the project called ‘Supilinn promotion/ development 
plan/ program’ (Supilinna Society, 2006) drew out the following values and perceptions 
for the neighborhood:

 – Historic settlement pattern with preserved plot boundaries; original buildings; 
street corridors with street-space and a preserved proportion of green areas and 
water elements.

 – A historic, well-preserved, unique wooden district in Tartu, characterized by its 
simplicity and moderately designed environment;

 – Sustainable and holistic way of life attributed to the natural character of the 
neighborhood and its genuine, friendly people;

 – Strong sense of belonging within the neighborhood. People consider themselves 
to be ‘citizens of Supilinn’; and

 – A sense of social diversity and tolerance within the existing population;

These values were reiterated in a recent survey conducted in 2010, organized as part 
of the ‘Analysis of spatial formation/ development in Supilinn’ and from proposals for 
compiling the thematic plan project (Hiob and Nutt, 2010). The most frequent positive 
associations and values were ‘natural setting’ (simple life/ natural life or close to nature) 
followed by ‘proximity to city center’ (7 minutes of walking from the middle of Supilinn 
to Raekoja plats, the main square) and the ‘historic character or milieu’ were considered 
as important value along with ‘integrity’ and ‘the sense of community’. This was in 
accordance with the 2006 survey.
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The Supilinn Society, representing its population, is the rst of its kind in Estonia. It 
has set a good example for creating similar neighborhood organizations in Tartu as well 
as in other towns in Estonia. According to the statute, the aim of the Supilinn Society is 
to preserve the character of the neighborhood and improve the living environment for 
its inhabitants. In addition to collecting and archiving the historical data and unique 
information related to the district, the Society is able to act as the intermediary between 
residents, and decisive bodies as well as the wider public. The Society also aims to 
bring about cohesion within neighborhood residents by fostering community building 
through social activities such as the yearly Festival of Supilinn and the publication of the 
society’s newspaper – Supilinna Tirin (Tureen of the Soup Town). The new challenge 
is preserving the character for future generations. As seen in the population survey 
mentioned earlier, one of the biggest concerns is protecting the neighborhood from 
increasing pressures of gentrication.

5. Understanding gentrication
In urbanism literature the changing process of deprived neighborhoods into a popular 

and prosperous district is most often called gentrication. The term gentrication was 
invented by German-born British sociologist Ruth Glass in the 1960s (Grith, 1996; 
Atkinson, 2004; Brouillette, 2009). Its role in urban processes’ causes and consequences 
has been debated ever since. The term was applied to the phenomenon of upper middle 
class households purchasing properties in rundown working class neighborhoods of 
London like Islington. Glass considered the changes to be negative for the original 
residents who were squeezed out. Generally, gentrication was not perceived as a threat 
in the beginning but the threat was the ight of white middle class and disinvestment in 
town centers (Grith, 1996; Betancur, 2002). Gentrication may completely change the 
character of a neighborhood in a short time transforming it from a neglected, rundown 
district to a trendy, upscale representation of middle class wealth and success (Grith, 
1996). Many authors have emphasized both positive and negative sides of gentrication 
(Cauleld, 1989; Smith, 1986; Lees, 2000; Atkinson, 2004 etc.).

Gentrication has been linked to public policy interventions to reduce the process 
of urban decline even though research evidence suggests that gentrication has been a 
largely negative process driven by capital accumulation and resulting in the breaking-
up and displacement of poorer communities (Anderson et al., 2005; Atkinson, 2004). 
Neil Smith even suggests that gentried areas are combat zones where new middle 
class pushes out working class people by force (Lees, 2000). The well documented 
negative sides are: original residents’ displacement, loss of affordable housing and 
consequent homelessness accompanied by community conict and eviction (Atkinson, 
2000; 2004). Residents resisting the changes in the neighborhood frequently clash with 
the supporters of the gentrication, mostly private real estate development companies 
and government (Betancur, 2002). Most radical authors consider gentrication as a form 
of the criminalization of homelessness (Amster, 2003).

On the positive side, the rehabilitation of the physical fabric of the housing is 
mentioned as well as the change of image of a neighborhood associated with renewal 
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and further investment. Altered preconceptions about the social ecology of an area such 
as the deconcentration of poverty or relative increase in the social mix may also occur 
(Atkinson, 2004). The official policies often aim to this change of image even though it 
does generally not benet the current residents who are mostly displaced. Sometimes 
gentrication helps to avoid demolition of a historical district as new residents put value 
on the environment as it is (Männik, 2008). In addition, increased property values, and 
thereby larger tax revenues and wider span of local services have been mentioned as 
positive sides of gentrication (Atkinson, 2004). Gentrication has also been conceived 
as a growth strategy that supposedly improves places by removing problem people 
and land uses and replacing them with better ones (Niedt, 2006). The improvement 
of the tax base has been claimed to be the satisfactory reason to encourage and even 
implement gentrication as a strategy of neighborhood change. According to John 
J. Betancur, collaboration between government and the private sector should steer 
gentrication as a strategy against emigration of white ethnics, disinvestment and 
restructuring (Betancur, 2002).

The controversy of gentrication may be exemplied by so-called positional 
paradoxes: many new, young, and professional residents are very concerned about 
gentrication in the neighborhood; yet new, young, professional residents are a major 
cause of gentrication, and the older residents who are most affected by gentrication are 
encouraged by the new, young residents and the energy they bring to the neighborhood 
(Koschmann and Laster, 2011). One, often underestimated, result of gentrication is the 
change of the identity of a place. Place attachment and belonging to a community are 
essential criteria of wellbeing for many people (Corcoran, 2002). In the gentrication 
process the identity is often changed to being unrecognizable, sometimes helped along 
by unprofessional planners who do not acknowledge the context enough (Kotval, 2005). 
The need to maintain places as stable, secure and unique entities is one of the main 
topics discussed in the current paper. Both physical and sociocultural aspects of the 
place have to be considered. The best way for building social capital and preserving 
community coherence is by community participation in the decision making processes 
that concern the future of the neighborhood (Crawford et al., 2008).

The Supilinn Society understands these pressures and phenomena. They strive 
hard for community participation and cohesiveness. The new residents, for the most 
part, are embracing the idea of preservation and a minimalistic lifestyle. While signs 
and concerns for gentrication are evident, the Society is working actively to stop the 
displacement of residents and promote a common set of values. What differentiates 
Supilinn Selts and other societies is that the lifestyle in Supilinn has been especially 
embraced. It is not a question of collecting credits by being active in the Society, but a 
choice of lifestyle. Membership consists of people who are not living in Supilinn, but 
who care about preservation and this unique community character. The president of 
the Republic of Estonia is also a member and he is very active supporter of the concept 
of civil society. The residents and the Society see a constant need to concentrate on 
urban planning topics, since Supilinn faces continuing building pressure, despite the 
economic downturn.
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6. In summary
So this is the story of Supilinn, the neighborhood that would not be destroyed. Its 

history spans centuries, its building have survived several booms and busts, its people 
are resilient and planning (or the lack of it) has preserved a unique neighborhood. A 
district, that barely survived, has been preserved, protected and enhanced as a livable 
community. While history shaped its physical morphology, the people gave it character 
and life. Supilinn exists today due to the perseverance and commitment of its residents.

Supilinna Selts, and the community behind it, has not only limited the tide of 
demolition but encouraged responsible renovation. It has aided in building community 
character and recognition through educational and cultural activities; it played a 
steadfast role, even when it had no official authority or power, in bringing the citizens ́
concerns to the decision making bodies. The society has been actively committed for 
10 years in community building and preservation. It has nally been recognized as an 
official neighborhood organization by the local government. 

While still completely voluntary, the society has grown in membership and activities 
and is seen as a catalytic force within the neighborhood.

The community, with a fairly well preserved milieu of buildings is diverse in its 
demographic makeup. While its popularity as a place to live is steadily rising, efforts 
to stop displacement are underway. Neighbors know each other, they watch out for 
each other, and help each other in need. While this is certainly not a place that stands 
still anymore, people are more aware of their environment and able to voice their likes 
and dislikes. For example, the new buildings (post 2005) primarily built on speculation 
by development companies were not in accordance with the community character. This 
speared the local residents, through the Society, to convince the local government of 
the need for more restrictive planning and building regulations. While none of this 
came easy and it took a long time, local government has initiated a new comprehensive 
plan for the district and the residents are active players in the process. It is the only 
district in Tartu that has an on-going planning process, initiated for the second time 
since the 1990s.

Time and maturity also brings new concerns and threats. Supilinn is now an attractive 
neighborhood. Concerns about the ‘newer’ residents and their values are being voiced. 
Older residents and everyday people don’t necessarily understand the planning process 
or the limitations of volunteer activity. They are starting to feel disconnected from the 
Society and its new professional standing. There is a feeling that too much is happening 
too soon and there is a desire to slow down and go back to the grass roots movement of 
community building through joint activities. The fear of gentrication and tipping the 
balance is real. Real estate prices have risen considerable, it is one of the few areas of 
the city where development is still ongoing and speculation still occurs. While change 
is inevitable, will the citizens of Supilinn succeed in protecting its historic character 
over the next decade? Ongoing opinion polls, and activities supported by the Society 
indicate that values haven’t changed. People still embrace the village lifestyle, there is 
no apparent desire to pave roads or add street lights. Perhaps, if these values get coded 
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into building regulations, Supilinn will attract people with similar values. Constant 
education and citizen involvement will be needed to get to that point. The need to be 
inclusive and bring along a diverse group of people, to foster community spirit and 
to build local capacity are things that the Society will need to pay attention to, as it 
looks to the future. Ongoing activities will need to be balanced. Research on programs 
and regulations geared toward preservation will need to be balanced with continuing 
opinion polls that include both old and new residents. Community events such as 
Supilinn Days will become more important to building community spirit and awareness.

While these are the trials and tribulations of one small neighborhood in Estonia, 
it encapsulates a multi-faceted story. It raises many questions, some of them rhetoric 
while others practical. Is planning always desired? Is it advantageous to follow every 
fad or new idea regardless of context? Who do we need to plan for and how do we 
incorporate local values? Does culture and history play any role in our contemporary 
settlement patterns? Can a small group of concerned citizens change the course of 
history? Can we truly embrace a minimalistic, sustainable lifestyle in a world dominated 
by consumption? While we might not have concise or denitive answers, one thing 
is certain. Advocacy plays a major role in planning and community development. 
Organizational development and capacity building, especially in terms of place and 
space, play an important role. This case study is a testimony for the tenacity in time 
and commitment of people.
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Mõis ja Maastik

Igaühel meist on oma maastik 

Maastiku mõiste on äärmiselt lai, erinevate valdkondade spetsialistid käsitlevad maastikku 
erinevalt, või õigemini on nende rõhuasetus ja vaatenurk maastikust rääkides erinev.1 See-
tõttu pean oluliseks kõigepealt määratleda, millist maastikku mina käsitlen.

Igal paigal on oma nägu, genius loci. Selle omanäolisuse aluseks on loodusmaastik 
ehk see, mis on tekkinud pikaajaliste loodusprotsesside tulemusena, Eestis siis pärast jää taa-
ndumist umbes 12 000 aastat tagasi. On Eesti maastik, Itaalia maastik, Inglismaa maastik. 
Need kõik on erinevad. See looduse poolt kujundatud maastik loob ühest küljest võimalused 
tegutsemiseks, teisalt seab selleks kindlad raamid; maastik on samaaegselt tegevuste põh-
justajaks ja tegutsemise piiriks. Nii võib öelda, et looduse poolt etteantud lõuendile maalib 
inimene oma soovide ja unistuste, õnnestumiste aga ka ebaõnnestumistega pildi, mis võib 
olla küll samadest ideedest alguse saanud, aga siiski väga paigaspetsiifiline ja seetõttu ka 
omanäoline. Just sellest viimasest inimese poolt maalitud pildist tulebki alljärgnevalt juttu.

Teiseks pean oluliseks selgitada, mida siinkohal mõiste „mõis“ all silmas pean. 
Mõis ei ole mitte ainuüksi majanduslik üksus ega arhitektuurne kompleks, vaid tema mõju 
maastikule avaldub lisaks füüsilistele märkidele ka vaimse keskkonnana. Samuti ei ole mõis 
ainult peahoone ja selle lähiümbrus. Mõis organiseerib maastikku hoopis laiemal alal ning 
hoopis suurema hulga märkide kaudu, kui seda on peamõisad või nende peahooned. Seetõt-
tu vaatlengi mõisa mõju üldisemalt – kuidas mõisavõrgustik on maastikku tervikuna orga-
niseerinud ning milliste füüsiliste märkide kaudu see on mõju avaldanud. 

Maastik on ühtne suur süsteem, kus igal üksikosal on terviku moodustumisel täi-
ta kindel roll. Nii nagu hermeneutiline ring, kus tervikust arusaamine tagab osadest aru-
saamise ning vastupidi, osade mõistmine aitab mõista tervikut, nii ei piisa mõisamaastiku 
lahtimõtestamiseks kaugeltki mitte ainult füüsilistest märkidest, vaid tuleb süüvida ka tä-
hendustesse ja tähenduste tähendustesse. Üksikfakti tähendus ulatub kaugemale, kui lubab 
tema füüsiline olemus; arhitektuuril ja selle taustaks oleval maastikul on mitu üksteise sisse 
sulanud kvaliteeti.2 Mõisa kirjeldamisel ei piisa mõisasiseste märkide ja nende omavaheliste 
suhete uurimisest, vaid uurida tuleb ka mõisa ja maastiku kooslust. 

1 Erinevatest maastikukäsitlustest võib lugeda: Hannes Palang, Helen Sooväli, Maastik: loodus ja kultuur. Maastikukäsitlusi 
Eestis, Publicationes Instituti Geographici Universitatis Tartuensis (Tartu, 2001).
2 Juhan Maiste, „Maastik kui ikoon ja ikooniline maastik“, Parkide restaureerimine (Tallinna Tehnikaülikooli Tartu Kol-
ledž, 2009), 115.

Mõisa kujunemisel on alati olulist rolli mänginud ümbritsev maastik. Olgu see siis 
Põhja-Eesti tasane paepealne või Lõuna-Eesti kupliterohke loodusmaastik. Nii nagu iga mõi-
sahoone suhestub kogu ansambliga, moodustades ühtse terviku, on kogu ansambel omakor-
da olnud pidevas dialoogis ümbritseva maastikuga. Mõis ei asu kunagi omaette, ei ole asi 
iseeneses, vaid on alati seotud selle maastikuga, kus ta paikneb. Milline on selle kahekõne 
toon, sõltub piirkonna reljeefist, metsasusest, veekogudest ja paljudest teistest looduslikest 
teguritest. Aga samavõrd ka ajastu arhitektuuri vormikeelest, selle keele tähendustest, mille 
valguses mõis on loodud. 

Mõisa kirjeldamisel on valdavalt keskendutud füüsilistele objektidele, nagu mõisa-
te ulatus, paiknemine, mõõtmed, hoonete paigutus jne. Valdavalt on nende kirjelduste alu-
seks kasutatud kirjalikke materjale ja kaartidele talletatut. Vähem tähelepanu on pööratud 
mõisate ja maastiku omavahelisele tähenduslikule suhtele. 

Mõisal on oma keel. Selle mõistmine eeldab Euroopa aastatuhandetepikkuse kul-
tuuri: antiigi ja sellele järgnenud barbaarse ajastu, valgesambaliste villade ning tornidega 

ur2305-schlater-raadi
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justajaks ja tegutsemise piiriks. Nii võib öelda, et looduse poolt etteantud lõuendile maalib 
inimene oma soovide ja unistuste, õnnestumiste aga ka ebaõnnestumistega pildi, mis võib 
olla küll samadest ideedest alguse saanud, aga siiski väga paigaspetsiifiline ja seetõttu ka 
omanäoline. Just sellest viimasest inimese poolt maalitud pildist tulebki alljärgnevalt juttu.

Teiseks pean oluliseks selgitada, mida siinkohal mõiste „mõis“ all silmas pean. 
Mõis ei ole mitte ainuüksi majanduslik üksus ega arhitektuurne kompleks, vaid tema mõju 
maastikule avaldub lisaks füüsilistele märkidele ka vaimse keskkonnana. Samuti ei ole mõis 
ainult peahoone ja selle lähiümbrus. Mõis organiseerib maastikku hoopis laiemal alal ning 
hoopis suurema hulga märkide kaudu, kui seda on peamõisad või nende peahooned. Seetõt-
tu vaatlengi mõisa mõju üldisemalt – kuidas mõisavõrgustik on maastikku tervikuna orga-
niseerinud ning milliste füüsiliste märkide kaudu see on mõju avaldanud. 

Maastik on ühtne suur süsteem, kus igal üksikosal on terviku moodustumisel täi-
ta kindel roll. Nii nagu hermeneutiline ring, kus tervikust arusaamine tagab osadest aru-
saamise ning vastupidi, osade mõistmine aitab mõista tervikut, nii ei piisa mõisamaastiku 
lahtimõtestamiseks kaugeltki mitte ainult füüsilistest märkidest, vaid tuleb süüvida ka tä-
hendustesse ja tähenduste tähendustesse. Üksikfakti tähendus ulatub kaugemale, kui lubab 
tema füüsiline olemus; arhitektuuril ja selle taustaks oleval maastikul on mitu üksteise sisse 
sulanud kvaliteeti.2 Mõisa kirjeldamisel ei piisa mõisasiseste märkide ja nende omavaheliste 
suhete uurimisest, vaid uurida tuleb ka mõisa ja maastiku kooslust. 

1 Erinevatest maastikukäsitlustest võib lugeda: Hannes Palang, Helen Sooväli, Maastik: loodus ja kultuur. Maastikukäsitlusi 
Eestis, Publicationes Instituti Geographici Universitatis Tartuensis (Tartu, 2001).
2 Juhan Maiste, „Maastik kui ikoon ja ikooniline maastik“, Parkide restaureerimine (Tallinna Tehnikaülikooli Tartu Kol-
ledž, 2009), 115.

Mõisa kujunemisel on alati olulist rolli mänginud ümbritsev maastik. Olgu see siis 
Põhja-Eesti tasane paepealne või Lõuna-Eesti kupliterohke loodusmaastik. Nii nagu iga mõi-
sahoone suhestub kogu ansambliga, moodustades ühtse terviku, on kogu ansambel omakor-
da olnud pidevas dialoogis ümbritseva maastikuga. Mõis ei asu kunagi omaette, ei ole asi 
iseeneses, vaid on alati seotud selle maastikuga, kus ta paikneb. Milline on selle kahekõne 
toon, sõltub piirkonna reljeefist, metsasusest, veekogudest ja paljudest teistest looduslikest 
teguritest. Aga samavõrd ka ajastu arhitektuuri vormikeelest, selle keele tähendustest, mille 
valguses mõis on loodud. 

Mõisa kirjeldamisel on valdavalt keskendutud füüsilistele objektidele, nagu mõisa-
te ulatus, paiknemine, mõõtmed, hoonete paigutus jne. Valdavalt on nende kirjelduste alu-
seks kasutatud kirjalikke materjale ja kaartidele talletatut. Vähem tähelepanu on pööratud 
mõisate ja maastiku omavahelisele tähenduslikule suhtele. 

Mõisal on oma keel. Selle mõistmine eeldab Euroopa aastatuhandetepikkuse kul-
tuuri: antiigi ja sellele järgnenud barbaarse ajastu, valgesambaliste villade ning tornidega 
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Mõis ja Maastik
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ehitud läänilinnuste tundmist. Mõis on märk ühest kadunud tsivilisatsioonist, seetõttu ka 
enesesse tõmbunud ja uudishimulikule silmale esimesel pilgul varjatud.3

Aga maastik ei ole ainult füüsiline, seda eriti mõisamaastik. Vormil on ka alati sisu, 
täpsemalt öeldes sõltub vorm otseselt sisust, seda ka mõisate puhul. Nii nagu iga ajaloolise 
maastiku, on ka mõisamaastiku mõtestamisel samatähtis või isegi olulisem vormi kõrval 
süüvida sisusse. Lõputult esitada aina ühte ja sama küsimust – miks, miks, miks. Kuidas on 
mõis maastikuga suhestunud? Milles see avaldub? Kuidas on maastik mõisa mõjutanud ja 
vastupidi? Kas esmapilgul silmale nähtav loob adekvaatse tervikpildi? Jne, jne. 

Balti villa rustica’t, laiemalt mõisakultuuri ei ole võimalik käsitleda lahus geo-
graafiast, sellest maast, mis ta oli sünnitanud.4 Niisiis on mõis kujunenud sellisena just siia 
keskkonda, kohalikku maastikku. Lisaks on mõis väga tugevalt kaasaegse kultuuri feno-
men. Kohaliku maastiku ja Euroopa kultuuri koosmõjul tekkinud sünergia avaldub kõige 
ehedamalt just mõisas.

Mõisamaastik on raskesti hõlmatav eelkõige seetõttu, et lisaks nähtavatele füüsi-
listele märkidele, milleks on hooned, põllud, veekogud, metsa jne, sisaldab see ka mittefüü-
silisi, kuid visuaalselt olulisi sidemeid – vaateid. Mõisa ja maastiku kahekõne avaldub kõige 
selgemalt vaadete kaudu, mis avanevad mõisast ümbritsevatele aladele, põldudele, jõgede-
le, järvedele aga ka vastupidi, maastik kõneleb mõisaga üle veekogude, eemalt mäeveerult, 
kaugelt põllult. Nii on mõis ja maastik olnud teineteisega pidevalt seotud ja just vaated on 
need, mille kaudu mõisasüda kõnetab ümbritsevat maastikku. Näidetena võib tuua vaated 
veekogudele Saare, Õisu, Kuremaa, Hellenurme, Rõngu, Alatskivi ja paljudest teistest mõi-
satest. Lisaks ümbritseva loodusliku maastikuga suhestumisele on mõisad ka omavahel ol-

3 Juhan Maiste, „Eessõna“, Alatskivi loss ja park: kahe meistriklassi materjale (Tartu: EPMÜ Keskkonnakaitse Instituut, 
2003), 17.
4 Juhan Maiste, „Minagi olin Arkaadia teel...”, Parkide restaureerimine (Tallinna Tehnikaülikooli Tartu Kolledž, 2008), 71.
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nud visuaalsete sidemetega seotud. Paljud vaated on seotud lähemal või kaugemal asuvate 
kõrgemate ehitiste – kirikute või naabermõisatega. Näiteks Saadjärve mõisast paistab üle vee 
Äksi kirik, Vastse-Kambjast Kambja kirik, Rõngu mõisast Rõngu kirik, Alatskivilt Alatskivi 
kirik, Rõugest Rõuge kirik. 

Vaated on sidunud mõisaid ka üksteisega. Vaadete abil on ühenduses olnud Suu-
re Emajõe kallastel paiknev Luunja mõis Kaagvere mõisaga ning Kavastu ja Kastrega5. Üle 
Saadjärve paistab Kukulinna mõisasse teisel pool vett asuv Saadjärve mõis ja vastupidi. Pa-
lupera mõisa peahoone tornist on avanenud vaade Hellenurmele, Vana-Kuustest üle oru on 
näinud Reolat. 

Mõisate mõju ja selle ulatus

Oleme harjunud mõisana nägema suures osas 18. ja eriti 19. sajandil rajatud rohkearvulisi 
hooneteansambleid koos suurejooneliste parkidega ega mõtle sellele, et mõis oma diktaadiga 
hakkas maastiku organiseerima palju varem. Mõis on Eesti maastikus kohal olnud viima-
sed seitsesada aastat, alates 13. sajandi teisest poolest, kuni mõisavõrgustik kattis tihedalt 
kogu maastikku nii, et ühe mõisa piir puutus kokku teise mõisa piiriga ning ühest mõisa 
peahoonest võis näha naabermõisa peahoonet.6 Niisiis on periood, mil mõis oli domineeri-
vaks maastikukujundajaks, olnud väga pikk ja sai läbi alles Eesti Vabariigi iseseisvumisega. 
Sellest ajast alates, viimased sada aastat, ei ole mõisal maastikupildi muutmisel domineerivat 

5 Detailsemalt Tartumaa mõisate paiknemise kohta maastikus vt Nele Nutt, „Tartumaa mõisamaastik ajas ja ruumis“, Tartu-
maa mõisad, näituse „Kaotatud paradiis“ kataloog [Tartu Ülikooli Ajaloomuuseumis 29.09.–28.10.2005], koost. Juhan 
Maiste, Nele Nutt. EPMÜ Maastikuarhitektuuri eriala toimetised, 2. Balti villa rustica, 2 (Tallinn, 2005), 10–15.
6 Vt lisaks: Gustav Ränk, „Mõis Eesti ajaloos ja kultuurimaastikus“, Eesti kool. Eesti Gümnaasiumiõpetajate Ühingu aasta-
raamat 1974 (Stockholm, 1974), 72; Rosenberg, Eesti mõisad, 13. 
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ja suundanäitavat rolli olnud, küll aga on mõisad juba eksisteeriva maastikumärgina hilise-
maid muutusi mitmelgi moel mõjutanud, kuna nende pea seitsmesaja aasta pikkuse juhtpo-
sitsiooni kestel kujundatud maastikukiht on järgnevatega võrreldes hoopis sügavam.

Üks mõis kujundas ja organiseeris ulatuslikku ala. Peamõisa juurde rajatud pool-
mõisad, abimõisad ja karjamõisad ei olnud lihtsalt põllud ja heinamaad, vaid koosnesid 
majandushoonetest ja nii mitmelgi juhul kuulus sinna juurde ka peahoone. Kõik see koos 
avaldas mõju maastikupildile peamõisa südamest hoopis kaugemal, teinekord koguni mit-
mekümne kilomeetri kaugusel. Ühe mõisa märgid puutusid kokku teisega, moodustades nii 
kogu maastikku katva võrgustiku, mis kohati on olnud tihedam, kohati hõredam. Maas-
tikku jäävad jäljed alles ka siis, kui üks riigikord vahetub teisega. Vaatamata reformidele ja 
ümberkorraldustele on mõisa mõju püsinud tänaseni ning võimatu on maastikku käsitledes 
seda mitte arvestada. Mõisate arvukust ja paiknemist koos vaadeldes ja analüüsides saab 
luua tervikpildi mõisavõrgustikust.

Mõisavõrgustiku laienemine ja tihenemine maastikus

Kõigile on teada, et mõisa asukohaks valiti tavaliselt kõrgem koht, algselt eelkõige turva-
lisuse suurendamiseks, kuid hiljem ka esteetilistel kaalutlustel. Lisaks arvestati veekogude 
ja teedevõrgu paiknemist ja mitmeid teisi tegureid. Vastus küsimustele, kus täpselt üks või 
teine mõis paiknes, kuhu uued mõisakeskused pärast eraldamist rajati, kui kaugel mõisad 
teineteisest asusid, kuhu rajati karjamõisad või millise võrgustiku mõisad ruumiliselt kujun-
dasid, jääb ilma konkreetse mõisa asukohta kaardile kandmata poolikuks. Ruumilise pildi 
koostamise aluseks olen kasutanud ajaloolisi Mellini7 ja Rückeri8 kaarte 18/19. sajandist ning 
Vello Naaberi Eesti ala mõisate nimestikku,9 kus on ära toodud mõisate esmamainimise ja 
eraldamise daatumid. Loetletud andmete põhjal koostatud skeemid loovad pildi mõisavõr-
gustikust, mis ei kajasta ainult mõisate suurt arvukust (20. sajandi algusest on andmeid 
210710 mõisa kohta), vaid loob ettekujutuse ka mõisate ruumilisest paiknemisest maastikus, 
nende omavahelistest suhetest ning seeläbi kogu mõisavõrgustiku tervikstruktuurist. Näi-
tena esitan järgnevalt kahe 16. sajandist teadaoleva Tartumaa mõisa – Vana-Prangli ja Ahja 
– eraldamise teel toimunud mõisa valduste laienemist illustreerivad skeemid. 

Vana-Prangli mõisast, millest on teateid alates 1550. aastast, eraldati 18. sajandi 
jooksul kokku neli uut iseseisvat mõisa: sajandi keskel Vastse-Prangli (1725) ning sajandi 
lõpu poole vähem kui kümne aasta jooksul veel kolm – Raanitsa (1792), Veski (1794) ja Tapu 
(1800). Uued mõisakeskused paigutusid ringjalt umbes võrdsele kaugusele ümber Vana-
Prangli. Nii valgus mõisavõrgustik laiemale alale, märgistades maastikku uute keskustega, 

7 Atlas von Liefland, oder von den beyden Gouvernementen u. Herzogthümern Lief- und Ehstland und der Provinz Oesel, 
gez[eichnet] von L[udwig] A[ugust] Graf Mellin (1798).
8 Specialcharte von Livland in 6 Blättern, bearbeitet und herausgegeben auf Veranstaltung der Livländischen Gemein-
nützigen und Ökonomischen Societät; nach Struves astronomisch-trigonometrischen Vermessung und den vollständigen 
Specialmessungen gezeichnet von C. G. Rücker (1839).
9 Vello Naaber, Eesti ala mõisate nimestik (Tallinn: Eesti Raamat, 1984).
10 Rosenberg, Eesti mõisad, 27, tabel 5. 
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mis hakkasid eraldamisest alates toimima uute iseseisvate üksustena ja omakorda ümbrit-
sevat maastikku kujundama. Samal alal 18. sajandi alguses eksisteerinud ühe mõisa asemel 
oli sajandi lõpuks viis iseseisvat mõisa. Sel viisil tihenenud mõisavõrgustik avaldas aina suu-
remat mõju maastikule. Uutesse keskustesse ehitati hooneid, rajati parke, istutati puiesteid, 
tihenes teedevõrk jne.

Lisaks rajati mõisate juurde suurel hulgal väiksemaid üksusi – karjamõisaid11 (Ees-
tis tervikuna on 20. sajandi alguses andmeid 88412 karjamõisa kohta), mis olid loodud eel-
kõige majanduslikel kaalutlustel ja koosnesid peamiselt majandushoonetest, ning mille põ-
hiline ülesanne oli kaugemal asuvate põllumaade parem harimine ja seeläbi kogu mõisamaa 
intensiivsem kasutamine. Olenemata sellest, et karjamõisa näol oli tegemist majanduskomp-
leksiga, mida ei saa võrrelda peamõisa ansambli suurejoonelisusega, olid karjamõisad ikkagi 
mõisa poolt maastikku paigutatud märgid, mis tihendasid mõisavõrgustikku.13

On teada, et eespool näitena toodud Vana-Prangli mõisa juurde kuulus neli kar-
jamõisa ning Veski mõisa juurde üks. Olenemata sellest, et kõik kirjeldatud üksused olid 
erineva suuruse ja mõjuga, moodustasid nad koos ühtse mõisate võrgu, mis oma tiheduselt 
ning ulatuselt on maastikku tugevalt kujundanud ning mille mõju maastikus oli selgelt tun-
tav ka pärast hilisemaid reforme.

Uued mõisakeskused võidi rajada vanale suhteliselt lähedale, nagu see on Vana-
Prangli puhul, kuid uusi mõisasüdameid rajati vanast ka hoopis kaugemale. Nii ei pruuki-

11 Mõisate liikide kohta saab lähemalt lugeda: Rosenberg, Eesti mõisad, 16–28.
12 Rosenberg, Eesti mõisad, 27, tabel 5. 
13 Olenevalt põllumajandusliku maa suurusest võis karjamõisaid ühel mõisal olla isegi mitu. Suhteliselt tavaline oli ka mõi-
sate õigusliku staatuse muutumine, nii on näiteks on Tiit Rosenberg kirjeldanud Habaja mõisa näitel, kuidas karjamõisast 
võis saada rüütlimõis, mis omakorda jälle poolmõisaks alandati (vt Rosenberg, Eesti mõisad, 17); Mitmel puhul on teada 
ka karjamõisaid, mille juurde kuulus peahoone. Saadjärve mõisale kuulunud Koogi karjamõis asutati 1864. aastal. 1860. 
aastatel kerkis Koogile esinduslik katusekorrusega mõisahoone, mis meenutas tüüpilist 18. sajandi varaklassitsistlikku mõi-
saehitist. Vaieldamatult oli Koogi aga Eesti üks suursugusemaid karjamõisa peahooneid. Tüüpilise karjamõisa eluhoone oli 
kordades tagasihoidlikum, vt Valdo Praust, Tartumaa mõisad (Tallinn: Tänapäev, 2008), 147.
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ja suundanäitavat rolli olnud, küll aga on mõisad juba eksisteeriva maastikumärgina hilise-
maid muutusi mitmelgi moel mõjutanud, kuna nende pea seitsmesaja aasta pikkuse juhtpo-
sitsiooni kestel kujundatud maastikukiht on järgnevatega võrreldes hoopis sügavam.

Üks mõis kujundas ja organiseeris ulatuslikku ala. Peamõisa juurde rajatud pool-
mõisad, abimõisad ja karjamõisad ei olnud lihtsalt põllud ja heinamaad, vaid koosnesid 
majandushoonetest ja nii mitmelgi juhul kuulus sinna juurde ka peahoone. Kõik see koos 
avaldas mõju maastikupildile peamõisa südamest hoopis kaugemal, teinekord koguni mit-
mekümne kilomeetri kaugusel. Ühe mõisa märgid puutusid kokku teisega, moodustades nii 
kogu maastikku katva võrgustiku, mis kohati on olnud tihedam, kohati hõredam. Maas-
tikku jäävad jäljed alles ka siis, kui üks riigikord vahetub teisega. Vaatamata reformidele ja 
ümberkorraldustele on mõisa mõju püsinud tänaseni ning võimatu on maastikku käsitledes 
seda mitte arvestada. Mõisate arvukust ja paiknemist koos vaadeldes ja analüüsides saab 
luua tervikpildi mõisavõrgustikust.

Mõisavõrgustiku laienemine ja tihenemine maastikus

Kõigile on teada, et mõisa asukohaks valiti tavaliselt kõrgem koht, algselt eelkõige turva-
lisuse suurendamiseks, kuid hiljem ka esteetilistel kaalutlustel. Lisaks arvestati veekogude 
ja teedevõrgu paiknemist ja mitmeid teisi tegureid. Vastus küsimustele, kus täpselt üks või 
teine mõis paiknes, kuhu uued mõisakeskused pärast eraldamist rajati, kui kaugel mõisad 
teineteisest asusid, kuhu rajati karjamõisad või millise võrgustiku mõisad ruumiliselt kujun-
dasid, jääb ilma konkreetse mõisa asukohta kaardile kandmata poolikuks. Ruumilise pildi 
koostamise aluseks olen kasutanud ajaloolisi Mellini7 ja Rückeri8 kaarte 18/19. sajandist ning 
Vello Naaberi Eesti ala mõisate nimestikku,9 kus on ära toodud mõisate esmamainimise ja 
eraldamise daatumid. Loetletud andmete põhjal koostatud skeemid loovad pildi mõisavõr-
gustikust, mis ei kajasta ainult mõisate suurt arvukust (20. sajandi algusest on andmeid 
210710 mõisa kohta), vaid loob ettekujutuse ka mõisate ruumilisest paiknemisest maastikus, 
nende omavahelistest suhetest ning seeläbi kogu mõisavõrgustiku tervikstruktuurist. Näi-
tena esitan järgnevalt kahe 16. sajandist teadaoleva Tartumaa mõisa – Vana-Prangli ja Ahja 
– eraldamise teel toimunud mõisa valduste laienemist illustreerivad skeemid. 

Vana-Prangli mõisast, millest on teateid alates 1550. aastast, eraldati 18. sajandi 
jooksul kokku neli uut iseseisvat mõisa: sajandi keskel Vastse-Prangli (1725) ning sajandi 
lõpu poole vähem kui kümne aasta jooksul veel kolm – Raanitsa (1792), Veski (1794) ja Tapu 
(1800). Uued mõisakeskused paigutusid ringjalt umbes võrdsele kaugusele ümber Vana-
Prangli. Nii valgus mõisavõrgustik laiemale alale, märgistades maastikku uute keskustega, 

7 Atlas von Liefland, oder von den beyden Gouvernementen u. Herzogthümern Lief- und Ehstland und der Provinz Oesel, 
gez[eichnet] von L[udwig] A[ugust] Graf Mellin (1798).
8 Specialcharte von Livland in 6 Blättern, bearbeitet und herausgegeben auf Veranstaltung der Livländischen Gemein-
nützigen und Ökonomischen Societät; nach Struves astronomisch-trigonometrischen Vermessung und den vollständigen 
Specialmessungen gezeichnet von C. G. Rücker (1839).
9 Vello Naaber, Eesti ala mõisate nimestik (Tallinn: Eesti Raamat, 1984).
10 Rosenberg, Eesti mõisad, 27, tabel 5. 
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mis hakkasid eraldamisest alates toimima uute iseseisvate üksustena ja omakorda ümbrit-
sevat maastikku kujundama. Samal alal 18. sajandi alguses eksisteerinud ühe mõisa asemel 
oli sajandi lõpuks viis iseseisvat mõisa. Sel viisil tihenenud mõisavõrgustik avaldas aina suu-
remat mõju maastikule. Uutesse keskustesse ehitati hooneid, rajati parke, istutati puiesteid, 
tihenes teedevõrk jne.

Lisaks rajati mõisate juurde suurel hulgal väiksemaid üksusi – karjamõisaid11 (Ees-
tis tervikuna on 20. sajandi alguses andmeid 88412 karjamõisa kohta), mis olid loodud eel-
kõige majanduslikel kaalutlustel ja koosnesid peamiselt majandushoonetest, ning mille põ-
hiline ülesanne oli kaugemal asuvate põllumaade parem harimine ja seeläbi kogu mõisamaa 
intensiivsem kasutamine. Olenemata sellest, et karjamõisa näol oli tegemist majanduskomp-
leksiga, mida ei saa võrrelda peamõisa ansambli suurejoonelisusega, olid karjamõisad ikkagi 
mõisa poolt maastikku paigutatud märgid, mis tihendasid mõisavõrgustikku.13

On teada, et eespool näitena toodud Vana-Prangli mõisa juurde kuulus neli kar-
jamõisa ning Veski mõisa juurde üks. Olenemata sellest, et kõik kirjeldatud üksused olid 
erineva suuruse ja mõjuga, moodustasid nad koos ühtse mõisate võrgu, mis oma tiheduselt 
ning ulatuselt on maastikku tugevalt kujundanud ning mille mõju maastikus oli selgelt tun-
tav ka pärast hilisemaid reforme.

Uued mõisakeskused võidi rajada vanale suhteliselt lähedale, nagu see on Vana-
Prangli puhul, kuid uusi mõisasüdameid rajati vanast ka hoopis kaugemale. Nii ei pruuki-

11 Mõisate liikide kohta saab lähemalt lugeda: Rosenberg, Eesti mõisad, 16–28.
12 Rosenberg, Eesti mõisad, 27, tabel 5. 
13 Olenevalt põllumajandusliku maa suurusest võis karjamõisaid ühel mõisal olla isegi mitu. Suhteliselt tavaline oli ka mõi-
sate õigusliku staatuse muutumine, nii on näiteks on Tiit Rosenberg kirjeldanud Habaja mõisa näitel, kuidas karjamõisast 
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ka karjamõisaid, mille juurde kuulus peahoone. Saadjärve mõisale kuulunud Koogi karjamõis asutati 1864. aastal. 1860. 
aastatel kerkis Koogile esinduslik katusekorrusega mõisahoone, mis meenutas tüüpilist 18. sajandi varaklassitsistlikku mõi-
saehitist. Vaieldamatult oli Koogi aga Eesti üks suursugusemaid karjamõisa peahooneid. Tüüpilise karjamõisa eluhoone oli 
kordades tagasihoidlikum, vt Valdo Praust, Tartumaa mõisad (Tallinn: Tänapäev, 2008), 147.
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nud mõisavõrgustik valguda ringina ümber vana mõisasüdame, vaid võis areneda erinevas 
suunas erinevale kaugusele. 

Mõisavõrgustiku valgumine võis toimuda ka mitmes etapis. 18. sajandi jooksul 
tekkis Ahja mõisa (esimesi teateid 1553. aastast) asemel kolm mõisa, lisaks nimetatud Ahjale 
veel Kurista ja Sarakuste. Kuid erinevalt Vana-Prangli näitest, kus ühest mõisast eraldati 
aja jooksul uusi mõisaid, on Ahja mõisa jagamine erinev seetõttu, et vanast (Ahja) mõisast 
eraldati uus Kurista mõis (18. sajandi esimesel poolel), millest omakorda uus, Sarakuste mõis 
(eraldatud Kuristast 18. sajandi teisel poolel). Kõigi kolme kirjeldatud mõisa juurde rajati 
ka karjamõisad. Nii kuulus Ahja mõisale Vanamõisa ja Musta karjamõis, Kuristale Rootsi, 
Saare ja Kõivu karjamõis, lisaks veel Issaku kõrvalmõis (analoogiline karjamõisaga) ning Sa-
rakuste mõisa juurde Prilli karjamõis. Ühe mõisakeskuse asemele oli sajandi lõpuks rajatud 
tervelt kümme keskust (3 rüütlimõisa, 1 kõrvalmõis ja 6 karjamõisa).

Nele Nutt

Mõisaansambli tihenemine ja laienemine

Mõis ise aga ei lõppe peahoone ega pargiga, vaid ulatub mõisa südamest mitmete kilomeet-
rite kaugusele alleede, maastikuparkide ja kalmistutena. Lisaks uute mõisate tekkimisele 
toimus pidev maastiku ümberkujundamine ka ühe mõisaansambli piires, mis tõi endaga 
kaasa mõisa poolt ja mõisa reeglite järgi kujundatud ansambli.14 Mõisavõrgustiku tihenemi-
se mõjud avalduvad kõige selgemalt ja tugevamalt 19. sajandil toimunud ulatusliku ehituste-
gevuse kaudu. Tänu Venemaa turule avanesid suurepärased võimalused põllumajandussaa-
duste müügiga hästi teenida, mistõttu ehitati suurel hulgal viinavabrikuid, kõrtse, lautasid 
jne. Lisaks praktilistest kaalutlustest lähtuvalt ehitatud hoonetele investeeriti osa tulust uute 
tehnoloogiate juurutamiseks, samuti tõu- ja sordiaretusse. Suurenenud sissetulekud või-
maldasid rajada suurejoonelisi peahooneid ning nende ümber kujundada sobiv esteetiline 
keskkond. Alates 18. sajandi lõpust kujundati suures osas Eesti mõisates peahoonete üm-
ber paiknevad väikesed regulaarpargid ümber vabakujulisteks nn inglise stiilis parkideks. 
Lisaks ümberkujundamisele toimus ka ulatuslik parkide laiendamine. Nii hakkas mõisa 

14 Nele Nutt, “Mõisamaastik ajas ja ruumis”, Aeg ja ruum. Uue muinsuskaitse poole, EKA toimetised 19, Muinsuskaitse ja 
restaureerimise osakonna väljaanded, 4 (Tallinn, 2009), 32–44.
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ja suundanäitavat rolli olnud, küll aga on mõisad juba eksisteeriva maastikumärgina hilise-
maid muutusi mitmelgi moel mõjutanud, kuna nende pea seitsmesaja aasta pikkuse juhtpo-
sitsiooni kestel kujundatud maastikukiht on järgnevatega võrreldes hoopis sügavam.

Üks mõis kujundas ja organiseeris ulatuslikku ala. Peamõisa juurde rajatud pool-
mõisad, abimõisad ja karjamõisad ei olnud lihtsalt põllud ja heinamaad, vaid koosnesid 
majandushoonetest ja nii mitmelgi juhul kuulus sinna juurde ka peahoone. Kõik see koos 
avaldas mõju maastikupildile peamõisa südamest hoopis kaugemal, teinekord koguni mit-
mekümne kilomeetri kaugusel. Ühe mõisa märgid puutusid kokku teisega, moodustades nii 
kogu maastikku katva võrgustiku, mis kohati on olnud tihedam, kohati hõredam. Maas-
tikku jäävad jäljed alles ka siis, kui üks riigikord vahetub teisega. Vaatamata reformidele ja 
ümberkorraldustele on mõisa mõju püsinud tänaseni ning võimatu on maastikku käsitledes 
seda mitte arvestada. Mõisate arvukust ja paiknemist koos vaadeldes ja analüüsides saab 
luua tervikpildi mõisavõrgustikust.

Mõisavõrgustiku laienemine ja tihenemine maastikus

Kõigile on teada, et mõisa asukohaks valiti tavaliselt kõrgem koht, algselt eelkõige turva-
lisuse suurendamiseks, kuid hiljem ka esteetilistel kaalutlustel. Lisaks arvestati veekogude 
ja teedevõrgu paiknemist ja mitmeid teisi tegureid. Vastus küsimustele, kus täpselt üks või 
teine mõis paiknes, kuhu uued mõisakeskused pärast eraldamist rajati, kui kaugel mõisad 
teineteisest asusid, kuhu rajati karjamõisad või millise võrgustiku mõisad ruumiliselt kujun-
dasid, jääb ilma konkreetse mõisa asukohta kaardile kandmata poolikuks. Ruumilise pildi 
koostamise aluseks olen kasutanud ajaloolisi Mellini7 ja Rückeri8 kaarte 18/19. sajandist ning 
Vello Naaberi Eesti ala mõisate nimestikku,9 kus on ära toodud mõisate esmamainimise ja 
eraldamise daatumid. Loetletud andmete põhjal koostatud skeemid loovad pildi mõisavõr-
gustikust, mis ei kajasta ainult mõisate suurt arvukust (20. sajandi algusest on andmeid 
210710 mõisa kohta), vaid loob ettekujutuse ka mõisate ruumilisest paiknemisest maastikus, 
nende omavahelistest suhetest ning seeläbi kogu mõisavõrgustiku tervikstruktuurist. Näi-
tena esitan järgnevalt kahe 16. sajandist teadaoleva Tartumaa mõisa – Vana-Prangli ja Ahja 
– eraldamise teel toimunud mõisa valduste laienemist illustreerivad skeemid. 

Vana-Prangli mõisast, millest on teateid alates 1550. aastast, eraldati 18. sajandi 
jooksul kokku neli uut iseseisvat mõisa: sajandi keskel Vastse-Prangli (1725) ning sajandi 
lõpu poole vähem kui kümne aasta jooksul veel kolm – Raanitsa (1792), Veski (1794) ja Tapu 
(1800). Uued mõisakeskused paigutusid ringjalt umbes võrdsele kaugusele ümber Vana-
Prangli. Nii valgus mõisavõrgustik laiemale alale, märgistades maastikku uute keskustega, 

7 Atlas von Liefland, oder von den beyden Gouvernementen u. Herzogthümern Lief- und Ehstland und der Provinz Oesel, 
gez[eichnet] von L[udwig] A[ugust] Graf Mellin (1798).
8 Specialcharte von Livland in 6 Blättern, bearbeitet und herausgegeben auf Veranstaltung der Livländischen Gemein-
nützigen und Ökonomischen Societät; nach Struves astronomisch-trigonometrischen Vermessung und den vollständigen 
Specialmessungen gezeichnet von C. G. Rücker (1839).
9 Vello Naaber, Eesti ala mõisate nimestik (Tallinn: Eesti Raamat, 1984).
10 Rosenberg, Eesti mõisad, 27, tabel 5. 
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mis hakkasid eraldamisest alates toimima uute iseseisvate üksustena ja omakorda ümbrit-
sevat maastikku kujundama. Samal alal 18. sajandi alguses eksisteerinud ühe mõisa asemel 
oli sajandi lõpuks viis iseseisvat mõisa. Sel viisil tihenenud mõisavõrgustik avaldas aina suu-
remat mõju maastikule. Uutesse keskustesse ehitati hooneid, rajati parke, istutati puiesteid, 
tihenes teedevõrk jne.
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tis tervikuna on 20. sajandi alguses andmeid 88412 karjamõisa kohta), mis olid loodud eel-
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mõisa poolt maastikku paigutatud märgid, mis tihendasid mõisavõrgustikku.13

On teada, et eespool näitena toodud Vana-Prangli mõisa juurde kuulus neli kar-
jamõisa ning Veski mõisa juurde üks. Olenemata sellest, et kõik kirjeldatud üksused olid 
erineva suuruse ja mõjuga, moodustasid nad koos ühtse mõisate võrgu, mis oma tiheduselt 
ning ulatuselt on maastikku tugevalt kujundanud ning mille mõju maastikus oli selgelt tun-
tav ka pärast hilisemaid reforme.

Uued mõisakeskused võidi rajada vanale suhteliselt lähedale, nagu see on Vana-
Prangli puhul, kuid uusi mõisasüdameid rajati vanast ka hoopis kaugemale. Nii ei pruuki-

11 Mõisate liikide kohta saab lähemalt lugeda: Rosenberg, Eesti mõisad, 16–28.
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nud mõisavõrgustik valguda ringina ümber vana mõisasüdame, vaid võis areneda erinevas 
suunas erinevale kaugusele. 

Mõisavõrgustiku valgumine võis toimuda ka mitmes etapis. 18. sajandi jooksul 
tekkis Ahja mõisa (esimesi teateid 1553. aastast) asemel kolm mõisa, lisaks nimetatud Ahjale 
veel Kurista ja Sarakuste. Kuid erinevalt Vana-Prangli näitest, kus ühest mõisast eraldati 
aja jooksul uusi mõisaid, on Ahja mõisa jagamine erinev seetõttu, et vanast (Ahja) mõisast 
eraldati uus Kurista mõis (18. sajandi esimesel poolel), millest omakorda uus, Sarakuste mõis 
(eraldatud Kuristast 18. sajandi teisel poolel). Kõigi kolme kirjeldatud mõisa juurde rajati 
ka karjamõisad. Nii kuulus Ahja mõisale Vanamõisa ja Musta karjamõis, Kuristale Rootsi, 
Saare ja Kõivu karjamõis, lisaks veel Issaku kõrvalmõis (analoogiline karjamõisaga) ning Sa-
rakuste mõisa juurde Prilli karjamõis. Ühe mõisakeskuse asemele oli sajandi lõpuks rajatud 
tervelt kümme keskust (3 rüütlimõisa, 1 kõrvalmõis ja 6 karjamõisa).

Nele Nutt

Mõisaansambli tihenemine ja laienemine

Mõis ise aga ei lõppe peahoone ega pargiga, vaid ulatub mõisa südamest mitmete kilomeet-
rite kaugusele alleede, maastikuparkide ja kalmistutena. Lisaks uute mõisate tekkimisele 
toimus pidev maastiku ümberkujundamine ka ühe mõisaansambli piires, mis tõi endaga 
kaasa mõisa poolt ja mõisa reeglite järgi kujundatud ansambli.14 Mõisavõrgustiku tihenemi-
se mõjud avalduvad kõige selgemalt ja tugevamalt 19. sajandil toimunud ulatusliku ehituste-
gevuse kaudu. Tänu Venemaa turule avanesid suurepärased võimalused põllumajandussaa-
duste müügiga hästi teenida, mistõttu ehitati suurel hulgal viinavabrikuid, kõrtse, lautasid 
jne. Lisaks praktilistest kaalutlustest lähtuvalt ehitatud hoonetele investeeriti osa tulust uute 
tehnoloogiate juurutamiseks, samuti tõu- ja sordiaretusse. Suurenenud sissetulekud või-
maldasid rajada suurejoonelisi peahooneid ning nende ümber kujundada sobiv esteetiline 
keskkond. Alates 18. sajandi lõpust kujundati suures osas Eesti mõisates peahoonete üm-
ber paiknevad väikesed regulaarpargid ümber vabakujulisteks nn inglise stiilis parkideks. 
Lisaks ümberkujundamisele toimus ka ulatuslik parkide laiendamine. Nii hakkas mõisa 

14 Nele Nutt, “Mõisamaastik ajas ja ruumis”, Aeg ja ruum. Uue muinsuskaitse poole, EKA toimetised 19, Muinsuskaitse ja 
restaureerimise osakonna väljaanded, 4 (Tallinn, 2009), 32–44.
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peahoone ümbruse eelkõige esteetilistest kaalutlustest kujundatud maastik ulatuma kilo-
meetrite kaugusele ning seeläbi ka ümber vormima varem loodusmaastikuna eksisteerinud 
alasid. Naabermõisate poole suunduvaid maanteid hakkasid palistama alleed, samuti ääris-
tati puudega mõisakalmistute poole suunduvad teed (nt Õisus, Heimtalis, Kärstnas, Palu-
peral, Hellenurmes, Saarel, Kodijärvel jm). Maastikuparkide rajamisel lähtuti looduse poolt 
etteantud võimalustest kasutades ära veekogusid, looduslikku reljeefi ja puudesalusid. Nii 
kujundati näiteks Õisus piki looklevat Vidva oja mõisast ülesvoolu maastikupark (Jõepark) 
jalutamisteede, grottide ja koobastega. Hellenurme peahoonest umbes 1,5 km kaugusel jõge 
mööda allavoolu asus jällegi mägi, kuhu mõisa omanik Aleksander von Middendorff rajas 
oma naisele väikese pargi koos suvemaja ja linnuvaatlustorniga. Nii hakkas mõis aina roh-
kem ka oma piires maastikku ümber kujundama, kuni mõisamaastik moodustas tervikliku 
estetiseeritud ruumi, mis andis tooni kogu maastikule. 

Tahaksin rõhutada, et ka haritud põllumaal ja teistel majanduslikel eesmärkidel 
korrastatud aladel oli maastiku ümberkujundamisel oluline roll, kuid siinkohal keskendun 
ma eelkõige märkidele, mille mõju ka tänases maastikupildis on jälgitav. Selliste märkide 
leidmiseks on heaks allikmaterjaliks Ajalooarhiivis säilitatavaid ajaloolised mõisakaardid, 
millele on kantud nii mõisate peahooned, laudad, viinavabrikud, veskid, juustukojad, rehed, 
moonakatemajad kui ka teed, pargid, puiesteed, kalmistud ja kabelid. Alljärgnevalt toongi 
mõned näited mõisaansamblitest (Hellenurme, Kuremaa, Palupera ja Õisu), kus ajaloolistele 
plaanidele toetudes olen välja selgitanud osa mõisale tüüpilistest maastikumärkidest (pea-
hoone, majandushooned, park, alleed, kalmistu) ning nende omavahelise paiknemise. 

Paisjärve kaldal asuva Hellenurme mõisa hooned on ansamblisse paigutatud suh-
teliselt kompaktselt. Peahoone (kaardil märgitud mustaga) vahetus läheduses paikneb suur 

osa majandushoonetest (tähistatud valgega), sh veskikompleks. Loodes asub mõisa kalmistu, 
mida ühendab mõisasüdamega allee. Piki jõge allavoolu (mõisasüdamest kirdes) nn inglise 
pargi laadne ala koos Inglimäe ja linnuvaatlustorniga. Kuremaa mõisaansambel on samu-
ti suhteliselt kompaktne, kuigi veidi rohkem maastikku ulatuv, just hilisemal ajal ehitatud 
laudahooned asuvad mõisasüdamest veidi kaugemal, samuti voore harjal asuv hollandi tüüpi 
tuulik ja eemal paiknev rehi. Analoogselt Hellenurmega paikneb mõisa kalmistu paar kilo-
meetrit mõisasüdamest eemal (loodes) ning on ühendatud mõisasüdamega allee abil. Heim-
tali mõisa peahoone ning majandushoonete ansambel moodustavad sarnaselt Hellenurme ja 
Kuremaaga ühtse terviku, olles küll veidi eraldatud, kuid laiemalt vaadeldes siiski suhteli-
selt kompaktne tervik, kuhu kuuluvad ringtall, juustukoda, teenijatemaja ja teised hooned. 
Mõisa kalmistu, mida ühendab mõisa südamega tammeallee, asub mõisasüdamest mõne 
kilomeetri kaugusel. Hellenurme naabermõisa Palupera mõisahooned asuvad samuti kom-
paktselt koos, mõisasüdamest eemal (kirdes) asub mõisnike kalmistu, mille poole suundu-
vaid teid ääristavad puuderead. Kärstna mõisas on hoonete paiknemine eelpool kirjeldatud 
mõisatega väga sarnane, peahoone vahetus ümbruses asuvad enamus majandushoonetest, 
mõisnike kalmistu asub mõisasüdamest paari kilomeetri kaugusel ning seda ühendab mõisa 
peahoonega tammeallee. Õisu mõisa hooned paiknevad veidi suuremal alal, kuid moodusta-
vad siiski kogumikuna terviku. Küll paikneb üks veskikompleks ja rehi mõisasüdamest veidi 
eemal. Maastikupark ulatub aga kilomeetrite kaugusele nagu Hellenurme mõisa Inglimägi. 
Õisu mõisa kalmistu paikneb mõisasüdamest paari kilomeetri kaugusel ja seda ühendab 
mõisasüdamega tammeallee. 

Eelpool kirjeldatud mõisaansamblitele analoogilisi skeeme näeme suures osas Ees-
ti mõisates. Nii on mõisa peahoone ümber aina enam ehitatud erineva otstarbega hooneid, 
mis moodustavad ansambleid. Veidi eemal mõisasüdamest on mõisnike perekonnakalmis-
tu (mõnel juhul koos kabeliga), mida ühendab tavaliselt mõisa keskpunktiga allee. Suurtel 
aladel, mis saavad alguse mõisa südamest, laiuvad vabakujulised pargid, kust ei puudu ka 
grotid, sillakesed, mälestusmärgid, paviljonid jt pargiehitised. Mõisa poolt estetiseeritud 
maastik on pidevalt laienenud ja tihenenud. Mõisate hiilgeajal 20. sajandi alguses, mis lan-
geb kokku ka mõisaaja lõpuga, kattis mõisavõrgustik tihedalt kogu Eesti territooriumi ning 
on vähemal või rohkemal määral tajutav ning märgatav ka tänases maastikupildis. 

Kokkuvõte

Ühelt poolt Eesti maastiku isikupära ning teiselt poolt mõisate tihe võrk on andnud siinsele 
maastikupildile täiesti omanäolise ilme, mida ei leidu kuskil mujal ja mis on ainulaadne 
ning paigaspetsiifiline. Siinsesse maastikku külvatud seeme on vilja kandnud, kohalikke 
kasvutingimusi ning kliimat arvestades on arenenud täiesti uut liiki taim – Balti villa rus-
tica. Seetõttu ei ole võimalik Eesti maastiku käsitleda ilma mõisa ja mõisa ilma Eesti maasti-
kuta, need on üks tervik ning kujunenud just selliseks teineteist mõjutades ning teineteisega 
arvestades. 

Heimtali mõisa .... 
Foto Juhan Maiste

Nele Nutt
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selt kompaktne tervik, kuhu kuuluvad ringtall, juustukoda, teenijatemaja ja teised hooned. 
Mõisa kalmistu, mida ühendab mõisa südamega tammeallee, asub mõisasüdamest mõne 
kilomeetri kaugusel. Hellenurme naabermõisa Palupera mõisahooned asuvad samuti kom-
paktselt koos, mõisasüdamest eemal (kirdes) asub mõisnike kalmistu, mille poole suundu-
vaid teid ääristavad puuderead. Kärstna mõisas on hoonete paiknemine eelpool kirjeldatud 
mõisatega väga sarnane, peahoone vahetus ümbruses asuvad enamus majandushoonetest, 
mõisnike kalmistu asub mõisasüdamest paari kilomeetri kaugusel ning seda ühendab mõisa 
peahoonega tammeallee. Õisu mõisa hooned paiknevad veidi suuremal alal, kuid moodusta-
vad siiski kogumikuna terviku. Küll paikneb üks veskikompleks ja rehi mõisasüdamest veidi 
eemal. Maastikupark ulatub aga kilomeetrite kaugusele nagu Hellenurme mõisa Inglimägi. 
Õisu mõisa kalmistu paikneb mõisasüdamest paari kilomeetri kaugusel ja seda ühendab 
mõisasüdamega tammeallee. 

Eelpool kirjeldatud mõisaansamblitele analoogilisi skeeme näeme suures osas Ees-
ti mõisates. Nii on mõisa peahoone ümber aina enam ehitatud erineva otstarbega hooneid, 
mis moodustavad ansambleid. Veidi eemal mõisasüdamest on mõisnike perekonnakalmis-
tu (mõnel juhul koos kabeliga), mida ühendab tavaliselt mõisa keskpunktiga allee. Suurtel 
aladel, mis saavad alguse mõisa südamest, laiuvad vabakujulised pargid, kust ei puudu ka 
grotid, sillakesed, mälestusmärgid, paviljonid jt pargiehitised. Mõisa poolt estetiseeritud 
maastik on pidevalt laienenud ja tihenenud. Mõisate hiilgeajal 20. sajandi alguses, mis lan-
geb kokku ka mõisaaja lõpuga, kattis mõisavõrgustik tihedalt kogu Eesti territooriumi ning 
on vähemal või rohkemal määral tajutav ning märgatav ka tänases maastikupildis. 

Kokkuvõte

Ühelt poolt Eesti maastiku isikupära ning teiselt poolt mõisate tihe võrk on andnud siinsele 
maastikupildile täiesti omanäolise ilme, mida ei leidu kuskil mujal ja mis on ainulaadne 
ning paigaspetsiifiline. Siinsesse maastikku külvatud seeme on vilja kandnud, kohalikke 
kasvutingimusi ning kliimat arvestades on arenenud täiesti uut liiki taim – Balti villa rus-
tica. Seetõttu ei ole võimalik Eesti maastiku käsitleda ilma mõisa ja mõisa ilma Eesti maasti-
kuta, need on üks tervik ning kujunenud just selliseks teineteist mõjutades ning teineteisega 
arvestades. 

Heimtali mõisa .... 
Foto Juhan Maiste

Nele Nutt
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Maastiku teoreetilis-metoodiline käsitlus
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mõisaparkides. 
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